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OLLAND CITY STAVE FACTORY, Jowph

ill

Klxtor,

Rumors

TTUNTLEY, A.,PracUcaIMaehinlat

Mill and
Engine R^paira a apeoialty. Shop on 8ov current
ei)th atreet, near River.

j

1

A

^

TTUNTLEY,

Publhlier.

1

1

JAB., Architect,Bulldor and Contractor. Office in New Mill and Factory on

River street.

Terms

of

Subscription:

TT’EYSTONRPLANING MILL. J. R. Kleyn,
Proprietor.Architectand Builder,dealerin
•1.60 per year if paid in advance ; $2.00 Lumber, Lath, Shingles,and Brick. Sixth street.
if paid at six months.
pHOENIX PLANING MILL. B. L. Scott, Proprietor, dealer in lumber, lath, shinglesand
brick.
River street
Rateslof advertising

IV

1

made known

on application.

'T'HECAPPON A BBRTBOH LEATHER CO.,
tanners of Hemlock HlanvbterSole, Harnesa.
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Orand Rapids.

i

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

^PAKKEN

St DE 8PE .DER, Manufacturers of
Carriages,Wagons,Cutters. Sleighs. Sole
ownere of DCL Patent Wagon. Special attention
to Iloraeshoelngand Repairing.River street.

A

Attorneys and Jastlces.

LOCftb JPTTINGS.

proprietor,manufacturer of Stave*

'and Heodinga. White and Black Aah BolM
bought. River atreei

of

ws.

e
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residence of Mrs. Daniel Bertach next

Wednesday evening, Oct. 80th. A cormatrimonialventures are dial invitation is extended to all to be

present.

now.

•

,

Right students of the Theological
Seminary
of Hope College attendedthe
piano for sale or rent.
conventionheld at Chicago last week
The steamer 0. G, Williams, of of the theological students of all deSaugatuck,was in i>ort, Monday.
nominations,except Episcopal. They
C. L.

The

Waring

has an upright Fisher

-

returped last

which fell last Thursday
evening was very welcome, especially
rain

Monday.
,

Mr. John Gelock, a

prominent
to the farmers.
Holland citizenof Grand Rapids, died
suddenly on Thursday. Mr. Gelock
The Olive Centre corre8|><»n(l**nt has
had many friends iu Holland. He was
some good ideas for the fair associaone of the trustees of the theological
tion to consider.
seminary at Grand Rapids.
«•*

TV! JKEHIA. G. J., Attorney at Law. Collect ions
Geo. H. .30uter & Son will deliver
iJ .promptly
attended
to. Office, Van der \7 AN RAALTE, B., dealer in Farm implements
IjLoyd Brszeb, formerly publisher
..v
......
.
.
trees
to their pustomersin this city on
Vaen'a block, Klghth street
and machinery.Cor. River aud Ninth fits.
of the Grand Rapids Telegram-llerahl,
TBAIRBANKS.I.. Ju'tloeof the Peace, Notary T17ILMS. P.. Pump manufacturer, and dealer Saturday, Nov. 2.
will shortly issue a literary sheet in
Public aud Pension Claim Agent, River St,
v v
in Agriculturalimplementsof all
all kinds.
near Tenth
South River street.
Don't miss the McGibney Family Chicago. The name of the paper will

sssssxssaaatd^'

“Tlic

Grand Rapids and Lake

A New

Railroad from Grand Rapids to Holland.

Micbigan."

y

V

TTOBT,

J. G..

Attorney and Counsallnr at Law.

concert at the

Merchant Tailors.

Block, corner Eighth and
I Office:
Off Post's
~ ......
River
atroets.

J^RUBSE HBOS.,

Meal

dealer in Bakers' Cools, ConJJ foctlonery,Foreign Fruits. Tobacco and
tigara. Blom's new block, Eighth street.

IXEKRAKER

QIFY BAKERY, J.

yAN

Markets.

number

will be

published Saturday, Nov. 2.

DK ROSTER,

dealers in all
kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats, River street.
Sc

Stop borrowingyour neighbor'spaThe editor of the Telegram-Herald
and subscribe for the News. $1.50 is responsible for a ridiculous error
pays for it to Jan.
1891.
made in an editorial in Wednesday's

The Company Organized, and the road sure to come,

per,

C., Ju.,

IS

be Chaff, and the lirst

Merchant Tailora.

Bakeries.
1JLOM,

Opera House, Wednes-

day evening, Oct. 30.

if

1,

our people want

m

it.

issue. He referred to the mayor of
Holland in a discreditable manner,
v
South Ottawa Teachers’ association
when it should have been the mayor of
will be held at Zeeland Nov. 9th.
Grand Haven.
The Short Rente Between Grand Rapids and Chicago.
Bank.
^ W—
---Photographer.
Hattie, the three-year-old daughter
JJULLAND CITY B ANK, foreignatrt domestic I A FAYETTE, J., Photographer.The best
A large number of thesportsofthe
__ exchange bought and sold. Collections Ij work and the lowest pile s Gallery, 2nd of Mr. and Mrs. L. Peerebolte died last
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
city went to Grand Rapids last Thursdoor east of the City Hotel.
Friday morning of membranous croup.
For several weeks it has been rumor- at Lake Michigan is, one of the finest
day, and saw Dr. Van Putten’s MonBarbei s.
Physicians.
Judge Fairbanks reports an in- tague Boy outtrot H. Boone's Maggie ed that somethingwas about to develop
natural harbors on the Great Lakes.
D AUMOARTEL, W., TonsorlalParlors, Eigh'h IT'KEMERS, H., Pby.icianandSurgeon. Real crease of pension for Mr. Samuel Van
B. Boone's horse captured the lirst in railroadmatters, of great interestto
XT and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly IV dence on Twelfth street cor er of Market.
It has a broad channel with a depth of
attended to.
Office at the drug store of IL Kremers. Office Etta, of Holland town, one of his clients. heat, and Montague Boy took the next
the citizens of Grand Rapids and Hol- 24 feet and upwards for the entire dishours from 1 a. m. to 12 m.. and from S to 6 p m.
three, winning the race. Some money
Boots and 8hoefl.
Do you want to know what is goine:
land.
VrABBS. J. A.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
tance, as is shown by the soundings
changed hands on the result.
TTELDER, J. D., the cheapest place in the city 1"A at Walsh’s drug st. ro. Residence, corner on in Western Michigan? Subscribe
The
proximity of the two places, and
of
Eighth
aud
Fish
streets,
iu
the
bouse
formerly
AL to buy Boots aud Shoes, Liver street.
marked on the U. 8. Coast survey
Theodore Thomas’ orchestra, the the fact that many of the prominent
occupied by L. Sprletsema.Office Hours: 9 to for the News, only Sl.oO until Jan. 1st
yAN DUREN BROS., deale-s in Baits and 10 a m., and 3 to 5 p. in.
chart,
which have been carefully veri1891.
finest in the United States, gave one of
Shoes. A large assortment always on hand
businessmen of the Valley City have
Eighth afreet.
fied the past summer by Capt* Thomas
Real Estate Agency.
Workmen are busily engaged in their grand concerts at Hartman’s Hall, erected their summer homes at our
Grand
Rapids,
last
Tuesday
evening.
J.
Waters of the steamer Mabel BradClothing.
\7AN WERP, T. R., Proprietor Holland Real building the vault for the new bank,
v Estate Agency. Property of all kltda
A number of ladies aud gentlemen of popular resorts, have caused the mat- shaw. Beyond the pier heads In Lake
which will soon be established iu the
TJ OSMAN. J. W„ Merchant Tailor, k--eps the bought, sold or exchanged.
this city, who take an interest in vocal ter of additional railroadfacilities to be
13 largest stock of Cloths and Ready made
Bosman
building.
Michigan, no outside bar obstruction
Clothingin the city. Eighth street
Saloons.
and instrumental music, were in attend- agitated,as the best solution of the
exists,
as is found at many other har\70R8T. W., Tailor. Renovating and replug l>ROWN, P., dealer In liquorsand cigarsof all
John
Wyk’s flve-year-oltl ance and report it as being very fine. annual “wars” about the transportaV clothinga speolaltycheap and good. River
kiU(i8. Eighth street near River.
bors on the Lake. The only obstacle
daughter, of Allendale, was burned to
street.
Mr. C. Kok returned from his trip to tion of passengersto the summer rei^EERY, MICHAEL, dealerIn Wines, Liquors. death last Sunday while playingaround
being comparativelyshoal water for a
O aud Cigars. Saloon In First Want, throe some burning stumps.
Dakota last Saturday. On Wednesday sorts on Macatawa Bay.
ConimlsHlon Merchant.
doors east of City Hall.
short distance between the piers,
evening of this week the members
'REACH, W. H., Commission Merchant, and
In addition to this minor reason, for
caused by a break ;in the north pier.
A3 dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
Keep
the
ball
rolling,
gentlemen,
of
the
singing
school
of
which
he
Second Hand Store.
market price paid for wheat Office in Brick
another line, the businessmenof Grand
and
secure
all the railroads, canals, aud is leader made him a pleasant surThe U. S. Chief of Engineers has InStore, comer Eighth and Fish streets.
1 )OSMAN, A. B.. proprietorof Second Hand
I) Stor,-, and dealer iu Stoves, Tinware, etc., enterprises for Holland that you can. prise. They left behind them a hand- Rapids have become convinced of the
cluded 122,000 in the harbor estimates
Eighth street.
Drngs aud Medicines.
We are with you every time.
some sofa, which they brought with necessityof improving their transporto be submittedto Congress at its next
Watches ami Jewelry.
them as a token of regard held for him tation faciUl3es,by making a short line
QENTRALDRUGSTOttF.,H. Browers, M. D.,
Rev. J. T. Bergen is expected to
Proprietor.
session, for Black Lake, which will be
by his scholars.
I> REYMAN, OTTO. Watchmaker.Jeweler,aud
to Lake Michigan. The canal project
return
to-day,
Saturday.
He
will
A)
dealer
In
fancy
goods.
Corner
of
Market
TVOESBURG. J. 0., Dealer In Drug* and Medlamply sufficient to repair the damages
olneg, Paints and Oils. Broshes, Toilet and Eighth streets.
preach in Hope Church to-morrow, Peck’s bad boy failed to show upatj was the result of this feeling.
Articlesand Perform s, Imported Havana, Key
and secure at least sixteen feet of
^TEVENRON, C. A., successor to H. Wvk- Suhday, morning and evening.
the Opera House Thursday evening ay
West, and DomestioCigars.
On tlie other hand, the peopleofHolhnysen, Jeweler and Optician,Eighth street
water at the entrance between the
,
m was announced last week /Manager
gCHOUTEN, F J., M. I)., proprietorof First opposite Walsh's drug store.
S^tii-8 Bell U.nqek8
„ (,&8t.lronton. land and points along the line have piers. This will be enough for the
Ward Drug Store. Presort .-ttons carefudj
compounded day or night. Eighth street.
MkcHlaneoiis.
Dumpty Company are billed for nn en.|ract Kitl, tl,e companVi 8nd camot found that but little growth is possible
largest class of lake steamers, and
Kagemen in tine ci y at the Open.r„(ler8tRml „hv thev dld „ot com(. in their towns, so long as they have but
TXTAL'W, HF.BF.R. Druggist and Pharmacist;
REST,
MRS.
R.
B.,
has
a
very
flue
line of
transportation companies are ready to
VV a full stock of goods appertaining to the ) Fancy
in8t „ llottl
Fat Goods aud materials for fancy work. Bouse, Monday evening, Nov. 4th. /VmhMy th r,in
business.
a single railroad to offer manufacturers.
Ladies,call. Ninth street, between Market aud
put first-class boats on the routes to
VATES & KANE, druggists and booksellers Cedar streets.
Lost.—
valuable shepherd dog. bill, which preventedthem from tilling
The interestsof the 0. «& W. M. R y
Chicago and Milwaukee in connection
Stock always fresh and complete, cor Eighth
any further engagements.
f \E KEYZER, C., Newspaper aud Periodical The person returning him to G. Van
and River streets.
company have always been adverse to
I ‘ SubscriptionAgency. Leave order for any
with the projjosedrailroad.
den Beldt, one mile southeastof the
publicationin U. S. or Canada with him at P 0.
The second of a scries of temperance lake transportation,as that road
Dry Goods anil Groceries.
For Holland, and the other towns on'
city, in ill be rewarded for his trouble.
meetingswill be held in the Methodist
[. EPPEL, T., dealer iu lumber, lath, shingles,
4.,
naturally preferred the haul to New
the line, the benefits of the road will
RERTSCH, D , dealer in Dry Goods, Fancy Iu salt, land au.t calcined plaster. Corner Mr. A. Riddering and Mrs. L. Mid- Church IlCxt Tuesday evening, Oct. 29,
13 Goods and FamishingGoods, Eighth street. Eighth and Cedar street.
Buffalo, where it joined the Michigan
be even greater. In the first place, it
dlehoek, nee Gezina Drost, of Drenthe, wincing at 7:46. Levs. N. M.
ROOT & KRAMER dealer in Dry Goods. No \fUL0KR, J. B., Subaciiptiou Agent for all
Central, to sharing its business with a
were
married
last
Tuesday,
Oct.
22ml.
StetTens
and
A.
A.
Ffanstiehl
will
be
will give them a competing line with
13 Mons, Grooeiies, Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth ill American and ForeignNewspapers aud
Mavostues.Office, l)e Groudwet building.
street next to Bank.
Rev. E.Broeneperformedthe ceremony. (he principal speakers. After those steamboat line.
the Boston road. It will make better
During the past season the steamer
addresses, an opportunity will be given
/^RANDALL, 8. R dealer in Department Goods
markets for the farmers, better busi\j and proprietor of HoUand City Bazaar,
The annual re-union of Van Lente's to other citizens to say something in the
‘‘Mabel Bradshaw” has carried large
Eighth street
ness for the merchants, and open the
choir was held at the residenceof J. interestof the temperance cause.
numbers of Grand Rapids passengers
TVE JONGH C., dealer w Dry Goods, Groceries,
F. & A. M.
De Grant' last Tuesday evening. Avery
way for the investment of thousands
Hats and Caps. Boots and Shoes,etc.,Tenth
N ext Wednesday evening the famous via Holland to Chicago, and demonA Regular < onimunieation of Unity Lodok, pleasant time was enjoyed by all
streetopp. Union School building.
of dollars in factories,by capitalists,
No. l«i, F. Sc A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
McGibeny Family wiU give one of their strated that this is the shortest and
TVE VRIES, D., dealerIn General Merchandise, Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock ou Wednesday even- present.
who will never do so, as long as they
and Pr-duce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy But- ings, Jan. JR. Feb. 13, March 13. April HI. Mav
musical entertainmentsat the Opera
best summer route between Grand RapIfi, June '.2. July It), Augu-t 7, Sept. 4. Oct. 2.
ter always on baud. River street cor. Ninth.
Mr.
G. J. Sctiuukmanhas purchased House. The prices of admission have
are at the mercy of a single railroad
Nov. 0. Dec. 4. St. John's days Jute 24 and
u. LAamn, W. M.
an interestiu the Phceuix planing mill. been placed at 35 and 50 cents; children ids and Chicago.
OTEKETEE, BABTIAN, general dealer in Dry December
corporation.
© Goods and Groceries,Flour and Feed. Tin O. Bhxyuax, Sec’f/.
The business will hereafter be run umt^r 12 years of age, 25 cents. Re- With these facts in view, a company
^.0finest stock of Crockery in the city, oor . Eighth
The shores of the beautiful lake at
and River streets.
under the firm name of Scott and served seats, price 60 centsj, can be pro- was organized this week to build a new
K. O. T. M,
Holland,
are bein? lined with handSchuurman.
XT AN DER HAAR, H . R*neral dealer in Arc
cured at 0. Breyman & Son’s, cum- line from Grand Rapids to Holland, to
Cres-iertlVn*.No. G3, meots in K. 0. T. M.
Eiylub
V Groceries,etc. Oysters in aoaaou. ”'
' ' Hall at 8:00 p m., on Monday night next. All
moncing Monday, Oct. 28, at 8:00 a. m. be known as the Grand Rapids and some summer cottages at its western
street
Sir Knights ar« coidiallyli vlUd to ntb-nd.
Grand Haven has a curiosityin tin
Clirapeot Life ln-niai.ee OnLr known. Full
end, and the east end already has facT TAN PUTTBN. G. & SONS. General Dealers in particulars8»ven ou application.
shape of a black and white Jersey
You will always find that the mei* Lake Michigan Railroad. The articles
7 D»y Goods, Groceries.Croc-ery, Hats and W. A. Holm**, Cummonder.
tories employing several hundred men;
‘ calf.” We received this information ihants who advertisejudiciously are
Caps. Flour, Provi-ioni-, eto. River stie*t.
of incorporation were filed at Lansing
Gko. E. Hunt, R. K.
direct from parties who have seen the mterprisingandenergetichusiuessmen.
but these should be increased to thouson Oct. 22, 1889.
XI7I8E, J.. deator In Notions and Fancy Goods,
wonderful animal.
Also
Hair Work.
street opposite
Alto- ‘ Eighth
. .....
They take an interestalso in every enands,
and in no way can it bb done
The contemplated road will be as
City
rj
CITY
terprise that is for the benefit of the
Mr. Henry Roozeboom’s elevenshort a line as possible, entering the faster, than by getting a competing
city, whether it benefitsthem directly
Furniture*
PRODUCE. ETC.
year-old son died Tuesday of diphtheria.
Union depot at Grand Rapids, over the railroad,and steamboat lines to Holor not. “A word to the wise is suffi(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.) This is the second death in Mr. Rooze\fEYKR, BROUWER Si CO., Dealers In all
cient.” We have a few columns of ad- tracks of one of the present railroads, land.
ivl aluds of Furniture, Curtains. Wall Paper,
___
WHOLESALE.
RETAIL
boom’s family by the same disease
But organizing a railroad, does not
Carpets,Picture Frames, etc., Rlrer street.
Beans ..... $1 .00 to 81-Ni.iWans..... gj 25 to S2.00
vertisingspace which could be used to from a point south of the junction of
within the month.
Butter ............... 18c Bottor
advantage by our merchants.
X7ERBBEK. W., dealer In Furniture,Wall EM- ................. IBo
the C. & W. M., and the L. 8. & M. 8. build it, and H remains for the com-

The next regular meeting

Prsaiuk & Bro . Proprietj)ra,
DER VEERE, WILLIA *1, First Ward
Fresh Bread au'l Bakers' Goods, ConfectionMeat Market. Choice meats always ou
ery, eto., Eighth street ,
hand. Eighth street, near Fisb.

of the
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SOCIETIES.
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Hall.

MARKETS.

Vx

.

V

Paper. Picture Frames, HouseholdDecora- Mousy .............. lOr
tions and Novelties. Eighth street.
Onions ................ 90c
Potatoes .............9So

Flour|VUls.

Tiuy McGibney Family travel in a
General Russel A. Alger, ex- R. R’s. Arrangementshave already
palaqfcar of their own. The cost of
governor of this state, commander-in- been made which secure terminal facilthe car was $20,000 and it is one of the
chief of the G. A. R., and prospective ities at Grand Rapids, and a conneclargest as well as the finest equipped
candidate for the presidency in 1892, tion with the great railroad systems of
pall^ce car in the country.
passed through the city last Tuesday.
the country for freight and passenger
fliE taxpayers of school district No. He stopped at Benton Harbor, and parbusiness.
6,- ^Township of Holland, voted this ticipatedin the dedication of a collegiThe officers of the new road, under
ate
institute
at
that
place.
The
G.
A.
wwc whether a new school should be
the
preliminaryorganization, an as
R.
of
that
town
gave
him
a
royal
recepbdilt or not. It was decided not to

GRAIN, FEED. ETC.

Vv

RRT1IL.

sair-l

lx

1

or not; if

-

(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.
Sc CO., Manufacturersrf
Boiler Flour, proprietorsof Standard RollWHOLESALE.
*
er Mills. Dally capacity.900 barrels.
Buckwheat ...... 96040c
Bran, 9 100 tbs ...... 60o
Barley, fl cwt ....... .80
Harlware.
Clorerteed,« tra..tl.OO
corn Meal, T toa.9i6.OO
TT ANTRR8 BROS., dealers in generalhardware Corn, shelled .......;96c
Stoam aud gas fittings a specially. No. 69 Flour ..............14.40
Flour.- .............$4.80
Eighth street. .
F. Comml fl lOOIbtf 25

TI7AL8H DE BOO

V

munities which will be benefited, to
decide whether they want the railroad,

.

V ton ....... «18.00
build by a majority of one.
tion in the evening. On Wednesday he follows:
CYAN DER VEEN, E^ dealer in « tores, hard- Feed,
D. Tolford, of Grand
Hay ............... $8.00
ware, cutlery, eto. Tin and sheet Iron ware
Middlings |)100 lbs.. 00c Mlldiinga ^ ico ftB°.70c
went to Chicago.
Corner River and Eighth streets
Rapids,
President;
Geo. P. Hummer, of
Oats, new ........90i<$22cOoto, new .....
.980
Professor Ul ark, the well knowtf
45c
Holland, vice President; John C. Post,
has had
Burnt
Pearl Barky V lOMbs 44 Pearl B^ey y iodrtis jis colored scissors grinder,
Hotels.
I
Timothy seed ..... ,|1.«0Timothyseed... ,'..11. 80
Leaves,
his
headquarters
at
Graafschap
for
of
Holland, Secretary; F. A. Hall, of
Wheat, white ........78c Corn ear ..... ....... 45o
RedFalts ......... ..78c
over a year, has left for green fields
Lancaster Bed .......78c
Lansing, Mich., Oct. 22.— Special Grand Rapids, Treasurer; and Chas. E.
pastures now at North Holland.
New Wheat .........78c
one of the largestand best sample rooms In the
Telegram i— The State Board of Health Temple, of Grand Rapids, Counsel.
•tote. Free bus in oomectlonwith the hotel.
List of letters remaining in the post to-day issued a cautionary circularnpon
The Board of Directors includes

*•

*

(Smoke from

who

-

ng Autumn

W.

Buy Douglas’ $2.00 Boy’s shoe, the
office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 24, 1889: the burning of fallen leaves and rubbest articlefor boy’s wear in the marD. Tolford, C. W. Garfield, and F. A.
ket. For sale at Van Duren Bros, tf Chas. McGansey, John McGmis, Chas. bish at night, when there is no moveHall, of Grand Rapids; and J. C. Post,

Thompson.

ment of the atmosphere to take the
smoke away from the cities or villages,
J. G. Van Plttkn, P. M.
thus compelling the citizensto breathe
Mr. W. J. Scott is now landlordof it during the night, when In the presthe Park House, Mr. D. L. Boyd retirent condition of the atmosphere, caused
ing. Mr. Scott has put the hotel in by continued drought, aggravates bronfirst-class order, aud is ready to accomchial and nervous diseases.- The board
modate those desiring a good boarding urges the necessity of these fires being

S.

At this season of the year people can
not be too careful about keeping their
gABRLNGTON.E.^^roprietorof
Holland
bowels regular. Bilious and malarial
Uamlng done, oor. Market and Seventh streets. diseases are often brought on by allowing the bowels to become torpid. An
occasional dose of St. Patrick’s Pills is
all that would be required and might
Livery and Sale Stables.

8ale by place.

d at

The

0.
(

made
Ladies’ Aid Societyof the M.

ctmrch win

hold

»

quiit social at

E.

in the

morning, if they cannot be

aVoided*

th8|

local continued on Page Five.

G. P.

Hummer, P. H. McBride, and A.

M. Kanters,

of

of

aid

vide

for

the enterprise, and Uy pro*

for the right of

way. While we

are in a position to assure our readers

that the matter has been under the
considerationof prominentrailroad
;

officials for

some

time, yet, unless the

towns which are to be benefited are
willing to endorse the project and eon-

tribute their fair share of money
toward the buildingof the road,

the Grand Rapids

and Lake Michigan

railroad is a certainty, and trams will
be running over

Grand Rapids

it

by next season.

the line of the proposed route

shortest route

it will

to Lake

give the

enterprise their ea

Meetings of our citizenswill
in a few days, of

Michigan. be given and the

Black Lake,-from Holland to the

piers.

and we know

that they wljH join hands and rive this

and Holland, as well as the other new
For Grand Rapids,

it

cannot succeed. But, with this done,

This enterprise is one of vital impor- the people of Holland,

town* on

once

This railroad,means everything to

Holland.

tance to the citizens of

at

be taken to raise a reasonableamount

W.

V

they do, steps should

fully disclosed.

m

taw nation. A miner's lamp came

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
fils

EASTERN OCCURRENCES.

$««»'

A platform

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

A

forty feet above the

ground, on which eeven boiler- maker*
were working, at Bethlehem. Pa., fell.
George Murphy was instantly killed and

THE WORLD OVER.
MIRROR OF THE IMPORTANT OCCURRENCES OF A WEEK.

in

con-

King of Portugal, 1* dead. Tho Kin*

tact with a keg of powder, and the explopassed away quietly. He beoame unconsion of the powder caused one of coal
dust, which set the mine on fire. Sixteen scious some time before he expired,and
men were in the mine, the shaft of which his life went out almost without a tremor.
Paralvsis was the cause of his death.
is 500 feet deep, all of whom were taken
The Duke of Braganza, who succeeds to
out more or less injured, four fatally.
the throne, will assume the title of CarSt. Locih expositionhas closed. The los I.
total attendance in forty days was 650,000
King Lul« L ww born Oct. ’SI, 18S8. He was

two others fatally injured.The other four people and the total receipts $130,000,
men escaped with comparatively slight Goods worth
#250.000were
were sold
sold by
bv exhib
exhib.
worth $250,000
injuries.
itors and contracts were made By them
Gen. John F. Hartranpt, ex-Gov- for the sale of #500,000 worth of goods.
ornor of Pennsylvania, has died nt NorA report from Columbas,Ohio, ii to
ristown. The General's death created the effect that GovernorForaker is very

INTERSTATE COMMERCE. RAUM GETS THE

PUCE.

IMPORTANT DECISIONS RENDERED PRESIDENT HARRISON NAMES HIM At
COMMISSIONER OF PENSIONS.
BY THE COMMISSION.
The Kola Retarding Shipments of Cattle The IllinoisMan's Appointment n Surprlso
In Car Lota-ThroughRates and MUeage
to ths Politicians— His Previous Record—
— Regarding Shipments of Lumber from
The Annual Report of ths Pension OHlco
tho South by Rail and Wator.
— Gossip from the Nation's Capital.

the sou of the late Queen Maria II. and the late
Prince Ferdinandof Baxe-Coburg.His royal
mother was the first sovereign of the line ol
I'hs inter-state commerce commission
Braganza to break through the custom, which
[Washingtontelegram.]
had prevailed for two oenturies, of keeping baa reudered three important deThe
Preeident
has appointed Gen. Green
up alliances with the reigning houses of cisions. In the cue
Isnord and B. Raum of Illinois as commissionerof penBpaln. Hsr union with Prince Ferdinand resulted
beginningol Chappell againstthe Chicago nd Alton done, and he has assumed the duties of his
the house
Braganza- Coburg. the railroad the commission decide, ‘hst cm- position. This action was a surprise, as
first sovereignof which was her sou Pedro V.,
riers can rightfullyrobstituta
the Gen. Raum’s name had not been prominat whose death,in 1HB1, Luis succeeded to th e
throne. The young King took to wife Pla. the practice of charging carload rates on ently mentioned in conuection with the ofcattle,irrespective of weight, the rule that fice.
while a carlotis named a minimum weight
Green Ferry Raum is a native of Illifor a carloadis prescribed, and any excess nols and one of the best known politicians
over
the
minimum
is
be
charged
the elden-of whom, I’riuoe Carlos, Duke of BraIn that Slate.
was born Golconda.
gauza, horu in 1«J , In a cultivated mau. Prince for
pounds in Pope county, Dec. '.1, 1829. After reCarlos married a daughter of the Couutdo Paris,
proportion to the carlot rate. The com* ceiving
common-schooleducation ha
the most formidable of pretenders to monarchcommission to ! studied la w,~Md“wM 'admitted Uto"th7 bar
leal rule over France. King Luis has been a plainants urged
wiee and liberal King, toiling to establishfree- conform to the State laws and rulings of
« me
In
Three years later he went
to Kandom and education aud encouragingrailroads Kansas and Missouri State commissioners
sas and affiliatedwith the free-soil party.
and telegraphs,but tho people appear to have
lost that enterprising character which made under which shippers of cattle to points This made him obnoxiousto the prothem so active during the fifteeutliaud
sixteenth within the Btate bad the right to load cars slavery faction and he returnedto Illinois,
centuries. ________________
without regard to weight at a stated price ettling at Harrisburg.
a car. The commissionheld, however,
At the beginning of the rebellion he
that State action could not be allowed to made many “war” speeches, and subse-

of

In the

of

Thtafa That Do Happen— A Complete little surprise, as he had for a number of ill, and that it will bo some time before
or
Record of Interefttlog Events the World months suffered from a duplicationof
he is able to resume campaign work.
Over — Shocking Accidents, Startling diseases. The nows was received at
Georoe H. Stevens, Treasurer of the
Philadelphia with general sorrow by all
Crimes. Other Topics.
classes. Arrangements for the funeral PenitentiaryBoard at Tucson, Ari., has
have not yet been completed.
disappeared,aud his accounts havo been
to
He
A FREIGHT TRAIN WRECKED.
In the EpiscopalConventionat New found to be $G,000 short.
by the hundred
One Man Istantly Killei and Three Others York the Committee on Canons presenta
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
the
Badly Injnrei!.
ed a report that they deemed it inexA collision near Lynnland station, pedient to establish a missionary episcoAt the Louisville meeting of the NaKy., on the Louisville and Nashville pate for tho colored people, and requested
tional
Board of Trade resolutiohswere
to
bo
diichnrged
from
lurthcr
consideraRailroad, between two passenger trains,
tion of the question. Discussion of the passed opposing any modification of the
. resultedin the death of one man and the report was postponed.
interstate lOmmerce law, especiallyof
Wirious injury of several others. Van D.
FRESH AND NEWSY.
At Philadelphia. Bov. Dr. Thomas the clause prohibitingpooling; favoriug
Heisen, of Millstown, Ky., was the most
seriously injured, do.th resulting in a Ftederic Davies was consecrated Bishop national supervisionof insuranceand uniSeveral car loads of Now England control in matters within the Federal quently entered the army. Ho rose to the
few hours. The others badly hurt were: of the Episcopal Diocese of Eastern formityof insurance legislatiou; a reducjurisdiction,and that the grant to the rank of Brigadier-Generalaud took part
Rev. J. M. Bruce, of Gleason, right arm Michigan. The ceremony occurred in St. tion of federal revenues in the way which capitalists, with a few from New York federalgovernment of tho power to regu- in many Important engagements,particbroken near the shoulder; J. M. Wheeler, Paul's Church, of which Dr. Davies ha< will least embarrass industriesanil trade; and Ohio, are investigatingtho State of late Inter-Statecommerce is full and ularly distinguishing himself in the battle
Worthington, Ky., fracturedarm and in- been pastor for many years. A distin- the considerationby Congress of plans Texas with a view of making investments. complete and can not be narrowed or en- of Corinth and the Atlanta campaign.
jured internally;Mrs. B. A. Green, Nich- guished company of bishops, priests, for irrigatiort,and reciprocity trade relacroached upon by State authorityeither At Missionary Ridge he was wounded,
Frank Dupreib, J. Paul Mark, and directly
tions with Cahada.
or indirectly.
olasville, dislocated shoulder;Elder W,
deacons and laymen assisted. Bishop
but immediately upon recovering resumed
F. Rogers Horse Cave, dislocatedshoal- | potter
In an opinion on the case of McMorran active service in the field.
A Richmond, Va., dispatch says: Very another mau known ns^ “Curly" left
of Now York, preached tho
Jer sud badly bruised. Ed Jeffriesand sermon.
Rev. Father Vandevyver,late Vicar Gen- Peninsula Harbor, on the north shore of ft Harrington,grain dealers at Port
At the close of the war he went into the
wife, of, Greeu County, ami four little
Huron, Mich., against the Grand Trunk railroad business for a brief period. In
Benjamin
T. Bajuiitt. the soap manu- eral of this diocese,has been consecrated Lake Superior, for Port Caldwell in a
children, the youngest uot over two years
and
the
Chicago
&
Grand
Trunk
roads,
fishing smack. When a short distance
IHii'i he was elected to Congress and served
old, were all badly. bruised and internally facturer, died at his home, in New York, Bishop of Richmond at St. Peter’s Cathe- out they were overtaken by a storm and Commissioner Schoonmakorsays;
from March, 180?, toy March, JHflH. In
dral.
The
services
were
very
impressive,
injured, two of the children seriously.
after a lingeringillness. He was eighty
“Though rates are not required to be 187('t he was president of the Illinois Rethe boat w s capsized.A boat went to
and lasted for about three hours. Carthe rescue and saved Mark, but the other made on a mileace basis, nor local rates publicanconvention,and in the same year
years old. The profitsof his business
BESIEGED IN THE COURT HOUSE tempted more tlu.u one attack by birds of dinal Gibbous officiated bn consecrator, two hnd gone down.
to correspondwith the divisions of a joint was a delegateto the national convention
assisted by Bishops Keane of Wheeling
iui ougii rate over the sameline. Mileage
prey. About ten years ago his head clerk,
of that party in Cincinnati. He was apIn
the
Protestant
Episcopal
ConvenA Kentucky Judge Hemmed In by an Outlaw
and Hard of Wilmington, N. C. The seris usually nn element of importance,and
Charles Beckwith, robbed Irm of $200,mon
was preached by Bishop Keane. tion at Now York a resolution of Rev. ilue regard to distant proportionsshould pointed commissioner of internal revenue
and His Band.
000 while Mr. Babbitt was in Europe.
Au?. !8it', and retained that office until
A Louisville(Ky.) dispatch say*: Mr. Babbitt left a check book full of Bishop Vandevyver has always been noted Dr. Huntington,of New York, for a be observed in conne tion with the other May .11, 1840. During that period he colas one of tho most zealous and capable
considerations
that
are
material
in
fixing
A report, at first discredited, that Wilson drafts signed in blank, which Beckwith
joint committee to prepare a standard
lected $850,000,0011 and disbursed i MLOOl),and yet one of tho most modest priests of
transportation
charges.”
000 without loss.
Howard with a hundred men is besieging tilled out, cashed and converted to his the Roman Catholic Church in Virginia. i>rayer-bookfor 1892 was, after some deThe complaint that, an 8-eent rate on
bate, adopted.
own use. He covered up traces of his
Since isy;) Gen. Raum has been practicgrain from Port Huion to Buffalo was unPresident Jared E. Redfield, of
Su»\,l'1hg.erSw‘i,LhWi"
iU th6.coort ' tlishoM-ty for moulh, bv doctorm* the
ing law in Washington. He is the author
M. Koechlin, who was associated reasonable
house, at harlantown, has received con- !
\ir
n..hKu*-0
as
compared
with
a
through
books. Mr. Babbitt'snext unfortunate the Little Rock. Mississippiand Texas
urination from tue men who have just
with M. Eiffel in the construction of the rate of lf» cents a hundred pounds from of a work entitled “The Existing Conflict
financial experience was in connection Road, died in his home at Essex. Conn.
Between tho Republican Governmentand
come iu from that section. Lewis is said
with Mrs. Peck, the notorious confidence He was also President of the Ravbrook famous tower at Paris, has applied for a Chicago to Buffalo was not rostained,but the Noutliem Oligarchy.”
to have fifty men and to be fortified in
woman. After this second evpeiieucehis Bank.
concession to construct a railroad to the no good reason linvinp^ficon shown for a
The annual report for the fiscal year
the court house. Howard is the man for
wife assumed the financial management
summit of the Jungfrau, one of the high- higher rate on grain productsthat portion 188;- 8!) of the commissioner of pensions
w.hose arrest large rewarda have been
of
the
complaint
is
sustained
nnd
tho
proTHE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
est peaks of the Bernes 3 Alps.
has wen submitted to the secretary of the
offered both in Kentucky and in Missouri. 1 0*,!.nB 1,Usincs^ .
ordered to be carriedat the sums interior and is now in tho hands of the
The provincial governmentof Quebec ducts
The report of the presenttrouble is prob- 1 lHE Ne‘ 0U(1 Vlctluiof typhoid fever
rate as grain.
public printer. Following is a summary
Coker Clarkson, sou and Private has contributeda largo quantity of proably
, has died at Yale University in the. porCommissioner Morrison in deciding the 0' the main features of the report:
Secret uy of the First Assistant Post- visions and goods for the relief of the
v«»f r
I sou of Thomas J. Roberts, of the class
case of Abbott against th*» East Tennessee
There wore at the close of the year 489,YELLOW FEVERAT KEY WEST, j of’82, of Scranton, Pa. He had been ill master General, has resigned.He took starvingLabradoriansat Point Esqui- railroad, which is charged with Illegal dis- ^T'.’II
pensioners. There wore added to the
tho place to help his father out during tho
j about two weeks and was a diligent stumau, on the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Five crimination in lumber rates from Ten- rolls during the year the names of 51,921
Aiother Case Disclosed and QuarantineRe- , (ieut and kept at his books, when his rush of correspondence aud leaves to pre- hundred barrels of flour have been sent nessee points to Poston, says:
new pensioners, and tho names of 1,754
pare for Harvaid. His successor has not by steamers.
‘•Combined rail nnd water competition whose pensions had Iwen previously
' K*r*c^'ins
I physiciaus ordered him to receive modiyet
been
selected.
at a longer distance point does not justify
JJB. J. L. Posei, of the Marine Hos- I cal attendance.Several other students
dropped were restored to the rolls, making
R. G. Dun A Co.’s weekly review of
a greater charge for the shorter distance, an aggregate of 61,075 pensioners added
pital Service, on duty at Jacksonville, are ill. Dr. Beaver says there is no dantrade says:
POLITICAL
PORRIDGE.
while the shorter distance point is mainduring the year; 10,007 pensionerswere
Fla., telegraphs to the bureau that Dr. ger of the fever becomingepidemic.
Ab before, the money market is tho one point
ta'ned l y the carrier nt points where the
dropped from the roll* for various causes,
At
Lnrralee,
Pn.,
fire
destroyed
J. J.
Porter reports another sporadic case of
On a ballot being taken in the Legisla- of anxiety. Rates are higher,but iwrhapB ap- competitionis of greater force and more leavinga net increase to the rolls of 517,108
prehensionis somewhatlessened.Country
yellow fever at Key West, Fla., and in Newman's saw-mill and 3,000,000feet of
ture of South Dakota for Senators, the stillcalls for money largely,but reports from controlling than at ths longer distance names. The average annual value of each
consequence quarantine restrictions have lumber, loss $24,000; J. C. French’s
vote stood: In the House— Pettigrew, nearly all interior centersof supply show that point; such greater charge is not justified pension at the close of the year la shown
tho supply is considered ample for commercial by the tact that local rates have been first
to have been $181. The aggregate annual
LE‘-, 1 lore' ,0"8 *'•«>»:
ten 108; Bartlett Tripp, 14; Moody, 107; M. needs. There is firmness and increased depaid on lumber to the longer distance
SeDUmhJr for N^ Ynrir b.^A
1 ton> of h°y belongingto D. C. Young,
H. Day, 14. In the Senate Pettigrew mand at Kansas City, aud some stringency at points, nor by the fact that the freightis value of pensions is #l]4,-JR>,552. The
amount paid for pensions during the year
got 41 to Tripp’s 4, and Moody 1 to 4 Cleveland, but with an easier tendency. At
shipped In cars from the longer distance
Milwaukee tho market is brisk at 7 per cent. at
log-house,loss $800. The fire caught in
Oct 2, tnd was taken sick in a locality of a heap of sawdust near the mill furnace. for Day. The Legislaturein joint Philadelphia customersare supplied at points which brought machinery to those was #88, 2 <5, 113. The totai amount disbursed by the agents for all purposes was
session formally ratifiedthe action of 0 to 7 per cent. Tho volume of trade
the city distant from that of the former
points and for which profitable return #89, 31,9 H8. In the aggregate 1,248. H0
The loss on tho mill and lumber is covcases.
both branches aud adjourned until Janu- continues large; bank clearings exered by insuranoo.
ceed last year's, railroad earnings are loads wars not always to be had, nor by a pension claims have been filed since 1801
ary.
c
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TWENTY PASSENGERS INJURED.

Dawson

A.

of Boston,

who

is highly

connected,has been arrestedat Montreal

A

Well-Filled Street-Car at Wichita,Kan.,

for forgery on tho MercantileNational
bank of Hartford,Conn. Six other forged

Struck by a Locomotive.

At

Wichita, Kan., au electric street-

checks wore found on him.

car was struck by a locomotive and hurled
•ixty feet

WESTERN HAPPENINGS.

and nearly twenty passengers

injured. Those most seriously hurt are:
The Hour output nt Minneapolis last
Ollie and Sadie Muun, who were badly
week reached ll>8,U3U barrels, against
cut and bruised, aud Nellie Henderson,
of Oswego, Kan., who was injured in- 164,200 barrels the previous week. The
ternally. A grove near the track pre- market is slow, but millers are credited
vented the engineer from seeing tho ap- with having many orders on their books.
proaching car.

Foreign trade rules dull.

At Omaha the Coroner's jury held nn

Mexico Finds Her Miaslng Bonds

A City of Mexico dispatch says: The inquest on the remains of Pete Reulond,
•apposed stolen bonds have turned up who was scalded to death in the wreck on
the BurlingtonRoad, near Gibson Stanil right. Through the carelessness of a
clerk in the Treasury the books had been tion, and returneda verdict that the
sent to the stump-printing department wreck was due to tho failure of Engineer
some months ago to be stamped; they . F- B Gillespie, of tr ip No. 6, to observe
had been forgotten, and were only tho rules of the company.
brought to light yesterday by a careful
The Pan-American deb gates, on arMarch. The official*aud clerks iu the riving at Detroit, were escorted by a
Treasury Departmentare much eluted in
reception committee to the Michigan
consequence.
Central pier, where four steam yachts
; were moored. These were ‘boarded and
Robbers in a Postofflce.
Bobbers entered the postoffic<?at Far- ; the excursioniststreated to a two-hours’
sail on the river. A ride about the city
go, D. T., at night, bound and gagged the
| and a luncheon at Senator McMillan's
clerk, Harry Milton, and by applying a
residence followed.Tho train was then
red-hot poker to the soles of his feci com- taken for Ann Arbor. The visitorswere
pelled him to tell them the combination
escorted to the Universityof Michigan,
of the safe. While they were working it where » short address was made. They
Milton managed to free himself and se- were entertained bv Prof. H. W. Rogers.
curing a revolver tired at them. The An hour Inter they visited tho University
thieves effected their escape after secur- , buildings, and in the evening a reception

encouraging, and eastbound shipments from
Chicago are heavy. At Chicago the dry goods
trade lor the week falls below that of tho correspounding week last year, and receiptsof wool
and lard Tall off one-half,but coal receipts aro
ticket.
larger, and receiptsof grain nnd provisionsshow
For Secretaryof State, the Rev. Thomas K.
a good increase. St. Paul rejoicesin the moveBeecher of Elmira;Controller, John B. Sulliment of “Minnesota's largestcrop, ''and railroad
van of Westchester; Treasurer,Joseph Madison rc]H>rtBindicate that Northwesternlines aro
Hall of Hamilton; Attorney Umural, Joscnh choked with tho enormous receiptsfrom farms.
Wright of Weedsport.
Cleveland notes activityin all lines, with small
At New York, the 7th district County sales of ore because unsold supplies are scarce.
The iron trade is still healthy. The wool
Democracy,in congressional convention, trade is still dull, and while there Is
fair movement of dress goods and enindorsed the nomination of Amos J. Cum- larged discounts have caused more business
in knit goods, tho demand for men's woolens is
mings for Congress in that district.
strictly moderate.The cotton manufactureis
thrivingand the trade in goods satisfactory.
Speculation for higher prices in wheat has not
been active a'nce the last Government report,
and heavy Northwesternreceipts,with scanty
A committee is being formed at Bei- exjiorts, comtyne to depress prices, which have
lin to consider the question of digging a fallen SB, cent# for the week. Com Las declined
u quarter,and oats 1‘* cents, while pork prodslip canal to connect Berlin with the ucts are a little lower. Coffee has yielded a
quarter,and is weak. The coal business is betBaltic Sen. It is proposed to cut a canal ter. The price of raw sugar has again declined
from Berlin to the nearest point on the au eighth,and of refined a quarter. Tho busiRiver Oder, and thence to utilize the ness failures number for tfaj United States183,
river itself by dredgingand otherwise and for Canada 41. For the corresponding week
lust year tho figures were ‘2(/2 failuresin the
improving it as a ship canal as far as tho United Statesaud ±2 in Canada.

The

Greenback party of New York,
have nominated the following State

ACROSS THE OCEAN.

Baltic Sea.

The

tithe

agitatiou in Wales has

(

ing #125 in currency.

^

was held in the library of the institution.
Lougs reth, O., 30(1 Progressive

brought a number of the Welsh clergy to
the verge of starvation, and a movement
has been started among them to appeal
to the English church men for the assistance they so much need.

Another ntroc.ty is reported from
Hamburg. Germany, similar to that enacted there last week. This time the
victim is a 10-year-old girl, who was
criminallyabused nnd treated iu a mo-t
brutal manner. She was then slain by
the use of a knife iu the cruelest man-

ner conceivable, tho mutilations being horribly‘revolting. The body was
Union miners havo begun a strike to
found in an obscure section of Hamburg,
compel the Columbus and hocking Coal
and the < riminal’sidentity is us complete
ginia were in session all day at Sereamand Iron Coal Company to recognize a mystery us that of the fiend of Loudon
enville, Spottsylvania County, awaiting their organization in mine affairs aud
whom he imitates. No arrest bus been
the coming of the Lord, tho wildest exdeduct a certain per cent, of wages to pay
made, and the police depart ment appears
citement prevailing, but retire.ito their the union’sassessment. Over luO Knights
to be entirely iu the dark. Tho populace
homes about midnight when satisfiedthat of Labor miners remain at work,
of Hamburg is iutense'.’/excited,and
the world was to exist a little while j The last Kansas Legislature passed a may resort to dire vengeance if any posilonger. It was the forty-fifthaunivorbill regulatingrates of iu'erest and pun- tive clew should lead to the taking into
aary of the going out to meet the Saviour
ishing any one who took usury. It pro- custody of any vicious character.
in October. Ih44.
A London cablegramreports that tho
I vidos if excessive interest or usury is

I At

DisappointedAdv.-ntlu?.
On the 22d inst, tho Adventists of Vir-

H'liin t to

Knforre Prohibition.

charged that the louder is liable to loss of
both principal and interest aud cannot bv
law collect either. The first case of the
kind has been decided iu tho District
Coitrt of Topeka. Many years ago David
Hutchimon borrowed$8.(><H)from H. I).
Booge, a money-lender,who was securedby
are I estate mortgage of $12,<MHi,with excessive rates of interest.Hutchinson died
and Rouge sold the notes and mortgage to

i

At Hurou, S. D., tho State Enforce-

:

ment League organized with a fund of
#50,000 to aid in enforcing the prohibi-

Dakota. Tho officers
ire: President,Rev. William Fielder,of

tion laws of South

Aberdeen; Secretary, Rev. E. English, of
Huron: Treasurer,F. H. Kent, of Huron.
The Central Committeeconsists of one
from each judicialdistrict.
- --- \ i
SMmrged by Dire Diseases
The village of Woodvillo, Ohio, is

Hubbell of Des Moines, Iowa, who
brought suit for foreclosure against
Hutchinson’s heirs some mouths ago.
The defendantspleaded usury. The
•courged with au epidemic of diphtheria executionof tho note aud interest was
and typhoid fever. Ten deaths have oc- acknowledged, but the jury rendered a
verdict for the defend ints, not giving
curred from the latter diseaseand nearly
Hubbell anything. They completely
as many from the former. The local phywiped out oven thi ' debt of #8,000 acician has at present some fifty cases on
knowledgedand the interest. The case
hi* hands. Business has been almost enis causing a sensationamong members of
tirely impend id.
the bar and Among the money-loaners.
Postal (lerki in Btilon.
A noted Indian hunter of the Fond du
The annual convention of the Mutual' Lac Reservation, in Minnesota, Wa-mej

Tigris and

Benefit Associatiou of the United States

tendent Boll, of the railway mail service.
Hiuxxor Su'llvatiNot Broke.
I* Boston the statement that John L.

Sullivan i* bankrupt is said on good
$2(J,.

still

raging iu the valleys of the

Euphrates, During the

List

three monihs there have been 7,000 deaths
from the dise se.

The second Egyptian cotton
being gathered. It

is

crop

is

far below the aver-

age..

Another great naphtha well has

been

struck at Baku, in Southern Russia.

Grand Duke Nicholas,

;

Railway Postal Clerks held its annual
MMion at New Orleans. Letters of re-"
gret were receivedfrom Postmaster General Wanamaker and General Superin-

authorityto be false. It is said that

cholera is

uacle of the

Czar, is dying from a cancerous affection
of the ear.

Prince Ferdinand of Bulgarin, who

London.
The Russian police at Odessa, Russia,
have arrested two men, said to I e Americans, charged with circulating large
amounts ot the now and dangerous forged
25-iublu bills of the Bankof Russia. I wo
quanCe, ha* died on the reservationat packages, purporting to be bales of cotton cloth, Which arrived from New York
the age of 101 years. His memory went
a few days before,were consigned to one
back to the wnr of 1812 and long before
of these men, and on examinationby the
that. A short time ago, in talking of his
custom officials they were found to contain
I'fo, he stated that the British authoriin

nearly 1,000, Out) rubles of these counterties otlered him a big bribe to discloseto
them certain movements of the American feit bills. To avert suspicionfrom themforces with which he was familiar, but selves, they circulated none of the Bluff
inudeisa.but 8t. Petersburgaud Mosthat he refused their offer and was aftercow and other large (ities have been
ward connected with the American camHooded with it for three months. The
paign.
counterfeit,which is undoubtedly of
it f ports from Piinceton, Minn., say
American manufacture, is so perfect that
that forest fires between that place and it passes from hand to hand without
u*;wWn ma* piace ana
"'/.d^nnn®rke destroying thousands of question,aud everywhere, except at the
dollars’ worth v6f property.At Green- counter of the Bank of Russia, appears
bosh Mrs. Hir-'m Whittier,while helping to answer every purpose of the genuine

-fight,

of his money was placed iu his fatb
•r*s keeping after tho Mississippi
and the old man has it yet,
000

Perished III the Klarn-s

AT Lsxiugtou, Mo., the residence of
ex- Mayor Ballard was burned, Mrs.
who was of unsound mind, perames. She woe ulouo in

j

taffight the tire, fell
bunted to death.

exhaustedand was

bills.

The Czar and his family have donated
dispatch reports 400,000 rubles for the sufferersby tbs
that a disastrousexplosion occurred iu a famine in Montenegro.
A

Fort Smith, Ark.,

coal-mine at Bryant Switch, in tho Choc-

A

Lisr.''* cablegram savs: Luis

I.,

and in the same period 7811, 121 have been
allowed

.

Commissioner Tanner recommends the
establishment of two additional pension
agencies, to relieve the overworked offices
at Columbus, Chicago, Indianapolis, and
reasonable rate there is ordinarily no better
Topeka, Kan. He recommends that Conmeasure of railroad service in carryirg
gress be asked to amend the act of June 0,
goods than the distancethey are carried;
1874, so as to extend the benefit of all penand when the rate of freight charges over
sion laws as to rates to all pensioners
one line in sending freight carried from a
who«e pensions have been granted by
neighboringterritoryto the same market
special acts passed subsequentto said data,
is considerable
greater than over other and that the benefit of jwnsionbe granted
lines for distances as long or longer such
to the widows of soldiers who died from
greater rate is held to be excessive and
causes originatingin the service prior to
should be reduced.”
March 4, 1801, during the time of peace.
He further recommends, as did his predeRERATING PENSIONS.
cessor, that the act of March 3, 1877, be
The Mamlersnn Case to Re Taken as a amended so as to grant pension to those
who, having participatedin the rebellion
Precedent by Secretary Noble.
Secretary Noble says that hfs de- against the United States, subsequently
cision in tho rerated pension case of enlisted In the navy and were disabled
fienator Manderson may be regarded therein.
’’’he injustice nnd unfairness of the act
as
precedent in
number of
other similar cases. Senator Manderson. of Congress approved Juno 10, 18M), the
however, occupied a somewhat different report says should bo corrected. This act
position from the majority of pensioners limits the right of pensioners to receive
WILL SERVE THEIR COUNTRY. recently
rerated, the increased pension #72 per month to those who were receiving
having been allowed him without applica- #r>0 per month at the date of said act No
Recent Appointmentsto Position! In the Gov- tion or knowledge on his part There are
provision is made therein for granting
err mot Sorylpa
about thirty employes of the pension office said rate to those who were totally helpThe following appointments have been whose pensions havo been rorated. In less on said date, hut were not receiving
some instances this reratlng was done #50 at said time, and none for those who
announced:
have become totally helpless since that
Richard E. Shan, of Arizona, Associate Jus- uponthoir applicationnnd in other cases
date. The anomaly is presentedof two
it was done without their knowledge.
tice of the Supreme Court of Arizona. OliverC.
men equally disabled, possibly living side
Bosbyshell, Su]* rlntoi.dimt
of the Philadelphia Some of these cases were allowed by ComMint. Gaugers- First IllinoisDistrict.Robert missioner Tanner while they were on ap- by side, the one receiving #72 per month
Blair; Eighth Illinois, Jesse C. Moore; First
and the other #50 per nrentb.
peal before the Secretary of the Interior.
Wisconsin. Robert II. Markham.
The commissionerasks attention to the
Tho present acting commissioner, Hiram
Nicholas Smith, of Now York, Consul at Three
Smith, was rerated, but It is understood fact that the act of Aug. 7, 1MS2, whi h
Rivers, Canada; Oliver F. Williams, ot New
York, to be United Mutes Consul at Havre, that he made an application to that effect terminatestho pension of a widow on acFrance. I-aud Otllce Registers— Kammd 1\ Mc- and that the legal requirementswere com- count of immora.ity, makes no provision
Crea, at Las Cruces, N. ji. ; William McCrackplied with. There aro others in the pen- for continuingthe pension to the minor
en, at BooueviUe,Mo. ; Webb McHall, at Kirsion office as well as outside, whose pen- children of the soldier when tho widow's
win, Kan. ; James Eaton, at Grand Forks, N. D.
Receivers of Public Moneys- William M. burger, sions were rerated and who received arpension is terminated. He asks that
at haute Fo, N M. ; William A. Hmiluy, at rearages from #0,000 to $15,000, and under Congress l»e requested to correct this
BooueviUe,Mo. Charles H. Cooley of Michigan
this ruling in tho Manderson case palpableinjustice.
SpecialAgent of the Bureau lor tho Collection;
The Commissioner earnestly recomol Railway Statistics.
all are characterized
as being illegal. It is
thought that the new commissioner of mends that whenever an invalidpensioner
market reports.
pensions will have this question to dies the usual pensionbe granted to his
consider among the first duties which hs widow, or, if he leavts no widow, then
CHICAGO.
will be called upon to perform. The com- to his minor children, without regard to
Cattle — Prime ..................f 4..% @5.00
missioner has the right to recoverall whether or not his death was due to any
‘j00*1 ...................
a-SO @ 4.25
money illegally paid on account of pen- ca rse incident to the service end line of
Common ...............2.50 @ 3.25
Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 4.00 @ 4.50
sions, and in cases where the arrearages duty.
8HSBP ............................
0.00 (ft 4.75
The commissioner favors granting penWheat— No. 2 Rod ...............ho @ .wm have already boon expendedthe govern- sions to all soldiers who are disabled. He
ment can confiscate all pension payment
It Is said to 1)0 tho desire of the Seiretary says: “As the war period recedes from us
kve-no.2 .....................
% ;ir of the Interior to enforce as far as prac- and age and its attendant infirmities
Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .20 @ .23
ticable the collection of tho money, and aillict the veteran who served his country
Cheese — Full Cream, tints ......
.10J4
that active measures will l>e adopted as faithfully and well a quarter of a century
Kook— Fresh ..................... .18 13 .19
Potatoes— Choice new, per bu.. .24 @ .29
soon as a commissionerof pensions has ago, it is a very serious questionwhether
been appointed.Fome of the employes of tho government doas him justice in limitthe pension office whoso pensionswere ing the applicationof the pension laws to
.......... g @
8 .31)£ rorated have left tho governmont service4 those disabilitiesonly which were contractOath -No. 2 White ............... -ii @ .22
since the action in their case wa4 taken. ed in the service and line of duty. I earRvk— No. ...................... 43 & .48*4
Tho great majority are still In government nestly recommendthat a pension be
Baulky-No. 2 ...................,53 0 .55
employ, and, of course, It will be com- granted to every honorably discharged
Pork-Moss ...................... 10.75 @11.25
DETROIT.
soldier nnd sailor who is now or may hereparatively easy to compel a repayment,
CAiTt.E. ..........................
3.00
0 4.00
providingthey have not spenj the money. after become disabled, without regard to
f008 ............................ .. 8.50 @4.50
In such an event the governmentcould whether such disability is chargeable to
Hhkep.,.,,....... ............. 3 50 (fC 4SO
Wheat-No.2 Red ...............\h2
Mia levy upon their salaries as well as their the service of the United States or has
Corn— No. 2 Yellow ..............
@
pensions
been contracted since discharge there- v
Oats— No. 2 White ................34 m
from.”
DlsastronsFloods In the Tyrol.
TOLEDO.
The commissioner also favors a pension
Wheat— No. 2 Red ................w @
The floods in the Tyrol have increased, for awny nurses and makes on earnest
coRN-cash ..... .............
aq g
causing enormous damage. In conse- appeal on their behalf.
Oats-No. 2 White ..............: ;21 S
NEW YORK.
quence of the floods Emperor Francis
Joseph of Austria has been obliged to
Foreign Brevities.
postpone his jonruey to see the Empress
Hhkkp ............................
4.00 M 5.25
The
Vatican
will shortly publish all the
WHEATr-No. 2 Red ................B4!*@ .gsu *.t Mer«n.
documents in its possessionsupporting it 4
Corn— No. 2 .......................
39
40
Owing to the illness of “Johnny"Ben- claims to temporal powers.
pATS Mixed Western ............ 2J J?
Pork— Prime Muss ...............
- “ 010.25
».75
gan his fight with *,oung Mitchell in the
Count Okuma, Chinese Minister of
BT. LOUIS.
California Athletic Ciub on Oct. 29 has Foreign Affairs, has been slightly woundCattle ........................... 3.50 & 4.75
been declared off. Bea;an forfeits bit sd by a would-be assassin. The latter
Hoos ..... ....................... 3.75 0 4.50
Wheat-No.2 Red ............... .78540 .7914 deposit ot $2 )0.
committed suicide.
Coun-No. 2 ...................... 285,0 .29
Oath... ........................... •18 0 .19
The Mercer Electric Street Railway of
The Chinese governmentis negotiating
Rye-No. 3 ..................
.35 @ .37
Omaha has been purchased by the Con- for a loan of $40, 0U0, 000 for the construcINDIANAPOLIS.
solidated Street Kailway Company for tion of railways.
Cattle— Shipping Steers ........ 3.00 @ 4.50
#5,000,000. The purchase gives the Con.
Hoos- Choice Light ............. 4-00 0 4.50
The German steamer Marco Brnnner.
Suker- Common to Prime ...... 2.50 0 4.25
solidatedbom pan v a monopoly of all which was recentlywrecked on the Bed
.77 @ .77*4 street car lines in the city, aggregating
iea, was looted by Arabs.
•33 0 .33/ seventy-two miles.
.22 0 .23
The Russian revenue for 1888 wav 34,0l"-Xoaw“&cu.K4ir
At Eminence, Ky., the wheels of a )OO,OO0 rubles in excess of the expendiWheat— No. 2 Red. .............. .79 0 .80
train
out
four'
toes
from
the
left
foot
of
Corn— No. 2 ......................
lures, which were 13,000,000 rubles below
Oats-No. 2 Mixed ...............
Secretary of State O. W. Adams, who the estimates.
Rye-No. 2 .....................!. •45 @ .45),
narrowly escaped being crashed to death.
KANSAS CITY.
A company has been formed in France
Cattle— Good ................... 3.50 0 4.50
A STATEMENT has been prepared by the with a capital of $10,000,000to lay n cable
.............. 2.25 0 3.50
PoatofficeDepartment showing that out from Marseillesto Buenos Ayres. Inter2.00 0 3.00
**^*"» *• »• ••••##•efeeee«eeee*ee*ees* 3.75 0 4.25
of 68,000 postmasters, 20,000 h«vs been est on the capital is guaranteedby the
BUUtP......,,,,,
|
3.50 0 6.00
appointed by this administration.
Argentine Government.
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is making a tour of Europe, has arrived

difference in the bulk aud value of tha
lumber when the publishedrate sheets put
the lumber in the same class and at the
same rate.
“W bile distance is not always a controlling element in determining what is a
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remember well tbe

itc.I

aeked her tob«

mine,

Ind bow

1 prayed the graces that my wish she’d
not decline.
I think no other mortal ever loved a maid so
well;
I hadn't half enough words my constancy to

tell.

With her my own the future years with sun' shine would bo bright.
Without her life would be to me a dreary, starnight.
€o my heart went wildly reatlng and my brain
was in a whir)
When she placed her baud in mine and said.Tll
less

dined

to

“Sim

•

do
,

it

,

without

i

her

uncle’s con- [ pen for the apparent purpose of writing

llown k*8 judgroent.
Which he would never have given ?"
Wait, please," said Susie Traux,
“Of course not. So the knight of the and whispered something *o her lover’*
pencil makes a donble play: he elimi- attorney.
nates the consent question, and makes
Without a word the latter rushoc
his prospective bride the heiress of a from t’ne place.
cool million,all with one stroke of the
In a lew minutes he returned almosi
knife.”
breathless.
“I see.”

“This is John Polatsky,”said he
“Since my return this evening from pointing to an old man who followec
Chicago, where I learned that Laird him, “the leading bird fancier of th<
Sb.«lSriK"2r«u'roth.n o! Mryllk. d- boi P01 been 8™“ »ince ho left on hi; city. Let him be sworn !”
sign.
vacation,more than a fortnight ago, I
“Did von sell birds to the late Israel
I littledreamed that now her weight would have found that he was seen here,
Thorndale?” was the -ret question.
double that of mine;
That the clinginglittle woman all so delicate within two blocks of where we now
“Yes, many.”
and wan
stand, on the night (of the murder."
“Did ho buy from you one answorina
Would in the after years become a stalwart
It will go hard with him, won’t it?" to the name of Polly Ballou?”
amazon.
fiut, still it sometimes 1 aspens that such
“ Hard ? It will hang him I"
“ Y es. F
ve years ago. ”
changes do occur,
Tom Daley had made no mistake. “ Would yon know it?”
now that she's the wore to me I can’t
The man who had eluded him was inthink less of her.
“Yes, very.”
Did 1 not lovo her dearly I snould think myself deed Lyne Laird, the accepted lover of
“Is that the bird?"
achu’l.
“No, surely.”
She kept her promise faithfully—she's still my the dead millionaire’s niece.
solid girl.
Vaulting a second wall he escaped
“ How do you know ?"
the eyes of the watchman, and was soon
“This is yellow where Ballou is red.
a mile from the place.
Besides—”
In the busiest portion of the The bird-fancier shrugged his shoulcity he entered a large lodging house, ders as if to imply that his art was toe
and quietly mounted to the upper floor. deep to he expressed in words.
BY DWIGHT BALDWIN.
There he unlockeda door and passed
Have you ever seen this! parrot be
into a small, scantily furnished sleeping ore?”
i

SAVED BY A PARROT.
“Stop

thief!"

Pit-a-pat. Pit-a-pat.
“Halt, or I lire!”
The watchman paused beside a lilac
fcush, fragrant with the blossoms of
May, and leveled his revolver.
But tli^e fugitive sped ou through the
neglected grounds surrounding the old
Thorndale mansion.

room.

“los, many times. She was mine un-

burden, a large wire
the bed, and proceeded to

He placed

—Another law enacted by the

MICHIGAN HAPPENINGS.

til three days ago.”

his

“To whom did you sell her?"
“To that man.”
Thou he threw himself into a chair.
Necks wore craned, and eyes fol“What do I not owe to Susie?” mur- lowed tho direction indicatedby the
mured he. “But for her I would never bony finger of the bird fancier,
have imagined myself suspected. She
“Predizione!” hissed out Michael
was more than a match for Detective Mezzofanti, a look of deathly whiteness
Bang!
As the shot rang out upon the still Graves. Her warning | may save me, coming into his usually swarthy face.
yet.”
“The very word he said when I
night air, its intended victim looked
‘ Still, I’m in a had box," he resumed, asked a dear price for tho bird 1” cried
back.
At the same instantthe moon peeped after a moment’sreflection. “It will ho Polatsky.
The executor and legatee of the
over the top of a dark cloud, its silver- shown that I was here the night of the
white ray illuminingh;s handsome, murder, probably that I was seen to en- Thorndaleestate made a quick dash
ter the house. Besides this, and my for the door, hut was intercepted.
though startledface.
His identification by tho bird fancier,
“Haiti” shouted the watchman, re- recent visit to Keokuk, the murderer
has no doubt left clues purposely to en- was followed by other and crushing
cocking his weai>on.
But not even the whistling of the tangle me. If I only had a suspicionof evidence, and he was convicted and
leaden bullet had brought the fugitive the real perpetrator,all might he well. executed for murder.
The will was proved to he a forgery,
to terms. He raised a largo object to a Polly Ballou, there, is my only hope.”
level with his head, and, with marvel- . He turned towards the cage from and pretty Trurx became a millionaire.
“You said it would hang him,” half
ous agility, leaped into the air, and dis- which a large parrot was peering forth.
“If anything was said, either by the queered Tom Daley the day that Mezappearedfrom view over a high stone
cage, uj>on
lighi a lamp.

assassin or his victim, its ten to one she
will repeat it, continued the young man.
“I remember her as something wonderful as an imitator.”
“Perdizione!”
At this word, uttered in the shrill,
falsetto voice of the parrot, Lyne
Laird sprang excitedlyto his feet.
ure.
“Perdizionerbe * repeated. “It’s
“Hello, Tom Daley ! What are you the favorite oath of Mezzofanti, Mr.
Thorndale’s old partner in the cigar
doing there?"
This hail and question proceeded from importing trade. I heard him use it
a tall man who had just arrived at the irequently when he was here three years
ago. I always suspected him of designs
street corner about fifty feet away.
“Followinga trespasser— a thief, My. on the old man’s fortune. He's the
murderer!”
Graves,” was the response.
“Perdizione!"
“Open the gate, and he lively about
Neither Lyne Laird, nor Polly Ballou,
“Well?” queried Graves when his pronounced the word this time. It
command had been complied with and eminated from a man whose dark scowlhe had been admitted to the extensive ing face was glowering down from the
transom over the dour connecting with
enclosure.
“I was in front of the house when I the adjoining apartment.
wall.

From

the vantage ground of this barren, the panting custodian of tbe place
was soon flashinghis dark lantern up
and down the narrow confines of the
deserted little court.
A mutteredcurse escaped his lips as
he saw that his pursuit had been a fail-

zofantipaid the penalty of his terrible
crime.
“I knew better,”replied Graves, with
an effort at a wise look. “Wo detectives
can’t always give things away. I understand though, that he and the heiress
are to he caught in the matrimonial
noose soon, which is about as had.”

last

Gen.

eral Assembly ie to be tested in the oonrte,
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according to a recent dispatch from Beed

EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCl'RRKD.

City:

Tho last Rairion of tho

Jj

An

IntorvatlncNummary of tho Moro Important Dolnga of Our Neighbor*— Wedding* and Death a — Crimen, Canualtiea,
and General New* Note*.
— Escanaba was visited by

A Loadei!Car Hur'ad Dorn Tap

la

1

____

the Nteflp Gratis - riv* Instantly Klllest
anil a Nuintrer Uailly Injured.
•f

vote on the OOMtlon, which reiultcd In refu*.
At Cincinnati, a oar on the Mount AuIngtoaltowMr. Holden to lit a* a inoniberol
burn
inclined plane at the head of
the board. Applicationwill be made to tha Suings, including the Lewis House, were premo Court for a writ compelling tin board to street, which rites between %50 and 800
comply with the provision*(if the law.
burned. Loss, $50, GOO; insurance,$8,001).
feet in a epaco of perhapa 2,000 feet, ba—A peculiar suit has been brought nine unmanageable,rushed down tha
Tho guests ami employes of the hotel
escaped in their night clothes, saving against the Supervisor* of Saginaw wiune, and was dashed to pieces. Eight
nothing. Several jumped from the win- County, which, if successful,will com- ^weeai were locked up in the oar, of whoa
dows and were badly bruised. The fire pel the county to remove the Court liva '/ere killed and all of tbe others badly
House. A letter from East Saginaw hurt Tbe dead are: Judge WUliam M.
is supposed to have come from the boiler
Dickson, aged HU, Michael Knelaa, Mrs.
thus refers to the matter:
in the laundry of the hotel. _
Caleb Iree, Mrs. Mary O. Errett, aad
At Thuradny's Mislon of tho Comity Board of—A recent letter from Ishpeming says: aupermor* a letter war n a<1 from the executor Joeeph McFadden,Sr. Tbe wounded are:
of the oHtAteof NAinuel W. Dexter, of Chic Ago. Mrs. Agoea Hostetler, Miss lilliau
Tho *hfpmoutB of Iron ore by lake thin hoamii
already roach nearly o.ono.oob ton*. All 1*11- hi which he *et* forth the cIaIiii tliAt In 1W0 Oekatnp, fatally, Joseph McFadden, Jr.,
amuol W. Dexter made a plat of whot i* now aerlouily, George Miller, fatally, aad Jew
inatOH of productionnnwlo lu tho spring have
» iiArt of tho city of HakIhaw, by which, among
1h*)H exceoued.And the iiilnc-ownerHand furother thing*, be grAtiUxl to the county the eph Huette,aged 14, badly out.
noce men, who are amipoaed to keep pretty
uaeof oertaln lend* for specific purpoio*, pert
Several other pereoni who were near tha
close track
the _________
situation,__
are _____
a* much *urof which w a* design Ated for public building* scene of tbe dlaatter were hurt by flying
Prlwd ah any one at the enormou* output Any
ami part a* common, the latter being
ore now offeredfor Bale at Cleveland 1* quickly
given to tho county with tho expre** under- f ragmen te Miller wa* standing on tbe corbought up and at price* Hlightly higher than standing that It abould not Iw built upon. Mr
ner of Mulberry end Main streets and waa
were given two monthn ago. There can be no
Dexter hav* till* latter provision has been vfo- truck by the roof of the car. Ha Is still
iiueitlou that 1890 will he a proeperous year In
latetl,a* tho present court house building, erectunconscious. Huette was badly out about
the Hon and eteel tradoN,and all i>artloM lnt«rod ill IMI at a cost of #120,000. extendsmore
oHted are making preparation* for a big »eathau forty feet beyond the original linittfor the legs by flying fragments of the eer.
non * work: All of the l ake KiijMiriorore mined
building purpose*, and of course encroachesto
There are two tracka upon the inclined
thiii wason will not be HUielted this year,
that extent on tbe common. Tho county Is now
plane, over whioh two cars are drawnlandl!*1110 11 vl11 rt,nialn unsold at Cleve- requestedto move the court house liuildliig
Dy Jan. 1. Many furnace men are buying
one ascending and the other descending—
V’1!!11 °P tho common, a dlstanoo of more than
large stock* of ore now for use next year, ex- forty feet, and in default thereof proceedings by two steel* wire cables wound around u
pecting a rise in pricesnext spring,or earlier.
will be institutedto enforce the siKHdllc execudrum by an engine at the top of the hill.
of the terms of the grant unle*s the matter
The ascendingcar having reached tbe top
—At Frankfort, Benzie County, while tion
is otherwiseadjusted. This matter has l>ec»
Ole Olesou, of tho Frankfort Life-Saving under considerationby tho countv before. Pre- of the incline, CharlesGoebel attempted
vlou* to the building of the court house the to force down the lever which shuts off the
Station,and his cousin, Sever Severson, question of title to the site at present occupied
steam and stops the angina Foreome
were out boat riding they capsized and wa* ful y considered,and the Boon! secured reaeon the apparatus refused to work, and
the opinion of one of the ablest lawyer* In the
tbe car rushed on upon the Iron railing.
both were drowned.
city. 1 bat opinion was to tho effect that the
county had ample title to the property.Tho Goebel bent all hi* strength upon tbe lever,
—Tho verdict of tho Coroner’sjury on county will undoubtedly defend its claim* to the but it failed to buUa On Die ear ruabod
the triple fatal ty resulting from tho Property,and tho probabilityis the county lias a madly with tbe tremendous Dower that
lawauit on It* bandH that may last during the
drew it on. The iron work pierced
breaking of the Michigan Central's memory of the presentgeneration.
deep Into the wood flooring,and
wrecking derrick ia Lansing simply de—Tho Board of Hogeuts of the State atill the cable tugged. Finally, with
tails tho death, and does not attempt to
Univeraity,at a mooting in Ann Arbor a grating noiee, the cable alipped from tbt>
fix tho responsibility. The regularengi- the other day, decided to catibliaha postbrass dam pa that held them, tbe bolts
a

disaetrous

a

conflagration last week. Eleven build-

of

j

neer of the derricktestifiedthat the steel

graduate courao in the law department,

beam had repeatedly lifted weights fully and adopted the followingresolution:
fourteen tons heavierthan the Michigan
Resolved,That the board will confer the degree
master of laws on any graduate of tho department of law who pursues tho study of law
In thlH universityfor cue year after graduation,
—Detroittelegram: W. W. Langdon and who complete*
completes to the satisfaction of the
tin. law
i&»
has for years been a prominent figure at facultysuch a course of study as may be required. And t hat tho privilege thus extended to
every meeting of tbe Michigan Legisla- graduates of tho law departmentof this uniture, and he has been looked upon as one versy 1* also extended to graduates of other law
schools,who can satisfy tho faculty of the deof the most successful lobyists in the partment of law that the course of study for
which they obtained their degree* were equivaKta'e. Several months ago he turned lent to the courses of study required for the
his attentionto other matters. Tho De- corresponding degrees at the law department of
this university.

Central switch engine in question.

of

that secured them opened, and

tbe oar was free. The passengers unconscious of tbe doom impending, were
about to step from the vehicle as it shot

downward on Its mission of death. Tha
passenger*,who had arisen, fell together
on the flooringof the car. Down tha
plane of eeveral hundred feat It Shot, and,
pjunging fiercely upon tbe railing at tba

bottom, dashed it to pieoes. Tba oar
truck, shot far out upon Main streat,
and was shivered into a thousand frag-

ment!

The Iron gate that formed the lowar end
of the truck on which the car rested was
Grand Haven and MilwaukeeBail—Tho following Michigan pensiona thrown elxty feet down the itreel Tha
road Company was sued for damages for
top of tho car was lying almost as far
have
been granted:
Just “Fawncj” it, Now.
frightfully maiming a little boy, and on
away in tbe gutter. The truck Itself and
OriginalInvalld-Ira Wade, William C. I*nox,
^ The proprietor of a fashionable West
the floor and Mate of the car formed a
the trial tho jury disagreed. Corruption John Borupf, Isaac W. dray. John (lassoou
End hotel does not receive young ladies was alleged,and in tho criminationsand George W. Bauman, Charles Broth, John M. ebapelese wreck, mingled with the bleed<2iVlw Meyer, Edward H. Lewis, ing and mangled bodies of the passenger*.
who are unaccompanied by chaperons,
recriminations that followed it was Letts
TboUm*’ ^ulnc.v4- Turner, Charles U. Mrs. Ives waa dead when taken from tba
though they all hail from the United
wreck. The others named io the list of
alleged that Langdon, acting in the interIncreaseFranklinTruax, SylvesterDuo.
States. The other day a saucy young
Clarkhon J, Decker. Nelson P. Woodruff, John killed died of their Injnriee soon after.
ests of the railroad company, had tried to
damsel from Boston went howling along
I. Adams, John K. Usher. Abram Miller, WillThe intensest excitement prevailed and
Piccadillyin high spiritsand u spick liribe certain jurors. Langdon was ar- lam Kent. Charles Haws. TimothyPender. John numborlese inquiries were made by friends
Tack.
Harvey
C.
Button,
Seth
King,
James
and span new handsom. Tho “fetching” rested and on his trial brought himself Baldwin. Darin* Emmons, Alexander M. Clark. who feared members of their families
combination pulled up at the
David Miller, Wllliaut Loushy, Darin* C. Dla- might be in the fated car. The horror of
j.ito contempt by refusingto answer eorHotel. She bounced in and asked if tiin questions propounded by the court. EniAn*Ury lron"’ K&l"u*1 A- "00k*, Stephen the passengerslooked m the other oar and
compelled to await the eoming of the
she could have a room for the night.
The court threatened him with punish- Grove11'*1 'Vi‘,0W-*SuMI,nwidow of George R. doomed car and its inevitable crash betid*
Before tho clerk could twist a smile
ment, but ho appealed.The Supreme
them at the foot of the traok may ba
Reissue— Tbaddou* M. Noutbwortb,Andrew
with which to decoratehis regrets that
J. Lee.
imagined.
Court
held
that
the
question
asked
should
“Who's there?” came from tho par- every apartment in the house was enheard a noise in the rear.”
Judge Dickson, who ie among the dead,
—There ore 625 students pursuing the
be answered. Langdon was again given
rot.
“Well?”
gaged, the young lady snapped out:
was one of the first of the wounded to die.
study
of
German
in
tho
State
University.
"Pretty Polly,” said Lyne, encour“I ran around and saw a man leaping
“Mv mamma will he here to-night an opportunity to purge himself,but ho
He was a retired lawyer, ^nd had been «
agingly.
from the library window.”
from Liverpool I’ve telegraphedfor refused,and the court sentenced him to German seems to bo growing in popular- warm personal friend of Abrahaty Lincoln. He was crushed, and his head and
“Michael Mezzofanti, you have killed her."
“Ha! a burglar?”
six months in jail, with a fine of $250. ity as an elective study.
fare were (ut. He was consciouswhen
mo!" shrieked tho bird.
“Exactly.”
“O, very well; in that ease you can, Tho grand jury is investigatingtbe bribSamuel W. Dorr died nt his residence taken from the wreck, but unable to talk.
“I am saved!” cried Laird.
“Had he taken anything?"
1 erhaps, he accommodated,"
gently sugery matter and has damaging testimony in Manchester, Washtenaw County, a
Mr. Kneiss was a tea her in the third in"Perdizione!"
gested the clerk.
“He carriedin his hand a bird cage—
against two prominent railroad men.
few days ago. Ho came tQ Michigan in termediate school,and lived at 14 Euclid*
The word was softly hissed out as
the largest of all of them, I think.”
The new arrival went on, in a voice
avenue, Mount Auburn, with his family.
—The regents of the University of 1832 from New Hampahire. was a success- He was on his way home to dinner,
“That’s strange! Would you know tho dark face vanished from above the tremulous with irritation:
door.
him?"
“Perhapsyou’d like mo to send for Michigan have commenced tbe prepara- ful fruit grower, and Vice President of the
w“ba,1|r Ji-ngur-j .na *u n.
“I would, and do.”
| my father, too, and my sisters, and my
tion of a general catalogue of the uni- M ashtenaw County Pomologicnl Society.
Hn In. wu th.
“Who is ho?"
Early the following morning Lyne | cousins,my aunts, and a grandfather or versity, to contain the names of all those His age was 00 years.
wife of Caleb Ivei, treasurer of the Glob*
lire!
wax
ui-ruxt.wl
lie
rPmena
«
,i„
I WO,
“Lyne Laird.”
Laird was arrested by Graves the desoap works at 85 Water street,and live!
who have taken a degree in any depart—Addle Peterson,a 10-year-oldmidget, at Kiverdale. Bhe was on bsr Way to vie*
tective.
“The old man’s former secretary?”
"Mamma will answer the purpose
“The same. 1 got a good view of
He waved nu immediatehearing, and nicely,” the clerk replied with serenity. ment, together with n full list of mitric- has been adroitly and systematicallyrob- it her son, Franklin Ires, and biabrldfc
him, and am sure. What he could want was remanded for three days.
“O. I’m glad to know that,” replied uluted students who did not remain the bing the merchants of Lansing for some Her neck was broken. Joseph McFadden,
with a bird cage I can’t understand.”
In tho meantime a strange thing came tho Boston lassie with a toss of tbe head. full period needed to complete tho re- time. She was detected and arrested tho Br., was a stone cutter of U0 Sanndere
street, Mount Auburn. Mise Oskamp ia
“Nor I, except that it is to cover up to light.
“Because it will appease your suspicions quirements for a degree,
other day, and in her mother’s house were
the daughter of Henry Oskamp.
his recks— destroy a clue of some
This was the discovery among the as to who I am. I can show you mv
Charlea Goebel,who was at the lever
—Tho
Japs have found out how to dis- found many yards of dress goods, lace and
kind.”
dead man’s papers, of a will executed by visiting card, a certificate of my birth,
cover Prof. Vaughan's tyrotoxicon poi- braids and a quantity of smaller articles and had the unspeakable horror to find
him
throe
years
before.
‘A clue!” repeated Daley, hoarsely.
the pedigree of my family for three
himself unable to stop the engine, ears
that tho baby crook had captured.Her
“You don’t mean—’’
( With the exception of $10,000 given generations hack, and the’ vaccination son. One of their doclore, who was edthat he complained that the “cut off” was
ucated at tho Michigan University, tackled clever work had mystified the business not working properly.“I told the engi“That Lyne Laird murdered his for- Susie Traux, his entire fortune was mark on my right arm.”
neer about it this morning,” be said,
mer employer and benefactor, Israel devised to his old-time partner,Michael The clerk bowed humbly, and tho a malignant plague which was carrying firms and police alike.
the engineertold me be had repaired11
Thorndale? That’s it to the smallest Mezzofanti, of New Orleans.
young lady tfottedoff to her’ apartment off tho people of a certain village, and
-It is freely admitted that 100 of the But it was evidentlystill out of order, and
punctuation mark.”
While this caused a decided sensa- —London Illustrated News.
found it was caused by tyrotoxicon,origi- richest women in Bay City have to go to this must have been what waa tbe caoaa of
“Impossible!”
tion, few were surprised.Mr. Thornnating in the oysters they gathered from a corn doctor occasionallyto have their the accident ” EngineerHoward WorAn Old Kissiug Uaine.
“I thought so at first, hut facts are dale had been an exceedinglyexcentric
den could not be found, although this it
a bay near their town. They stopped eatfeet shoved down to standard sizes.
convincing things.”
man, and always professed great regard
“I found a peculiar custom up at
not to becqpsidered as evidencethat he Is
ing the oysters and were saved.
—There is a pretty howdydo in the now biding.
“Hadn’t wo better give the alarm? for Mezzofanti, to whom, since the dis- Shepherdstown,W. Va., where I spent
He may get out of the city.”
solution of their partnershipmany my vacation,"said a gentleman yesterTbe Inclined plane on which the disaster
—At Freeland, Saginaw County, Do ss city of Gladstone,and Gov. Luce has
happened is the oldest In the city. It was
“No danger. I’ve notified the police years before, hQ bad more than once day. “which was a novelty. The peo- Dowd throw into a stove a box supposed been invited to take a hand in the affair.
to run him in. They’ll have him by advanced money.
ple have what they call ‘soups.’ A to bo empty, but which coutaiucd a small Bichard Mason writes tho Governor spe- built twenty-one years ago, and this Is
the first accidentattended with tbe lose of
morning.”
A telegram was at once sent to New ‘soup’ is a sort of outdoor picnic.
dynamite cartridge, which exploded, cifically charging Aid. C. W. Lightfoot life at any of the four inclined planes that'
“But what in the world—"
Orleans, apprising tho legatee of his Each person invited brings a dressed
wrecking tho house and injuringDowd, with keeping a gaming house and Aid. are in almost constant use. It is too early
“Listen, Daley, here’s the case. Three good fortune,and on the second day he chicken. The host provides the vegetaZierath with gambling and appropriating for an examination Into the trouble with
days ago Old Israel Thorndale was put in an appearance and qualified as bles. The chickens and vegetables are perhaps fatally.
the engine, but there have been only two
city
funds illegally.Gov. Lnce has di- similar cases in the history of inclined
found in his library, where he’s slept the executor of the estate.
put into huge kettles, holding ten or
-Charles H. Cooley, of Michigan, a
among his birds, squirrels,and white
M hen tho case of Lyne Liard was twenty gallons,and cooked over open sou of Chairman Cooley, of the Inter- rected the Prosecuting Attorney of Delta planes here. In both the others the engine
was got under control before the cables
mice, these twenty years, with a knife called,the court room was crowded.
fires for several hours until the com- state Commerce Commission,has Leon County to investigate.
were broken.
buried in his heart.”
A strong jirima facie case was made bination is reduced almost to a jolly.
—An Ann Arbor editor lost 90,000 celappointed a specialagent in charge of the
James M. Doherty, secretary of the
“That’s right. I was the first
”
by tho prosecution,and the defendant Pepper and other seasoning are introcollection of census statisticsrelative to ery plants by frost, and is about $2,000 company operating t^e Mount Auburn
“Never mind that. I’m called as a placed in the box to testify in his own duced. The young folks stir the soup
Inclined plane, says that tbe cause of the
out by the chilly fart.
navigation.
professionaldetective to take control of behalf.
with long-handled iron spoons, walking
eccidentwas a little piece of iron in the
the case, and place you in charge of the
— First-clnss counterfeits of silver dol- cut-off valve and waa found th* next
—Charles Stelilzhas been sentenced
He protestedhis innocence, and around the kettle as they stir. When a
premises,”.
the
stated that he had called Ujton the girl’s spoon clicks against the spoon of a nt Marinette, Mis., to twenty years' im- lars have been passed in Dotrojt, recent- day after the mLbap
“And much obliged I -- ”
murdered man to hog the hand of his young man lie is hound to catch and priconment for the murder a month ago ly, and Bam Ashman has been arrested men who had taken the machinery
apart How It came there no one
“The lower floor seemed to have been niece in marriage.
kiss her. As you can imagine there
of Solomon Felch, nt tho latter’s home, as the man who has been passing the
yet know*. It was not broken off any of
a good deal ransacked,but nothing of
He admitted that he had entered the are a good many lively scrimmages between Iron
spurions
coin.
Mo intain and Florence,
tbe surrounding machinery as far *a bee
value was missed. The motive wasn’t mansion the night before his arrest and around the kettle. When the soup is
Wia.
yet been ascertained..By occupyinga
robbery, says I.”
—
Marcus
Budlong
escaped
from
the
done
it
is
ladled
out
into
plates
and
had carried away a large cage, containspace requiredfor the rod to move in it so
“That’s clear.”
Ionia asylum for insane criminals reing Mr. Thorndale’s favorite parrot, is delicious.The custom is an old one
— Dr. Ire Hnwley Bartholomew,exdisarranged tho machinery as to render 19
“So I look deeper. Who would be known as Polly Ballou, which, upon his and I was unable to find its origin. A
Moyor of Lnnsiug, and well kuown in cently, and Dr. Long will give $25 to get impossiblefor tho engineer to shut off tb»
beuefitted by the old man’s death? I arrest lie had left in tho custody of his company of Stonewall Jackson’s comhim back again. He is described as fol- steam.
the
medical world ns a prominent writer
inquere.”
mand was recruited around Shepherdslandlady.
lows:
“Sandy hair, full red beard and
for lending medical journals,died at his
FIFTY MINERS KILLED.
“Not Lyne Laird!”
^Whydidyou do that?" asked the town and it still keeps up the organiza- homo at Lansing a few days since.
mustache, blue eyes, slight hitch in his
“Don’t jump at conclusions.The attorney for the State.
tion. It has a reunion every year and
Terrific Explosion In an English Colliery.
gait, talks through bis nose, dull, dedead man’s niece, pretty little Susie
—The October number of tbe AmeriLondon dispatch:An explosion has
T though she might be able to clear celebrates the occasion with a grand
mented look, hernia (bunch) on right occurred
Truax, is his sole heir at law.”
in the Mussfleli oolltery in Stafme of the suspicion I knew to he upon ‘soup.’ A ‘soup’ of that company to he can Journal of Insanity contains an inside,
wore
truse,
enlarged
veins
on
both
“So they say. But you don’t mean
fordshire. The day sbift Workers hid come
me, by repeating what ever was said at properly gotten up shojifS he made of teresting,just, and highly appreciative
logs, scar on big toe right foot, scar on on duty and tne mine Was full of men.
stolen chickens, hut the veterans have
the time of the murder.”
sketch of Dr. Henry M. Hard, late SuFifty are known to have been killed and
“To accuse her? Bless you, no!
had
to give up foragmg since the war
right cheek, scar on upper portion of fore“I have sent for the bird,” remarked
many more are in peril
perintendentof the Eastern Michigan
She’s as good as she’s heautiftfl.She’s
and
now
make
a
/compromise
with
head, bridge of nose broken, causing a
the magistrate.
The explosion was o terrific one, tbe
been the light of Old Israel’s life since
necessity by going /around in squads Asylum for the Insane, and now Director somewhat flattenedappearance of the
“But, your honor,” sneered the lawhook being felt miles away. Many
her mother died and she came to live
and robbing eaclWjjmer’shen roosts by of the Johns Hopkins Hospital at Baltithought an earthquakebad visitedthat
yer, “tw parrot don’t understand the nanostrils, chin broad and prominent, with
with him, six years ago."
a prearrangedunderstanding."-^FPos/i- more. It is written by his successor at
part of the country.
ture of an oath.”
a depressionof the mouth; wore greyish
ington Post.
“They savs that the old man disthe Eastern Asylum, Dr. C. B. Burr.
Immediately after tbe great diiaster oc“Who’s there?" came from the subsuit of clothes.”
charged Laird last year, for making love ject of the discussion,which was being
curred tbe opening at tne mine waa be—Senator
Stockbridge
has
a
esne
that
An
Apology.
to her.”
—The Governor has appointed Albert sieged by wives and relative* ot the killed
borne into the court-room.
Gazloy (presenting his card)— I rep- onco belonged to Baron Baranoff,the old I. Hnggarth of Battle Creek, and C. M. and entombed men, and there were many
“That was my only clue. An hour
“Pretty Polly,” said Lyne, and
heartrendingscenes.It was with difficulty
resent my friend, Mr. Dolley. You Bussian Governor of A1 .ska, who lived
after the matter was placed in my hands
Wood of Anderson, as additionalMichi- that some of the frantic women w«th
stole a glance at the tearful, yet
grossly insulted him last night, and he at Sitka. He bought it of a grandson of
I left the city for Keokuk, where she
gan delegates to the NationolFarmers’ babies in their arms were prevented from
hopeful face of his yet constant sweetdemands an ajiology 'or satisfaction, sir. tha old Governor, and paid him $25 for it.
had been for a month, visiting an old heart
Congress in Montgomery,Ala.
throwing themselvesdown toe shaft.
Tangle—
I
don’t
remember
insulting
schoolmate."
He saw the encouragingsmile upon anybody.
—The managers of the Washtenaw
— E. B. Koarsley, of Bncyrns, Ohio,
“And yon found
"
A Chinese River Open to Crmmeree.
her fair face suddenly transformed into
Gazley— You told him to go tc County Fair are talking of selling their has begun suit in the Detroit Circuit
“That Lyne Laird had been there for a look of agpny, and noted a^gleam of
The Department of State Is informed
grounds
and
buildings
and
going
out
of
Jericho,
sir.
two weeks, but left the morning of the
Court against Mrs. Nellie Avery-Auger, by our Minister to China that tbe Long
of triumph in the dnsister eyes of the
the
business.
As
they
have
been
obliged
Tangle—
Oh,
yes,
I
believe
I
did.
Sc
day the murder was committed, ostensidaughter of the late Newell Avery, to set Hoi, or Red river, hat been opened to comexecutor, as the bird shrieked out:
to scale down their premium awards to
bly to retain to Chicago, where he is
You have murdered me,- Lyne Dolley feels bad about it, does be?
aside two mortgsges for $13,000 on city merce, and that curtom houses have been
Gazley— Yes, sir. He demands an a basis of aboat 38 cents on the dollar,
establishedat Lung Chow, Mergfesu and
employed as a stenographer.Instead
property held by him. The mortgages
apology.
Manghaa
of that, he came here
perha; s they cannot sell out any too soon.
“I wnhdraw my objection,” said the
were negotiated in September, 1887, by
Tangle— Well, I don’t want any il
“That looks had. What was he do- lawyer for the prosecution when the ex—The Port Huron fair, expositionand some person to tbe plaintiffin the case
It Mrt un Aeonlalng Fate.
feelingbetween us. You may tell ’bin
ing in Ke kuk?”
clamationof astonishment which had ho needn’t go.— Life,
races were conceived of and brought into unknown, but in reality it is one of the
Windom (Minn.) dispatch: At Mountain
“Paving courtesy to Miss Truax.”
swept through the room had been sucbeing, including tho constructionof the
cases engineered by Howard W. Sterling, Lake, this county, a child only a
“No?’,
ceeded by a hush of horror.
months old named Roup ‘
Eve was probably the only worao necesssry buildings, all inside of eight
the young Napoleon of finance who dieTe*» and sepwftt'nlly,too. He urged
slackinglime and wu
“1 suppose that settlet it,” remarked who could justly claim that she h;
weeks, and a net profit of over $2,000 ra- appeared from Detroit two year* ago,
her U) marry him at oim» hut she deIts flesh on all
Mid. y, as. he took up a
:-’i_
the venture.
-nolUi-g,.;, ‘
ing was<
hU crooked™.. » „
jS&i*
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a hollow sound for the
American
workingmen.
Holland City
Unable to controvert the serious
fact that their policy means lower waJOHN C. POST, Editor.
ges for American labor, the free trade
Saturday, October 26, 1889. preachers begin to talk of decreased
cost of living which will come with
a* a Prophet. the millennium they picture,but succeed in proving nothing beyond the
Last spring this paper expressed the fact that chea])crliving must come, if
hDpe that, before another season of it comes at all, by reducing the price
buttercups and daisies should return, of all articles as well as those to be
Holland would have a new bank, sev- sent abroad. And this means that laeral new brick blocks, additional fac- borers in every department of industry
tories ard another raUioad.
must be compelledto work for lower
We have still several months left in wages than they now get.
which to have these hopes entirelyfulThe United States market is the best
filled, but, from present indications, in the world. It is the only one we
all will be assured facts, before the can ever be certain of holding, and to
time expires. All that lemains is for give it over to forti^n rivals for the
the cithsensof Holland to do their full privilegeof underbiddingthem for cus
kets will have

The

News.

Tbc

This issue of the News tells of the
new bank, new brick blocks,new resoiv
hotels, new factories, the new ship
canel and the new railroad.
Holland has got the “Boom” stalled,
with a big “B.” and the News desires
every man, woman and child to join
supervisors closed this week.
bands and keep the ball rolling. We
In addition to the usual routine work
are surrounded by cities which are
of the board, the following important
sharp competitorswith us, and it is
business was transacted:
necessary to have all do their fair
The indebtednessof the county to
share toward the success of every enthe state has been settled by ho s
terprise,or we will see them go elsepreme court at $39,564, and interest
where.
from July 1st, 1889. This matter should
Taxes.
have been settled years ago, but the
board wisely concluded to make the
Supervisor Kerkhof informs us that
best of it, and wipe it out in two years.
the taxes in Holland township and city
Twenty thousand dollarsof the amount
will be as follows:
State tax. County tax. will be added to the tax levy of this
Holland City, $17.55.17 $2957.78. year, and the remainderpaid next year.
Holland Town, $1775.88 $2992.17. William N. Angel was elected county
Total amount of taxes to be raised by superintendentof jioor, and H. C.
Holland City ,$21,600.75; Holland Town, Pearson, of Spring Lake, county drain
commissioner.
$13,5o9.0o.
The report of the committee o
Increase over last yea*1, for Holland
City, $2071.05, for the township equalization was adopted as follows:

_

t

$1919.30.

make the tax

Wvi."''<«•

SILENT TEAMSTER.
Their Profanity!• a

Myth and

Mot Even

They

AN ARKANSAS HERMIT.
Do

Sint.

The teamster, as one of the types of
the frontier, is seldom introduced in

Well-Trained Animals Aet as Sentinels
and Guards for Theft Master.

There lives in a wilderness section
Columbia county, says a letter from
print without allusionsto his ingenious Magnolia, Ark., a hermit. He has
and picturesqueprofanity; whereas, wielded a destructive knife and a reaccording to the Century Magazine,it volver in a half-scoreof tragedies, and
is his silence rather thab his utter- Is constantly on the alert, expecting
ances that gives him among his breth- to be assassinated.This man who has
ren of the way almost the distinction thus forfeited the companionship of
of a specie^. The sailor has his mankind is guarded by animals that
•chanty,”the negro boatman Ids rude are well-trained watchmen. He has a
refrain;we read of the Cossack’s wild magic control of the brute creation,
marching chorus, of the -begging and owns six largo goats and an equal
song” of the Russian exiles on the number of dogs.
great Siberian road, of the Persian
His lonely cabin stands in the cenminstrel in the midst of the caravan ter of a fifteen-acre field. When he
reciting, in a high, singing voice, goes plowing three of the dogs are
talcs of battle and love and magic to placed at each side of the field at his
of

•

beguile the way. For years the parlor row's end. These dogs a-o trained to
vocalisthas rung the changes upon patrol the adjacent forest, and no hubascaroles and Canadian boat songs, man being can approach without betom with which tliev are not « con- but not the most fanciful of popular ing exposed by these vigilant santries.
tent, would be a folly into which the comjMwcre has ventured to dedicate a At night the dogs and goats lie about
intelligentworkingmen of the countiy note to the dusty-throatedvoyager of the cabin— the goats without the yard
the overland trail. Ho is not unpic- enclosure and the dogs within. When
are not likely to be inveigled.
turesque; he has every claim that any human being approaches these
The Board drSupcrvlHorN.
hardship can give tc popular sympathy; goats sot up an unearthlv bleating,
yet, even to the most inexperienced! The dogs within understand the
The October session of the board of imagination, he pursues his way in signal and rush furiously at the in-

duty in the premises.

This will

'

rate in the

city about two and a half per cent, on

fill

GlLMORe £ WALSH
‘NEW goods. LOW PRICES.”
We won’t be undersold by

gan, or Grand Rapids.
'

jOLLAND

was evolved by those he a friend one word from the hermit
roads to meet the exigencies.Ho was silences both goats and dogs and the
known on the great Santa Fe trail, on guest is invited in.

owing to the payment of $20,000 of
the county debt to the State.
As it is stated that the rate will b3 four
per cent in Grand Haven, over three
per cent in Allegan village and abont
three per cent in Grand Rapids, our
tax payers are still more fortunate than
is

We

-

’••

make it for the interest of Holat Grand Rapids, Grand Haven,

landers living

Muskegon, Fremont Center and all the Holland
settlements sn the west to order here of us, as

we

have made arrangementsby which we can
cheaper than you can buy for at home.

sell

WE KEEP
Parlor Sets,

Bed-room Sets, Dining Chairs, Cane

Seat Chairs, Wood Bottom Chars, High Chairs,

Patent Rockers, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Tables Stands, Book Cases, Writing

Office Chairs,

i

Desks, Comforters, Pillows, Bed Springs, Mattresses, Carpets, Rugs, Mats, Oil Cloths, Curtains,

ilfillllii

Hanging Lamps and Domestic Sewing Machines.

We

warrant the lowest prices of any house in

Allegan or Ottawa Counties.

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

,
h

GILMORE

WALSH,
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Three story buildingbetween Bosnian’s and Steketee's.
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COMFORTERS,

•

shall also

man

en-

cheap that

CURTAINS and HANGING LAMPS.

curses.

is

so

become known as the place to

PSTS,

__

main track are completed his work
LINCOLN'S ADVICE.
will be done. He will have left no
record among the songs of the people H« DUrnuraceila WouM-Uo Litigant
or lyrics of the way. and in fiction,
and Declined In Take HIm Cane.
oddly enough, this most enduringand
The followingstory gives a good
silent of beings will survive — through idea of Lincoln's way of practicing law.
the immortal rhetoric of his biogra- It is told by one who happened to be
phers— as one whose breath is heavy in Lincoln’soffice and heard what
with
passed. He says, writing to Mr. Hernidon: ••One morning not long before
AMONG THE TOMBS.
Lincoln’s nomination I was in your
office and hoard the following: Mr.
Mr. Jeater Geta Hadly Frightened While
Lincoln seated at the baize-covered
Attempting to Impemonate a Ghoat.

ml8_8_SS
-

|HE-

will

our goods

FURNITURE,

:

_

to sell all

purchase

from the main lines of travel; ho is now tine]3 can n0^ he bribed or otherwise
merely the link between them and rendered unsafe by collusion with their

When Mr.

goods for small

in that

Holland City

historic Thus guarded this desperate man
pathways that have carried westward BRy8 he sleeps more securely than the
the story of a restless and determined Czar, because, unlike the imperial
people. Ihe railrods have driven him cohorts of the latter, his faithful sen-

table in the center of theftffice,listened
Jester of Athens, was a
attentively to a
who talked
young man, in the community in which
'3 S S
earnestly and in a low tone. After behe lived was a woman who drank
hs’et;
C Q,t*.
ing thus engaged for some time Linvery freely, and when filled up with
* - »
coln at length broke in. and I shall
liquor she always went to the grave: a°".
never forget his reply. Yes,’ said he.
yard, and, getting inside of one of the
we can doubtless gain you ,‘ase lor
•. ~o.little paling inclosures, made her bed
you; we can set a whole neighborhood
for the night, says the Atlanta Journal.
at loggerheads; we can distress a
Heal Es- On the night of the story we leave her
widowed mother and her six fatherless
their neighbors.
tate as
there for the present. The young men
children and thereby get for you $600
Assessed
of the community had planned for a
For County Pensions.
to which you seem to have a legal
fox hunt And a young man of the
Amount
claim, but which rightly belongs, it
party
had
planned
to
give
his
comAct No! 193, passed by the legislature
Added.
appears to me. as much to the woman
of 1889, is intended to provide for the
panions a first-classscare. So, instead
Amount of joining the party as they struck out and children as it does to you. You
relief of indigent veteran soldiers outDeduc’d.
must remember that some things legally
side of the Sold'e’s’home, their wives, _ 1 8 5 88
?
from the gathering place, he went
right are not morally right. We shall
widows and minor children.
ahead, and covering himself with a
By the act it is .’.leduty of the boarJ
not take your case, but will give you
sheet mounted the fence which
.,, ,
5 = § 3 0 i =’ Is Si l! £
* 1 Eiiul
of 8upei?:8orsofthe several counties
closed the old woman mentioned in the 8 llttl<!8f,vlce,orvw
wlllc?8ri;e
to levy a tax not exceeding one-tenth
I you
nothing. ion seem to be a
Personal
.53
of one mill to be levied and collected
EsUue. first part of the article. As he sat sprightly, energetic man: we would
there
in
the
quiet
of
the
night
he
as provided for by law, upon ihe taxaadvise you to try your hand at making
ble property of each township and city,
chuckledto himself and could hardly
$600 in some other way.’” If this
for the purpose of mealing a furd for
refrain from a hearty laugh at the
Total.
sort of thing was dreadfullyirregular
the relief of honorably discharged indifright he would give the fox hunters.
and by no means calculated to enrich
gent soldiers, etc. It is provided that
Soon the clatter of the horses was
in case any part of the fund is not
the firm of Lincoln Herndon, it
heard
and
the
sheet
was
carefully
This year’s county tax levy is made
necessary for this nurpose it shall refurnished reminiscence, the disseminawound around him. As the party rode
main in the tier suiy of each of such up as follows:
tion of which enshrined the senior
in front of him he threw out his long
townships, or cities in the county, as a
partner in the hearts of the people.
State tax .....................
$25046.04
white
arms
and
in
a
graveyard
voice
soldiers’ relief fund.
General fund ................. 12000.00
said:
It is made the duty of the probate
................. 400.00
judge in each county ro appoint three
“I will rise and go to Jesus.”
Insane
................. 1800.00
persoLs, of whom at least two shall be
Hardly had he said the words when
Salary
................. 4400.00
bono.at
.ably dischargedsoldiers,sailors
SUtedebt ....................20000.00 .voice from the grave answered:
or mariners, each to serve three years
•'Yes, Lord, I am coming.”
Children Cry for Pitchers Castoria
at a compensationto be fixed and paid
$67310.04
Of
course the whole crowd were
by the boards of supervieors, to be
frightened, but their scare was nothknow j as the soid iers’reliefcommission
Own Your Own Home.
ing compared to that of the ghost He
The township boards and boards of
When Baby was sick, we gave her Caatoria.
never visits graveyards at night, and
trustees of villages, and the aldermen
Own a home— no matter how sma’ ,
When the wa* a Child, she cried for Castoria,
of wards are reouired,on or before the
he will never play ghost again.
no matter how modest, no matter f
When
ihe became Min, the clung to Oeatorla,
first Monday in May in each year, to
you have to run in debt for it. It pa s
make and place in the bands of the
'^ben
the
had Children,the gave them Caetorii
Chftaedby a Snake.
you in the loug run. It cheers and eh
commission a list of all persons entitled
An
exciting
adventure,
in
which
a
courages you every day; it makes voi
to relief under the nrovisions of the
feel more like a man, makes you a be'
big rattlesnake and Sesse Grisby ol
act. The board members aud aiderter citizen, adds to the vain® nf ? rop
Grizzly Canon, occupied the chief Now is the time to
men are alco rcqu’red to meet with the
erty, and gives you a stimulus that roles, occurred near the home of the
commission Jn May to determine the
new lot just received at D. Bertsch.
nothing else can. Go into a town where
latter. Jesse was strollingaround the
probable amount necessary for aid aud
a majority own the homes they live in,
In C’onNumptlon Incurable?
relief, and ceulfv the amount.
hills, when he stumbled upon a huge
and then go into a town composed of a
The commission, togetherwith the
rattler that at once assumed hostilities,
Read the following: Mr. C. II. Morclass who cannot, or think ttwy cannot,
board and aldermer,are to meet r.nd
buy a permanent home. Note the dif- and, striking at the intruder, his fangs ris Newark, Ark., says: “Was down
determine the list of those needing asference. In the first instance you see became entangled in the leg of his with Abscess of Lungs, and friendsand
sistance, the amount to be paid per
neat homes that vary in design and al' trousers,and there he hung. About physicians pronounced me an incuramouth in each case and transmit their
around are little evidences that plainly that time Jesse thought of some bus- ble consumptive.Regan taking Dr.
findings to their respective township
show that the people who live there iness he had at the house, and being King’s New Discovery for Consumpclerks,village clerks or city clerks. The
have an interest beyond seeing 'that in somethingof a hurry, he started tion, am now on my third bottle, and
clerks are to d*- mv warrants upon the
rent is paid. Men who own homes home on the double quick, without able to oversee the work on my farm.
tressurer of lus township or city for the
It >8 the finest medicineever made.”
make the best citizens. We do not resevera1 beneficmi les. Tne com’miES'ontaking time to release his snakeship.
Jesse Middlewart, Decatur, Ohio,
fer to people who build especiallyfor
era are aLo required to bear and deIt was a close race between Jesse and says: “Had it not l»eeu for Dr. King's
rent. This is well, but there is a certain
termine all emergency pelit'onsor
amount of selfishness about the average the rattler. For one-half the distance New Discovery for Consumption 1
claims for relie‘ and authorize tbrnr
landlord which you do not find in the the snake was in the lead, and the wov’d have died of Lung Troubles.
payment ‘f allowed.
nowin
home of the owner. The home ow ner other half Jesse would pull ahead; and Was given up by doctors.
Under ‘his act Judge Soule has ap- is sensible to the right and wHI-benii thus they had it until the house and best of health. ’ Try it. Sample l>otpointed as the membeis of tbs pension of his neighbors. Hardly so the land- assistance were reached. It is quite tles free at the drug store of Yates &
board for Ottawa county: John Kit mei, lord. He wants his month's rental, but safe to say that neither Jesse nor the Kane, Holland,A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
cares little about the premises, save snake ever made better time over the
of Holland (Xy Euno Miu' n, ofSp-rog
that every improvement is an “luvestA Sensible .Tlun.
same distance.
Like; WiUiam Whipole Jr.. 0f Hud-

the assessed valuation. This increase

and

have concluded

the old Oregon trail, on all the

__

sell

way draw a large trade here
from our grand farming country. We for one
profits,

As a type, ho

the

a very long time needed

lias for

merchants that would

silence along those fateful roads, the trader Armed to the tooth the pronames of which will soon be legendary.prfetor hails the visitor. If found to

scattered settlements difficult of access, owner's enemies. *
When the system of '‘feeders’’ to
_____

Holland, Zeeland, Alle-

0

^

•f

$>)//
^ # ,
m
w
O'

Am

.-;

ment.”

••

:-

:v-

v1-

sonville.
Clmutunfiaa.
D. Bertsch hits an elegant line of 25
Value oHhe lloinc Nurkct.
Lewis
Miller,
president of tht Lake
and 50o dress .llannels. Can't be beat.
Chautauqua society, says that when
89 2w. Workingmen whoa- e so persistentthe society was first formed its ground
ly ukged to vote for free foreigntrade on
Electric Bitters.
was worth about $200 an acre and the
the promise that all the nations of the
This remedy is becoming so well cottages, together with all the buildearth will in return become consumers Kno' *1 and so popular as to need no ings belonging to the association, did
of American products, may vei y pro- ‘.nee J mention. AH who have used not amount to more than $4,000 or$5,Elccv.’c Kilters sing the same song of 000. The value of the Chautauqua
fitably consider the possibilities of that
jwse.— A purer medicine does not ex-' grounds at present is about $500,000
promise being made good. The fact ] '*- a ;d it is guaranteed to do all that
and there are yet unsold about $80..
Is, the markets so lavishly promised
ned. Electric Kilters will cure 000 worth of lots valued at from $250
are now quite fully occupied by the »'• diseases of the LJver and Kidneys, to $500 each. The management inremove Pimples? Boils, Salt Rheum
very European manufacturersand
and other affectionscaused by impure tends to erect permanentbuildings in
tradesmen who are behind this free- b’ood.— Will drive Malaria from the the future. The first graduating class
trade movement, and every man with a system and prevent as well as cure all numbered but 700, the next year 1,500
knowledge of business knows that they Mr la* »p 1 fevers.-For cure of Head- and this year it is 8,000.

Would use Kemp’s Balsam for the
Throat and Lungs. It is curing more
cases of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchstis, Croup and all ThroaVand Lung
Troubles,than any other medicine.
Too proprietor has auteorizedany
druggist to give you a Sample Bottle
Free to convince you of the merit of
this remedy. Large Bottles 50c and $1.

THE

k

i

Rope Silk, Wash Twist Etching

i.

Knittingand EmbroiderySilks,
in all the new shades. Noveltiesin
s4ai.)pedLinnen Goods at Mrs. Best’s

w

on 9th street.

SYSTEM BEGULATOB!
foiM

With

nuppljof BILE BE ATT a
rtcardltu of

«

Buy fd
mvlirlou ellmaU.

FEKrXCTLTBiVI

.They Supply all the Requirements of a Complete
‘MedicineChest,, to the Household.
""I Thrlr »etlon on th# t.lirr U WOKDKBPUL Mfo PROMPT, »nd

•'

Silks,

.
,

/BIU018.1KS*, BICK II KA DA ('HR, IIILM A. ID PETER,IMllGKSTIOS
AUD KIXDRKD TROCBLKS *r* quickly rercoma.
(

THERE 18 NO KIND OF LIVER TROUBLE THEY WILL NOT CURE!
C*U

J» F.

To the Editor— Please inform your

readers that I have a positive remedy
for the above named disease. By its
timely use thousands of hopelesscases
have been permanently cured. I shall
be glad to send two bottles of my remedy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me
their express and post office address.
blood, blunts the nervous sensiblity,
of the workingmanbecomes especially
Respectfully,
Chamberlain’s
and Skin
and hardens and thickens the tissues of
prominent.
T. A. SLOCUM, M. C., 181 Pearl.8t.,
Ointment.
the body; locally it produced malignant New York.
As more than nine-tenths of the vaio use '> bacco
A cei tain cure for Chronic Sore Eyes, ulcers. Of all t
lue of manufacturesconsists of the
W. L. Douglas’ celebrated $8.00 shoe
n
o -jnlo’ irriTester, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Old those who use
labor bestowed upon theli production,
at Van Duren Bros. Tnis is the best
table
nerves
arc
Chronic Sores, Fever Sores, Eczema,
'•»' danger
shoe for the money
tf
if necessarily follows fb# abont an Itch. Prairie Scratches,Sore Nipples They are /n
- - *PP
equal proportion of any reduction in and Piles. Itiacooling and soothing. pleto break-'
Collars and Cuffs laundried for 2
price must come off those who perform Hundreds of cases have been cured by — nerve'
it after all other treatment had failed.
cents each at A. K. Potter's Laundry.
of acr
With this fact in his mind, 25 and 50 cent boxes for sale bv
Orders can be left at A. Woltman’s
tenth
wdf foreign marHEBER WALSH. Holland
cigar factory.
Wh'

can be supplantedin but one way, i. e., ache, Consumption and Indigestion try
KireMlve of Tobacco.
Electric Bitters.—Entire satisfaction
by offering our products at lower prices uaranteed, or money refunded.—Price
The effect of excessive tobacco u^ing
ere. and $1j l per bottle at the drug
than are now charged or our rivals will
U two-fold— constitutional and local,
accept under the pressureof competi- stores of Yatejf aud Kane, Holland, A" says Dr. Stick ney, in the St Louis MagI)e Kruif, Zeeland.
tion. And here is where the interest
azine. It slows the circulationof the

Eye

than and (Ira than a (Hal. DOSI, 05K BRAN Bald avaryvhara
200. per Bottle, only I er MBt far tic. by mail, poatpald.

far

at

Coniumptlon Surely Cured.
.

GREAT

Smith

4a Vo., Sole

Prop's, 8t. Louie, Mo,

THOUSANDS OB TESTIMONIALSPROM HAPPY HEARTS

The Finest Stock of Boots and Shoes

Vstn Duren Bros,

emeu

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

•

GIVE

made.

We

THEI^C. A,

~

CALL.

have a first-classshoemaker in our employ, and all custom work and repairing brought to ns* will receive

prompt attention.

.

4
Mr. Jas. Konin^, boo^boper for D.
L. Barber & Co., Saugatnck, visited

LOCftbS.
The

Building

and Loan

this city,

hU native place,

last

i

Tnesday.

association

-7

-t

We now have a

JBeeland.

week, Saturday evening,
more

will

$1,500

homes.

be offered for competition, i Bev. R. T. Kuiper,

of

;

Reformed Church

Rapids, Grand Haven and other cities the

at

ters; still they all believe the majority
of the ministers now-a-daysare preach-

Graafschap,is in

^

city.

-FOR-

_

ing only for a salary, while they do

......

local scribTm’ile

an

, -—7Hem*.
Labor

Important

,

your

stre"Kth

discovery this week. Ue had the idea
head that the Knights of
of this city were defunct. He was in-

in his

l^ur clotboB. Try

it.

Al lli«

|

^"mston^y amoM

^
..

8a™anyth“nngalmulw ta* llad

it

AND FEED

ties.
A Iso offers for isle or to exchange lots, bouses
lots and farms cheap. His home, 48 Boatwick- it . Is for sale or for rent .

end

hwn

—

^,e

thUeitv

parents,
.,

-

-

feet in length, and four feet in width.

;

hotel, and the

BRISTS.

.....

kindly asked by one of our citizensthat
: Our readers probably think that day to pay a hill which had been runformed last Monday, however, by a everything is frozen up at the resor*. ning for about eight years. They left
this morning for a new field of labor.
prominent member of the order here ^,1’s '8 not<lu‘tet,iec^e*
Mr. J. Van der Veen and ladies atthat the society is in a healthy condiMacatawa Park, Mis Ryder is at tended the meeting of the saints last
tion— alive and kicking, and kicking
to care lor 1,10 weHry night ..... Mr. P. II. Do Pree who has
vigorously,so to speak. The organiza-traveler,who needs a good square meat been visiting relatives and best girl
here ret urned to Chicago last Sfttunlay.
tion is on a better footing, in every re- ' ^ev; W- A. A\ estervelt and wife ol
. .The followincr is taken from the New
’sped, than at any time during its exist- Oberlin, Ohio, are still occupying their Berne, N. (’., Journal of October 1.5:
in
summer cottage. They have been at Mr. Vyn, who is well known to our readthe Park since June. Mr. Westervelt ers, having formerly lived at Zeeland.
Maruied:— T hursday evening at tI\A js years 0pj; an,j iie says be can find “Papers were filed at the register of
deeds’ oQice yesterdayconveying the
residence of the bride s
j,iH(.e j,, t}ie country that -suits him
large plantation of Mr. Gerrit Vyn at
and Mrs. L. llieftje,by Rev. H. I
wtJu as Macatawa, for rest and
Havelock to Isaac Shaw of Philadelphia
Dosker, Miss Jennie llieftje of this | recreatjon
the considerationbeing $18,000; Mr.
city, to Mr. James Mauley, of Chicagu/ Mr. L.„S. Provin, the wide-awake Vyn and family will, when business
Mr. Mauley is a switchman in the HR’ Grand Rapids real estate man, and his matters are settled here go to Philadelphia to live. They came to this counnois Ceutral ( hicago yards, and is well * wjf^ are 8pendinga few days in their
ty from Michigan a few years ago. Mr.
known in this city, having been em- cjttageatthe Park.
Vyn said yesterday that he had enployed as brakesman on the Chicago
Mr. John Steketee'shandsome cot- joyed very much the friendship of our
and West Mich. ITy. The wedded tage at Macatawa Grove is nearly fin- people since he has been here, and is
reluctant to leave; but owning huge
pair left for their Garden City home
ished.
property in Philadelphia, he linds it to
last Monday evening. They have our
Work has commenced on the new his interest to live there. When he
best wishes for their future prosperity.
Ottawa hotel, It will be finished ready came to this county about five years
4.^
ago he was in very |MM>r health, lie is
One of the culverts over tannery for plastering this fall.
now a vigorous, healthy man. Our
The Park Association are preparing climate has greatly benefited him. Our
creek on Thirteenth street is finished
and work on the other has just com- plans for a new hotel at Macatawa. people will be sorry to see Mr. Vyn and
will be
located west of the present his family leave.”
menced. The one completed is 128.-It......
..

1

BUCKWHEAT,

RYE,

in Michigan. This indicatesconll-i Ladies, by using'V. R. Wrisley’s to nelp along the great cause and do
not want an y pay for their work. One
dence in our city and its property. ! Good Cheer Soap, you save your time, good
w>t brother
U.VV..VI olt.vvvt
.......
stated that he had
found
The

folly studied. Proper diet, baths, eleetridty,
massageand trained nurses supplied st a very
moderate cost Address M . Veeub- er, A. M , Is.
D„ 190 Monroe it. Grand Rapids Mich Grad,
uateoftbePhysio-Medical College of, Indiana.
In 1877. Lecturer of Hygiene at the above
collegesince 18*0. AppointedPrcffesiorof Materi-1 Medloa in the Florida University in 1889.
Post Graduateof the Polyoltntoof New York
since 18H4. where Buggery, Diseases of Womtn.
Diseases of Children and Urinary Atalysls in all
chronic diseases have been studied as spMriali-

though our zealous laborer here does
South Holland, not have the same ideas of Christianity
^

Shares in the associationare being ta- 111., formerly pastor of the Christian

ken from New Jersey, Indiana, Grand

Jhey^

,

Ths only ncn-AJcohclicVejetableme&l

FLOUR AND BRAN

clns p’-t up

'n liquid form ever

dis-

hours 9 to 10a m., 12 m. to3p. m„and
m. Telephone 1M.
Telephone oouurotlons for roeldence and sanitarium will be r mi y next week-

office
o to 7 p

covered.

Exchanged for wheat

as usual.

The patronage of the farming

community

Tfi*

is solicited.

WALSH-DE R00
MILLING CO.

Holland, Oct.

17, 1889.

FOR

fine

F01I Ft LOST

......

It

SALE.'

E

*

TkEFAULT

has been made in the conditions Of
certainmortgage bearing date January 94,
IH88, made and ei'Cnta)hv Arthur W. Jordan,
Twenty -(Ireyears' ose have demonstratedto for tlis purchase mousy «>ftbe property therein
millioiiHof Huff rers thr ugho'it the civilised described,to Bonn Corwin and Jay Corwin, actworld, tlm' of nil the niedloiuis ever discovered ing as trusteesIn behalf of Mary M. Oorwin,
Vinegar r liters oidjr|Mis»esi*e» iieif'ctondwon- mortgagees, whereby the power or sale therein
d>rlQl curativerffectaupoti those troubled wiih contained has become operative Held mortgage
was, on ths IHth of February,1888. recorded lu the
the followingdlH-ns< a. vis:
office of tbs K- glster of Deeds, of Ottawa oounty,
Dyspepsia. KbetUBetUtn, Catarrh, Neuralgia, Michigan, In Liber 84 of mortgages st pegs IT
Headache, Rolls. Scrofula,8* id lUseasea, Ths laud describedIn said mortgage Is substanJaundice, Rout, Piles. Hldouaoeas, and all other
tially : The norUi half of the south-west quarter
dlsens s arising from blood iinpuritiea, and as a of section tweuty-two, township six, north of
Vermifuge it Is the beat C the world, being death
range fourteenweak lu tbe township of Blendon,
to all worms that infest the human system.
in said Oouuty of Ottawa,
No proceedings at law or In equity have been
It Is always ssfe to take at any time, or undar
any coudl't n of th'' system, for old «r young or Institutedto recover the debt secured by said
for either sex It Is put up in two styles, The mortgage nr any part thereof. There Is claimed
old !• slightly hitler, and Is the stronger In ca- to be due upon said mortgage at tbe date of this
dollars, being semithartic effect.The new style Is very pleasant to notice tbe sum of Thirty-five
the taste and a perfect rnedlclne for delicate annual Interest.
women or children, huch etui Is distinctly Noticeis. therefore, hereby given that for the
purpose of satisfying ths sum so due upon said
marked on top of cartoon.
mortgage, for Interestdue thereon, besides tbe
Many families keep
kinds on hand, as costs, expenses and attorney fee provided la Mid
they form a complete medicine chest,
mortgage for *bts proceeding, we will foreclose
said mortgage bv a sale of the premises therein
Aia Family Medicine for the use of ladles, described,and shall sell said premises at public
children and men of sedentary hauits, the New
sale or veudue, subjectto a principaldebt of One
Htyle Vim gar Ritters has t o «qna) In the world. Thousanddollars and interest to accrue thereon,
It fs Invaluable for curing the ills that beset
due six years from ths date of said mortgage and
childhood, and gently r*gu Inn a tlm diseases to secured oy said mortgage, on
which women at every porlod of life are subject.

Un

Mb

FALL AND WINTER.
A

is uoi h v||« fancy drink mt<la of ram, poor
whisky.
lilBky. 01
m refuse liquors,splrwi
splcmi and nweetoDtri
sweetennf
, l)Ut
to jda so the taste,
out a pur ly
ly tftfi
Yw>-tAl>l>-prep
arstlou,mode from native Callfori.iaherbs.
It

new stock of goods just received

Saturday, the Seventh day of

De-

Ludiet. get a bottle from ymir druggistand t y
cember, 1880.
If your druggisth-ts not the New R'yle Vinegar Bitters, ask him to s-«nd for it. It you ones st ten o’clock In ths forenoon, at the froot door
try It you will never be without this priceless
of thp Court House In the City of Grand Havae,
remedy In the house,
Ottawa county, Miehlgan.

it

at the store of

“Stepandfetchit.”

two buildingswill be

m

VEENBOER

Has taken offles (room In the Bt. Denis, first
stairway on Monroe it west ot Bpring-st, The
doctor has opened Ms new sacitarlnni in Oakdale Park, corner of Hall and East sts , supplies •» «>• nvessslUes and all the comforts for
the sick and feeble snd those lu need of sargloal
operations of suy d. scri prion. Diseases care,

and Custom Bolt

Ottawa oo Tuesday and Army
Next KatM upon the ruins of the boautlful work
Of

DR.

I'.aUf”?

a few weeks, engaged the Salvation Stone

Dr. O.E. Yates visited tho present

Xe°Oo“L^lg^
was loaned to members.

^

|

Birnm

Dated, September*, i-ro.

vinkoar
BKNN CORWIN
a
Use Good Clieer Soap once and you’ll G.
IN and
I Truatreater
Patten
Sons.
The other will be 8<> feet long and two used together.
JAY CORWIN, Mary M. Corwin
The only Temperance Bittern known.
use no other.
feet wide. Thirteenthstreet is graded Everythingindicates that the season
J. M. Jam isdn, Attorney for Mortgagees, Grand
It ntlmulaten the B'- hi and quletn the
Kaplde.
from the fair grounds to within one of 1890 vill witness a “boom at the
Nervent regulate* the Rnwelg and renRIVER
STREET.
LOCATING THE BREAK.
ders a perfectbloo ich dilation through
BALE.
hundred feet of the creek. Messrs, resorts, as well as at Holland.
the human veins, vthh ii is nure to re- "TkEFAULT baring been made In the condiMr. E. J. Harringtonlias sold an- How They Discover the Tolut of RupRiksen & Van Kampen, the contractlotions of paymentof a mortgage executed by
Consisting of Dress Goods, store perfrethealth.
ture in an Ocean Cable.
Bake Boonstra and Mary Boonstra, his wife, of
ors, are now busily engaged in grading other lot at Macatawa Grove. This
GBO. W. DAV1B, of '00 Hirroun# Bt, New Holland, Mlohlgan. dated August twenty-fifth.
Simple as are the methods of locat- Flannels, Comforters, hoods, Orleans. La. writes order date May <6th, IMS, A, D. 1687, to lease Marsilje.of Holland, Miohf.
the street between Cedar and River time the purchaser is Mr. Paul Stekeas follows : ‘-1 bars been going to the Hot Bpring s
gan. and recordedIn tbe office of tbe registerof
ee 0 f Grand Rapids. He will build a ing mid-oceanbreaks in cables, so that
^
blankets, Childrens under- Ark., for flfteeu years f-mn itching humor Id deeds of Ottawa oounty, Mlohlgan, on December
a
vessel
may
sail
to
the
point
of
nq>my
btoo4
I
have
lust
used
three
bottles
of
Vinecottage on it soon.
hirtoenth,A. D. 1887, in liber Si of mortgage!, on
A BARiiER and a saloon-keeperof
ture, they are. perhaps,not popularly wear, hosiery, scarfs, table gar Bitters, and It has dot e me more good than page 606, and which mortgagewaa ass’gned by
the springs. It Is the best medicine made."
Isaac
Marsilje. to KaUG. Post, of Holland. Michthis city decided to have some sport
understood, says a writer in the July
JOHKPH J. EGAN, of No 7.T West Bt., New igan. by assignment dated August twcoty third,
Ladies, try the wonderful Good
Scribner,
it
the
metallic
conductor
linen
and
table
spreads,
yams,
York, says: “Have not be*-u withoutVinegar A. D. 1880, and recorded In tbe office of tbe regishunting last Monday, so they took a liieer Soap, it has no equal as a quick
were broken, tho surroundinginsula- bootees, fascinators, hats and Pittarsfor the past twelve ve rs, and consider ter of deads of Ottawa county, Michigan, on
boat and proceeded to the shores of washer.
It a whole medicine chest in our family,”
Augnst thirty first. A. D. 1889, In Uber 86 of morttion remaining perfect, the electrostatic
gage, on page 196; on which mortgage there II
Black Lake for the coveted game,
MRS. MATTIE FUItGUB1 N of Dryden, N. Y.. claimed to be due at tbe eate of this notlca
caps,
gents’
furnishing
goods,
charge of tho cable, or the amount of
says: '-Vinegar Ritters is the best medicine I Eighty-sixdollars and fifty cents, and no snit or
ducks. They had splendid luck, and
ever tried It saved my life."
electricity which it absorbs in becomprooaeding having been Institutedto recover the
etc.,
etcbagged a large number of birds. The
or any part thereing charged, is electrically weighed by
T. F. RAiLEY, of Humtioldt,Iowa, says:
that by
‘•VinegarRitters cured me of paralysisten years
two “Charleys”, however, became so
building
up
an
artificial
line
until
the
Olive Centre.
— O
ago, and recentlyit cured me of rheumatism.”
excited over their good fortune, that tV/. 23.
current flows equally into the cable
prodded, said mortgage will be Mrocloeed by sale
VINKIUR BITTERS.
they forgot that they were in a boat,
and such artificial line.
of tbe mortgaged premises, or *o much thereof as
A FULL LINE OF
All our people owning low land are
Thft
Nreat
Blood
Pnrlfler
und
Health
This
process
is
no
more
abstruse
may be necessaryto pay the amount due on tali
and stepped out into the lake to pick improving the dry time clearing and
Restorer. Cure* all kind* of Headache. mortgage, with Interest and ooati of lorocloeute
than
would
be
the
dertimination
of
the
up the game. Of course, the boat was getting ready for spring crops.... Our
and sale, at public vendua; said sal# to taka
alsoIniHgeetion Mud By*pep*la
distanceto a water tight obstruction in
place at the front door of tho Ottawa Oounty
upset, and ended their sport for that stirringhighway commissioneris doing
Court House, at Uraod Haven, Michigan, on tha
Send
for
a
beautiful
book
free.
a pipe by forcing in or pumping out
day. It was a wet time for the hunt- nimselt proud in improving the roads.
Address,
R.
H.
McDonald
Dbug
Co.
Second day of December A. D. 880,
KEPT
IN
STOCK.
____ The pullingof the engine and the
water and Uiking its measurement.If
at one o’clock in tbe afternoon of said day.
682 Washington Street,
ers, and it is rumored that one of them buzz of the saw is again heard at the
it wore known that a pint of water
mortgagedpremisesto be sold bring, all
New York Cltv. said
has been laid up with rheumatism.
saw mill ____ Mr. 11. G. Chatfield has filleda foot of the pipe the length of
those parcelsof land situated In Holland townA
ship,
Ottawa county, Michigan, and described a*
purchased a clover huller, and is makProbate Order.
the conduit would equal in feet the
follows,
wit : Ths West Half of tbe Uontb-eaat
The New Bank.
ing it hum too ____ Mr. and Mrs. J.
quarter of tbe Nortb-weet quart- r of Section fifHTATK OF MICHIGAN,
number of pints pumped out or forced
Chapel, of Holland, are guests of Mr.
teen (15) snd al*o the north-cest quarter of the
OTTAWA COUNTY.
The followingare the directors of and Mrs. G. C. Jones — Mr. F. B. in.
At a seNBiooof the Probate Court for the Coun north-west quarterof sectionsixteen (16) both In
If. however, the insulating covering Subscribe lor tbe
ty of Ottawa, boldeu at the Probate Office, In Uie town live (6) north of range fifteen (16) west, SO
the new hank, who were elected at a Brewer has started on a trip to New
City of Grand >ieven. in arid oounty, on Wed- teres.
York, thence to California to spend the of the wire is broken the current will
Dated September 8rd 1888.
nesday, ihe Hlxfaoiitb day of October, lu the year
meeting of the stockholdersheld on
flow
freely
from
the
conductor
to
the
Katx G. POST. Asslgceeof mortgage.
winter... Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Merritt
one thousand eight hundred and eighty nine.
SALE.
J. C. Post, Attorney.
Monday afternoon: I. Cappon, J. W. returned from Grand Rapids last Mon- surrounding water, and its strength, if
Present CHARLES E. 80UIJB, Judge of Probate
Beardslee, I. Marsilje, G. J. Diekema, day, and reiiorta fine time visiting the power of the battery is known, de- T'kEFAULT having been made in tbeconditions In the matter of M: > i-unte of Emma HumJ-'of payment of a mortgage executedby Kein- phrey, decease'.
J. W. Garvelink, G. W. Mokma, G. J. their children Mr. and Mrs Thos. finitely measures tho electricalresistder K. Workman, a sincle gentleman, of the City
On reading and il I fi'i--P<-tl‘ Ion, duly verified,
Boone.... We are in favor of making
ance and consequentlythe length of ofHoUaud, State of Michigan, 10 Johannes U of Eliza A. Drake. g -to.* n sa'd will named,
Kollen, Paul Steketee, and J. C. Post.
the fair at Holland a success, and sugTuxee of the City of Kalamazoo,and Btate of praying for the nr L a of au instrumentin
------the conductor. In other words, the
Michigan,dated June second. A. D. 1886. and writingfiled in sal I oouit, purporting to be the
gest that while all due regard should
The New' Furniture Factor}. be had for owners of fast horses there battery power, divided by the indicated recorded in tbe office of the registerof deeds of last
will and t sUment ol Emma Humphrey,
Ottawa County on the fourth day of June A. D,
not be such a marked difference current strength, gives the line's resist- 1886, in Uber 39 of mortgageson page 75, upon late of tbe townsMi) of Holland in ssld County,
deceased, and f ir the oppointmai t of herself and
A subscription list was circulated should
in attention to them and owners of ance, and therefore its length. In the which r ortgagethere is claimed to be dne at 'he Jerome J. O'Bn- n, exeeutois lu said will named
this week for the purpose of obtaining farm stock, in our opinion the line of
same manner if we know the head of a date of this notioe the sum of Eight Hundredand executors thereof
Beventy -three dollars snd twenty-fivecetts, and
Thereupon it Is Ordered. That Monday the
the aid required to secure the new fur- success lies in getting the farmers in- water supply we may easily determine no proceedings at law, or in equity, haring been
Eleventh day of November neat
Michigan.
terested and making it an object for the length of a pipe by noting the institutedto recoverthe same, or any part thereniture factory for Holland.
of. Notice Is, therefore,hereby given that by at ten o'clock in tbe forenoon, be assigned for
them to
“Dennis.”
velocity of the flow.
The committee are meeting with fair
virtueof tbe power of sale in said mortgage con- the hearing of said petition,and thn heirs at Incorjioratedunder tbe law of the State
tained and the statute in snob case made and law f said deceaned,and all other persons InteCirnnd Haven.
of Michigan; approved
success in the canvass, and we hope
provided, said mortgagewill be foreclosedby rested in said estate are reqa'ix-d to appear at a
Good
Cheer
Soap
is warranted to do
March 29,1887.
sale at public vendue of tbe mortgaged premises aesslonof s.ld Court, tin n to lie boldeu at the
that all our citizenswill help to secure From the Daily Tribune.
all we claim for it. Sold by all grocers. to pay tbe amount due on said mortgage,to- Probate Offlr-e In the City of Grand Haven, In
Dr. Charles Scott, of Holland .Made only by ALB. Wrisley, Chicago. gether with interest and legal costs of foreclosure said county, and show cause, If any there
the amount necessary to get the factory.
and sale, including the at'oruey f e provided by why the ptaynr of Die petitioner sboul
preached at the Second Reform
Authorized Capital, $200 000
The City Bakery turns out all kinds law. Said sals to take p'.ace at the front door of not be grant*-':And It is further OrdeChurch on Sunday. .. .Senator
The Ship Canal.
tbe Ottawa County Court House, at Grand red, Tbst said t tlouergive notice to the perHerder of Zeeland was in the city 0' 6f pies and other pastry work on short Haven, Michigan, on the
sons interest' d I
l es*ate, of the pendency of Stock taken from June, 1888, (the time
petition, end In- h< mring thereofby causing
of organization)to Sept. 1, 1889, \
Mr. Dorr Skeels and assistants have Tuesday ..... The High school has re- “notice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Thirteenth day^of^ January A- D., asaidcopy
of this ro* > tn be publishedin the
1400 shares of $100 each.
been making a survey of the proposed cently arranged a reading table. By
Holland CTtY Ni wh. » newspaper printed and
Probale Order.
at one o’clock In tbe afternoon of said day: ths circulatedIn said o- ui-iy of Ottawa, for three
the purchase of the pupils, Harper's
canal route from Jenison to Holland
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN,
l fiR
mortgaged premisesto be sold being :— All that successiveweeks p> evious to said day of hearing.
The subscription to s^ock Is open
Weekly has been . secured. George
of Ottawa, i
certainpieoe or parcel of laud situated in the
(A true copy.)Attest.
every Saturdayand Monday at the ofthis week. They have reached Stickney gives the school the Forum At a ssssionof •thsCounty
Probate Court for the Coun- City of Holland, in the County of Ottawa and
CHAB. E. BOULE,
fice of the association,in Kanters
Zeeland. The surveyor reports only 16 every month, and the school board has ty of Ottawa, boldeu at the Probate Office, lu the Btate of Michigan and described as follows,to
Judge of Probate.
City of Grand Haven, In said Oounty, on Monday wit: lbs South thirty six (36) feet of lot six (6)
Block, and the Secretary can also
subscribed
for
the
Century,
Harper’s
feet as the highest point found, and
the Twenty First day of October Id the year Block twenty sevt n (<?) City of Holland.
be found at his residencecorner of
Piubwte Order.
Magazine, Scribner’s,the
one
thousand
eight buudred and eightynine.
Dated,
October
1880.
that the route is an excellent one for a
STATE OF MICHIGAN,I RH River and Thirteenth Streets on all
quan and Public Opinion.. . rrhe city' Present, CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of
JOHANNES R. TUZEE, Mortgagee,
COUNTY or OTTAWA.
hate.
other hours.
J. C. Post, Attorneyfor Mortgagee.
canal.
schools received today, through Mayor
At a Hussion of the Probate Court for the
In the matter of the estate of Adriaan
Shares of stock are sold on install*
T. W. Kirby, a National flag, 10x18
County
of Ottawa, holden ut tbe Pr- bate Office,
kman,
deceased.
New Brick Blocks.
ments of 26 cents, nayable every other
feet in size, of the best quality of buntIn the City ol itrand Haven, in said oonnty, on
reading and filing the petition, duly, verified
rom 7 to
t
8 o’clock,
Wednesday,tho Klxteentb da> of October in the Saturdayevening, from
ing, from Messrs. H. Channon Co., ol Jacob Den Herder, executor of the will and
yetroue thousand eight hundred and eighty at the of Ice of the association.MemLate of said deceased,praying for the 6*amlnaAs intimated in the News last
nine.
tifn and allowance of bis final account and that
the corner lot formerly occupied by the > present from these dealers,and will
Pnsetit,CHARLES K, BOULE, Judge of bershlp fee is 26 cents i>er share of
may be discharged from his trust as such exeProbate.
Block*
tor:
Kenyon block, is again to be an orna- soon be hoisted from a pole upon the
In tbe matter of the estate »f Lambert Hoi
Thereuponit Is Ordered, That Monday, the
From $*500 to $1,000 are loaned to the
northwest corner of the Central School
St-ge,
deceased.
ment to the city.
Eighteenth day of November next
memlters every month. Loans are
On
readingand tiling the petition,duly veriEx-mayor McBride let the contract
fied, of Gerrit Holstcgn, legatee in said will made on first mortgages on real, estate
at ten o’clock In the forenoon, be assigned for
named, praying ter the probate of an inrtrmneut only, and each loan is to be approved
for the erection of a two-storybrick George Stickney, $260 for the benefitof the hearingof said petition,and that the heirs
in wriilngfl.ed in aald court, purportingto be the
at law of said deceased, and all other persons
hv the Board of Directors, at their regbuilding on the corner. Messrs. Hunt- the fire sufferers. Mr. Stickney _ divid- interestedIn said estate, are required to appear
last will and t stauient of Lambert Holstege,
lute of the Township of Georgetown in said ular monthly meeting.
at
a
sosaion
of
said
Court,
then
to
be
boldeu
al
ley and Costing will also build asimilar
Bito three parts, giving $76 each
rou. ty. dec-i'S-d.and for the appointmentof
the Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, In
All moneys paid in aremade producJacob Deo Herder administrator with tbe will tive by being immediately invested so
said county, and show cause, it any there be,
building on the south side of the
ani
exod
of
sutdehtate:
why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
Bride block.
Tber up ju it is Ordered. That Saturday, the that no capital is allowed to remain
granted : And it Is further Ordered, That said
Grand Rapid*.
petitioner give noticeto the persons interestedin
idle.
Twenty-flnt Day of Decembernext
The exchange of lots which was made
said estate, of the pendency of said petition,and
Oct. SI
For further informationapply to the
at ten o clock in the forenoon,be assigned for 'he
the hearing thereofby causing a copy of this orby Messrs. McBride and Van Putten
hear nr of raid petition, and that the heirs at law Secretary.
The men working on the Kent Coun- der to be published in the Holland City News a
of said c s m, aud all other persons interested
also resultsin a third new brick buildChau. A. Stevenson, President,
ty Street Railway,some twenty-four in newspoper printedand circulatedlu said county
in s id tutfe). are required to appear at a session
Henry Martin, Secretary,.
ing. This will be built by G. Van all, have quit work, on account of re- of Ottawa, for throe successiveweeks previous
of said Court,ttion to be holden at the Probate
to said day of bearing.
J. G, Van Putten, Treasurer.
Office lu tbe Cl< y of Grand Haven, in said counceiving
no
pay;
they
had
been
in
the
CHAB.
E.
SOULE,
Putten & Sons, south of their present
ty, and show cause, if any there be, why the
Judge of Probate
(A true cod v' Attest.
prayer of the petltioi.er should not be granted:
store, where Mr. McBride's oflice is employ of the company for three weeks
d had never received any pay whatAnd It Is further Ordered, That said p« titiouer
Probate
Order.
now located, and it will bo occupied by
cLurty TurieyoY is at
give notice to tie persons interested in said
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
estate, of the peudei cy ol Said petition, and tbe
their dry goods’ department.
work, making the level along the proCOUNTY OP OTTAWA. f
bearln th-reofby causing a copy of this mder to
Work was commencedon these build- posed ship canal route; it is estimated At a session of tbe Probate Court for the
be pubhshou In tbe Holland City Nkws, a
County
of
Ottawa,
holden
at
the
Probate
Office,
owspsper iMinte at d circulatedin said county
ings on Tuesdays, and all are to be that the highest elevation between this in the City of Grand Haven, in said county, on
of Ottawa,f»r three successive weeks previous
city and Hudsonvilleia only about fifBatnrdsy,the Twelfth day of October,In the year
to said day ot hsarlig.
completedbefore January 1st, 1890.
For Bale 120 acres of land,
teen feet. .Raw son Bros, of this city one thousand eight hundredand eightynine.
CHARLES E SOULE.
Present,
CHARLES
E.
SOULE,
Judge
of
Judge
of
Probate.
have secured the contract for building
known an the Greenleaf Jones
Personal Intercut.
Probate.
(A trun cop i.) Attest.
the annex to the hotel Ottawa Work
In tha matter of tbe estate of Antonie Baert,
8U
farm, in the township of
will begin at once. It is to cost $10,000.
Guardian’s Sale.
Mrs. W. Swift visited . friends in ....Ten cases of diphtheriawere re- deceased
On reading and filing the petition, duly veriIn ths Matter of the Estate of Marius D. Hoo Olive, one-half to three-quarMuskegon this week.
ported to the Board of Health this fied, of Jannlujo Baert, executrixof the will and
geategar Albntas J. Boogestegsr Snd Janst D.
estate of said deceased, praying ter ths license of
ters of a mile east of
Hook- ste er. MId<ns
Mr. Jas. Huntley went to Muskegon morning. . .Another cable line is beinjij this court to sell certainlands of said deceased
Notice Is hereby given that I shall sell at pubin said petition described,for purposes therein
built to extend from Bridge to
Centre. Will sell in 40
lic
auction,
to
tbe
high-st
blddiK
on
Thurtday,
on buslness’Tuesday.
-ANDstreets .The Grand Rapids and Ionia set forth.
the im day of December A. D. 1SS9. at ten
Thereuponit Is Ordered, That Saturday, the
o’clockIn tbe foretoo-.at tbe frott door of the lots or any size to suit
Editor Wachs, of the Grand Haven Hunting Club will leave this morning
Ninth day of Novembernext,
post office in th Cty of Hollanl, In tbe County
tor the tipper Peninsula for its annnal
buyer. Over 100 acres imJPxprm, was in the city on Tuesday.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,beassigned for the
nf Ottawa, In tbe State of Michigan, pursuantto
encampmentand hunt of three weeks. bearing of salo petition, and that tbe
tbehelisatUw
licenseend aotb^rltygrentnl to me on tbe Pony •
Senator Wesselius, the tall pine tree ....Among other visitorsof Holland of said deceased, at
and ell other persons Interested
tecuth day of October A. D. 1888, by tbe Probate pioved, house, well, and one
Court Kent Conn y Michigan, ail of the right, of the best orchards in Otta*
A COMPLETE LINE OE
of Kent, was in the city on Tuesday.
title,interact or cetato of said Minors. In or to
rnSL. wim was iiflrfl on misirmssrrm- office In the City of Grand Haven, In said county,
that certain plcoa or pareel of Ignd situated and
Our Saugatoick friend,Mr. John Nies, nected'^th^the^ewraUrS. .""a
County. Write
F.
bring tn tbeCountyo( Ottawa, »tateof Michigan,
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a pleasant call last Saturday. large number of Hollanders, who came <* tt^ttOTscaboiMnrf *» fraa»d: j*
from tliAnlriMiintrvtathia ritv i-Arant
Ordered,That said petUloocr give
Miss Kate Herold was in Grand Rap- irom me Old country to tnis City recent* | ootioe to tbe penne Interestedin said estate, of
ly, nave become homesick and dlS- the pendeucyof said petition,and the hearing
ids this week visiting relatives and gusted. and will again return to their thsrsof by causing a copy of this ordwrtobe
friends.
old fatUland. fCt Is right, we have
to
Hon. George Birkhof, consul of the too many of the working class
now. ..we need rain very much, as said day
DntTr„
CHARLES E. SOULE.
Netherlands, at Chicago, has been visit- cisterns are dry and the streets very
Judge of Probate.
ing friends in Holland
“Independent.”
(A tree copy.) Attest.
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120 Acre

I

known and describedas
Th-'

follows, to- wit :
«4ie f part ^f tbe m-rtb

undivided o

tbe^Bgyster d needs of said Ottawa County,
ate f Michigan.

DaM, October I4tb A. D. 1*89.
ELIZABETH HOOGK8TEGEB,
I

Van

twenty

(to feet of th- south half (sH) of Lot aix (6) In
block thl-ty seven (97) In the City of Holland, aoenr ling to the recorded plat of uid cite, formerly
Village nf Holland,aud reo-tded In the office of

den Berge’s old stand, corner of fWI
Oedai and Eighth streets.

l
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Attorneys for
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Wm.

McKnight, Grand Ra
Mich., or see him at
Centre Tuesday a
day forenoons of
and 30, 1889, for
mation desired.
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horn itreet, they wonld not find r
splinterUrge ea the tip end of the little finger marked with bigotry. And as
DR. TAIJIAOK’S FIRST SEKMON AF- it is said that the exhumed bricks of the
walls of Babylon have bn them the letTER THE CONFLAGRATION.
ter N, standing for Nebuchadnezzar,I
declare to yon that if wo ever get a new
Hla Text W»« Theee Worda-«nat None of church the letter we should like to have
Thaw* Things Move Me.'*- A Powerful on every stone and every timber would
Md A fleeting Discourse In Fall-Large be the letter 0, for that wonld stand
both for Christ and for Catholicity.The
Attendance.
last two words I uttered in the old
church on Friday night, some of you
The Rer. T.De Witt Talinage preached may remember, were “Hallelujah!
at the Academy of Music his first sermon Amen!”
The two words' that I utter now as
after the destruction of the Brooklyn
Tabernacle by fire. His audience was of most expressive of ray feelings in this
ast size, and pnblio interest was extra* our first service after the Bontism of
ordinary.The opening hymn was:
Fire, are Hallelujah! Amen! ’’None of I

THE BAPTISM

FIRE.

-n ,

ijihh

'jll.l

U’1’ 'IT'Hllf., ''f

'irodgh other cities— bat I am glad to
.now that the New Jerusalem is fireproof. There will be no engines rashing through these streets;there will be
TOPICS OF INTEREST TO THE FARMno temples consumed in that city. ComER AND HOUSEWIFE.
mg to the doors of that Church, we will
find them open, resonant with sons, and
not cries of fire. Oh, my dear brother S#m* Valuable Information for the Plowand.Ut,- ifih,. .hori Ln. of
8tackm„.
comes up soon to that blessed place,
Ban,
and
EverybodyCommoted with the
what is the use of our worrying? I have
felt a good many times this last week
like Father Taylor, the sailor preacher.
He got in a long sentence while he was
1UK FAIOL
preaching one day, and lost himself,
and could not find his way out of the
raini ng Ilrlck llo,i^«.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

lit.

sentence. He stopped

_

’

and

said:

of lome of th* cow? extending o*«r •
number of years will be read with interest: Fairy, calved in 1879, averaged
Si quarts per day for 5J years; Una.
calved in 1889, averaged 7% quarts per

?«Ri,0r

is very obstinate m having
way, thdauk. after all, tho
owner’s plan may be best for her. It is
partly habit that brings them to that old
out-door roosting-place in zero weath-

fort. Biddy

her

own

y®ar8; Valentine, calved in er, rather than to the protected poultrylM/8, averaged 8 quarts per day for 0
house. It sometimes needs a week’s
years; Rosebud, calved in 1882, 7 quarts
watching nud changing of tho fowls
per day from date of first enlf for 3 yearn
from outdoors to inside before they
and 3 months, when she died of milk
will learn tho lesson.
iSIo'’ aft,er ^eT foartb
calved
CrnMlng Will, Wild Tarkwya.
1882, calved her first calf when 22
months old, has averaged 6$ quarts of
The turkey is naturally tho most shv
N>kPer day for 4yenrs: Jessica.calved of all our domestic fowls, ns indeed it
iu 18/ /, averaged 8 quarts per day for 4J has been most recently reclaimed

oa,f:

loom

Farmer, .ho build .it!, brick
rrom. the
the middle of
of September to th,
From
Brethren. I hate lost the nominativeof »fter a time that to keep tho house well
beginningof May, the milking cows are
this sentence, and things
nre generally Pointed not only makes it look better,
Nixed up, but 1 am bound for the king- hot odds to its durability. It is fully hJUsed nt night, but allowed to go out
dom anyhow."
in the pastures every day, unless in very
ns necessary ns tho paintingof wood.
And during this last week, when I "ri.ck >8 *ery porous, and in our ulter- stormy weather. , They are fed with
about 4 pounds cake per day, with bran,
snw the rushiug to and fro aud the ex- natiDR winter weather, rainy one day
______ __ I said to myself, “I do
_______
___ the next, the brick fills chan and hay, and at Mines sonot ground
oitement,
freezing
know just where we shaffstort again, but with "»ter, and scul^ off'as fasVns fruit entirely
Knas'tures thTh
----u„, mwy iiHve aoout
I am bound fo? the kingdom anyhow." I expands it. The painted house is also 1 2
pounds cotton cuke per day.abw°Lut
The
do not want to go just yet. I want to be Nuoh warmer, the paint excludingair laud is very cold wet clay, and not tho
pastor of this people until I am about
flbrfnce. Paint on a wooden
best for dairy purposes.
eighty-nineyears of age, but I have h°n>e saves much of its cost in the les“Tne larger portion of the milk is sent
sometimesthought that there arc such ,ened expense for fuel to keep it warm.

from the wild state. Tho hen
loves to make her nest and
rear her tender brood with ns

little disturbance from man ns possible.
p!T0n ?UC' ,
In the Psalms it is said: “He made a
The domestication process has affected
way for the lightning and the thunder."
the hardiness of the turkey, and its size
Ever since the time of Benjamin Frankhas been diminished by continuous
Dr. Talmage s subject was “The Bap- lin the world has been trying to tame the
breeding with small or immaturestock.
tism of Fire," nud he took as his text lightnings, and they seem to be quite
In tho wild state the dominant male will
Acts xx, 24, “None of theee things move well harnessed, but they occasioually
always be the largest and best bird in
me." He said:
kick over the traces. But though wo
the flock, and will insure the perpetuaBat, Paul, have you not enongh afflic
cannot master great natural forces,God
tion of his excellences. It is therefore
lion to more yon? Are yon not an exile can and does, and that God is our
a good plan for turkey breeders to occufrom yonr native laud? With the most Father aud best Friend, and this thought
sionnlly mix their breed with a strain of
genial and loving nature, havoyou not, in gives us confidence.
B
fr01!1 the farm, supplying bmi wild variety. This improves both
order to be free for missionary journeys,
We are also reinforced by the inhardiness and
- \
given yourself to celibacy?Have you
creased ponsolationthat comes”from J,Ughty-two
The amount of ^Mtu'rV on a field of !cv?nW iThe1 ^.miTudlr11'^ u^ed afoi
Poultry Notea
not turned away from the magnificent
1,°/
110 pooI),t' thmk that, if we emil l have an appro- {7° 18 8rently overestimated.Cut
Tho calves are left on
worldly successes that ' would have
Ar hens require a deal of water,
their dams for a few weeks, and then
crowned yonr illustriousgenius? Have on the o[lie? .ide of The6 i aisle, 8“ ’ 0i*‘ti011
°f whfttn7"
(-1 *»
----* milk
•*
drinking only a small quantity at a
milk -----and separated
whoso
"
*‘ns m
'nJe8ervefN be two tons of herbage; but if‘here
nastured fed with new
you not endured the sharp and stinging faces are familiar to you, but to whom n„V J.i,* in„,, ......
o large share of this will be trodden and meal mixed, for a time, accordiqgto time, it should be supplied abundantlv
neuralgias, like a thorn in the flesh?
their growth, generally having separated and kept clean aud fresh.
38 farmHave yon not been mobbed on the land,
No PERMANENTLYsuccessful attempts
|
,0' 7’"
i
for wiu- milk until 5 or 6 months old. They are
•nd shipwreckedon the sen; the sanhepreseut out of doors after tho first three months nt poultry-raising are recordedwhere
drim against you, the Roman govern- You did not want to seem to cry, aud
every day unless stormy.
tho crowding of the fowls was pracaent against you, all tho world and all so you swept tho sleeve near tho corner nave a Ueart acbe. They tell mo that a for this an eon
a# °U0
Much benefithas been derived by the ticed. One hundred fowls to the acre
hell againstyon?
of the eye, nud pretended it was tho
!>»’• W«1 feeding of rye they Lve “got careful keeping of milk records, as no seems to be tho limit of safety with ex"What of that?” says Paul. “None of sharp wind made your eyes weak. Ah! that land and never see a tear or hear a little enough for theTr^mHi's “The7n cow that does not come up to a certain perienced poultry-men. A wide range
these things move!" It was not because there was nothing the mutter with your
standard is retained iu tho herd."
is absolutely essentialto tho health and
he was a hard nature. Geutlest woman eyes; it was your soul bubbling over. I
and
JS
vigor of fowls.
Dairy
No
to*.
was never more easily dissolvedinto tell you it was impossibleto sit for
The chicken park should be under
tears. He could not even bear to see years around the same church fireside
It1 will pay to always keep salt within
“"oi”
h“rm
the directionof the wife, or the daugh-.
reach of the cows.
Clover lor Dcatroylng Hacwoe.l.
anybody cry, for in the midst of bis ser- and not have sympathiesin common. inrly, and that they open that hand and
ters, if there be any, and what is made
mon when he saw some one weeping Somehow you feel that you would like see in the palm of it a healed wound
As the season for clover seeding npBuy a lot of bran, middlings or lin- out of it should go them. If well taken
her sobs alond, “What mean ve to weep those people ou tho other side of tho thnt must have been very cruel before it Proftcl,e* needs to bo remembered that I 8eod meal to feed with your corn meal*
care of, chickenswill pay better than
and to break mine heart? for I" am ready, aisle, about whom you know but little, was healed. Aud they tell me that “ ?ood nni‘*onn catch is the best cure for
it will pay you to test vour cows sepa- any other stock ou t4ie- farm. Each
not to be bound only, but also to die at prospered and pardoned and blessed there is no winter there, and that
ns well ns various other small rately and send those that don’t pay to
bushel of hen manure saved and put on
Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Je- and saved. You feel ns if you are iu never get hungry or cold, and that the a?nunlB that often trouble formers. The the butcher.
corn land will give one bushel of corn.
y^at then did Paul mean ^hen the same boat, and you want to glide up sewing girl never wades through
seed, if sown early, will develop
The Mirror and Fanner savg if you
Pekin ducklings at three or four
he said “None of these things move me?" the same harbor and want to disembark snow bank to her daily toil, and that ,nto broad leaf so as ‘to smother the
want t° really improve your stock, dbn’t months old make a verv desirable dish
He meant, will not divert from the at the same wharf.
the clock never strikes twelve for the , 8mallor
start in the spring,
Hit, like a bird, from breed to breed; de- if they be well fed from tho shell, and
work to which I have been called by any
| To (To this, however, clover seed must
If you put gold and iron and lend nud night, but only twelve for the
cide on tho breed you liko best, and the
and all the adversitiesand calamities." zinc in sufficient heat, they will melt
See that light iu the window. I be itself free from weed seeds, aud bo one best adapted to the object you have fattened on cooked ground oats and
corn, with potatoes added. They are
I think this morning I express not into a conglomeratemass; and I renllv wonder who set it there. “Ob!"you eav, | sown witb liberal hand. It is in tho vain view, and stick to it.
also very hardy if not inbred, and stand
only my own feelingsbat that of every feel that last Sabbath's fire bus fused us “my father that wont into glory must cant plates where clover does not catch
Dairying calls for aud encourages, in our cold winters remarkably well.
man, woman, and little child belonging all, grosser and liner natures, into one. have set that light in the window." No; ! ‘hHt th® weeds get their strongest hold.
to Brooklyn Tabernacle,or that was It seems ns if we nil had our hands on a guess again. “My mother, who died Yet a strong growth of clover does not those who practiceit successfully,good I hey are early layers and continue with
and regular habits. There is no class of only short intermissions until late in
converted there, or comforted there, or wire connected with an electric battery; fifteen years ago in Jesus, I think must
^e88on *bo croP grain with people who have mads more successful the summer. They thrive rapidly and
blessed there, when I look toward the and when this chnrch sorrow started it have set that licht there." No; guess
dairymen than the religious sect. when matured will ordinarily weigh
blackened ruins of the dear and conse- thrilled through the whole circle, and again, You say, “My darling little child,
Making and l .lng Manure.
Friends. They ore sensible, sober and from twelve to fourteen pounds per
crated spot and with an aronsed faith in we all felt the shock. The oldest man that Inst summer I put away for the
In a practical paper on this subject industrious people. They are, ns a rule, pair.
a loving God, cry oat: “None of these and the yoongest child could join hands resurrection,I thiuk she must have set
before the Wisconsin Agricultural So- even in temper aud regular iu habits,
things move me.
THE HOUSEHOLD.
iu this misfortune. Grandfather said, tbftt ligbt. tbero iu the window." No;
ciety. Prof. Henry concluded with these and their habits are good. In fact
N ben I say that, I do not mean that “I expected
in _____
____
_ __
from those
altars to uo
be e'\e,8?ngai.n\ Je8U9 Bet there; and He points:
dairying is conducive to good habits.
Tra Main*.
we have no feelingabout it. Instead of buried;” and one of the children last wlH
will kee
keep it burning until tho day we
To hove rich manure, we must Tho milker must be there at certain Practicalhousekeepersagree that tea
standing here to-day in this brilliant Sabbath cried, “Grandpa, that place put our tiuger on tho latch of tho door
hours, fourteen times each week.
stains are difficult things to manage.
auditorinm, it would bo more consonant was next to our own house.” Yen. we ami go in to be at home forever. Oh! supply our cattle with rich food.
2. I he value of the manure deOne says: “Glycerine rubbed ou them
with my feelingsto sit down among the are supported and confident in this time when my sight gets black in death, put
THE
bTOCK
RANCH.
more upon tho feed than the auiwill often remove tea stains, but if they
on my eyelids that sweet ointment. pends
ruins and weep at the words of David: by the cross of Christ.
nml.
are of long standing they are verv hard
If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, let myFmallni; Colt*
That is used to the tire. On the dark When in the last weariness I cannot
3. Milch cows take out more fertility Prof. Sanborn, of tho Missouri \crito remove.
“
right hand forget her conning." Why, day when Jesus died, the lightning take another step, just help me put rov
rem«v®- Another affirms
tbut'noth,r
l *“*
iltnr.il Cni
|
*ng will take tea stains ont of a cloth
let me say to the strangers here to-day struck it from above, and the flames of foot on that doorsill. When my eni from the food than other kinds of stock, cultural
in explanation of the deep emotion of hell dashed up against it from beneath. catches no more the voices of wife and growing stock next, and working and ! paragraphs kouio ^ond Hun,* f.O 0Wlug that has once been washed, but if miik
ten,, nuimals
I Kdfw
o ”
suayestionnou . i, p„nreii onr„
,j10t whor"^‘
my flock, we had there in that building That tearful, painful, tender, blessed child, let me go right in, to have my
4. \ ery rarely does the fertility taken I it |liav
Mlo
. te,‘ 1H spilled washing will remove it.
sixteenyears of religiousrevival. I be- cross still stauds.
it wo hang deafness cured by the stroke of the
! oTthe eu e lm
,*£.*?,” 01 < A ‘Wrd » more hopeful .nd claim,
lieve that a hundred thonsand souls all our hopes; beneath it we put harpers whose fingers fly over the strings out of the fee, I by ou, live stock amount
to one- four.
that iu it, audit may he t„ius
Were born there. They came from all down all oar sins: iu the light of it with the anthems of the free.
one-twentieth.
Stir a teaP®1** °f ^he earth and we shall never see we expect to make the rest of our pilHeaven never burns down! The fires
5. Nearly all the phosphorus is in the
them again until the books are opened. grimage. Within sight of such a sacri- of the last day, that are already kindled
Gvelylnrger
t^tbat
of
? S*
solid portion of the excrement, while
. Why, sirs! oor children were there bap- fice. who com feel he has it hard? In
in the heart of the earth, but are hidden
mestic animal. Experience teaches us I
i
lhe 8e“i,n,ent ha8
the nitrogen and potash are in tho
tized, and at those altars oor young men the sight of such a symbol, who can be because God keeps dowu the hatches—
and maidens took themarriogo vow, and discouraged,however great tho dark- those internal fires will after awhile urine; hence, if we allow the urine to go
to waste we have only one of the three
out of those gates we carried our dead. ness that may come down upon him? break through the crust, aud the plains,
male that I havered have shown experi
'X ,le; rm8e in
When from the roof of my honse last Jesus lives! The living, patient, sym- and the mountains, and the seas will he valuable elements left in any quantity nientnllvtl,e m»,kod nec-e-.it, of «.i!,
in what remains.
Sunday morning at 3 o’clock I saw our pathizing,mighty Jesus! It shall not consumed, nud the flames will fling their
_!
6. In buying feeds wo should always digestible foods. Let the colt,
church in flamee, I said: "That is the last bo told ou earth, or in hell, or in Heaven, long arms into the skies; but all the terfirst fed hay, have choice clover and the
Positionof ihn Furs,
have in mind the manorial value that
, of the building from which we buried that three Hebrew children had the son rors of n burning world will do no more
they contain as well us the feeding lies! line hnV, ground oats or ground Mothers pay too little attention to the
our De Witt on that cold December day of God beside them iu the fire, and that harm to that Heavenly temple than the
peas, or barley meal, to which add a j headgearof their infants and children,
value.
when it seemed all Brooklyn wept with a whole church was forsaken by the fires of tho setting sun which kindle up
mere mite of oil meal aud carrots. Skim | " bo has not seen an impatient and
The
ensuing
discussion
was
full of
my household.” And it was just as hard Lord when they weut through a furnace the window glass of the house ou yonmeaty
points.
Prof.
Henry
believed milk may well he added, it will give a testy nurse hastilv tying ou a bonnet or
lor you to give up your loved ones as for about two hundred feet wide.
der hill top. Oh. blessed laud! But I
a cap for a child', while she perhaps
that the quicker we get the manure to very nitrogenous
us to give up ours. Why, like the beau0 Lord Jesus! shall we take out of see the Brooklyn Tabernaclerebuilt.
I he analysis of mare's milk shows a crumpled tho ear ou itself or pushed it
the field the better. Of course it can't
tiful vines that still cover some of the Thy hand the flowers and the fruits, and You say, “Will it be?" You might as well
be hauled out with three feet of snow greater ratio of albuminoids (flesh form- i «»ut so that it stood nt right angles Irom
fallen walli, oar affections are clamber- tbe brightness and the joys, aud then nsk me if the sun will rise to-morrow ou the ground, in which case it should ers) to carbohydrates (fat formers) than i the head? Whouever this is done the
ing all over the rains, and I could kiss 'irn away because Thou dost give us one morning, or if the next spring will put
cow s milk, which is conclusivens to ; ultimate position of the earin adult life
Hands on its bend. You nud I may be piled in ns few heaps ns possible in colta diet when young. Don't “pinch” i is affected. It is not to be wondered nt
We ashes that mark the place where
.....
it _'>P of bitterness to drink? Oh. no.
n sheltered place. In fact, the manure
onee stood. Why, now that I think of Jesus! we will drink it dry. But how it ; ,A I,veto 8ee ‘L hot the Church of God
should be housed until it is pnt upon yonr colts. Feed liberally. The colt that so many ears stand at right angel*
It. I cannot thiuk of it as an inanimate
is changed! Blessed Jesus, what has ,V)eH uot Btnnd ou two legs nor on a
the field, and should ho pnt upon the may he pushed forward us rapidly as the j from tho head or hang in so lackndaisi
pile, but as a soul, a mighty soul, an iu- Thou put iu the cup to sweeten it? thoa8and N8steer. Ibis growth, if uot that of fat, . cal a manner by their attachments.Tho
Pat ,n tbe caP
it?
field as soon as possible.
destructihle soul. I am sure that majesas it need not be, need uot give a spirit- ! prevention of these errors will lie in a
" hy, it bas becomethe wine of Heaven,
How did the Israelites get through the
The
experience of a soecessfnl Elgin
tic organ had a soul, for we have often aud our souls grow strong. I come now, Red Sea? I suppose somebody may have
less or effeminate colt, yet I would uot ! careful personal supervisionof the
(111.)farmer wna quoted, who found the
heard it speak and sing and shout and and place both of my feet deep down come nud said: “There is no need of
press the point of early maturity as I ; headgear.
application of the manure fresh ns
wail, and when the soul of that organ into the blackened ashes of our con- trving;you wiH get your feet wet; you
would that of the steer, for the body j If a tendency on the part of the ears
made
produced
better grass than the
entered Heaven I think Handel, and sumed church, and 1 erv out with au ex- will spoil your clothes; you will drown
may outstripthe acquisitionof matured | to stand off at too bold an angle be
well- rotted stable mannre n» usually
“nydn* and Mozart, and Mendelssohn, hilaration that I never felt since the yourselves.Whoever heard of getting handled. Mr. Allen noted that the ma- powers. If for sale, and moral issues noted in infancy, it may be corrected by
And Beethoven were at the gates to wel- day of my soul’s emancipation. “Vic- through such a sea as that?" How did
left out, the most money will come from so arranging tho bonnets nud caps that
nure from his covered sheep-pen was
come it. So I do not use the words of tory! victory!through our Lord Jesus they get through it? Did they go back?
quick growth aud early sale. It may the ear lies fiat against the head. It
worth three or four times as much as
xny text in a heartless way, but in the Christ!"
No. Did they go to the right? No. Did that from his barnyard, where it had properly be noted that * tests by Bous- wonld not be amiss even for a cloth
wense that we mast not aud will not be
Your harps, ye trembling saints,
they go to th left? No. They went for- been exposed to the wet. Ho makes u siugault aud Stewart show that a pouud to be bound around the foreheadat
Down from the willows take,
•divertedfrom onr work by the appalling
ward in the strength of the Lord Al- practice of spreading manure from the of colt is made with ns little fodder ns a night, when the child sloepa, so that
Loud to the praise of love divine
disasterswhich have befallen us. We
mighty;
and that is tho wav we mean to barnyard upon the ciover field after tho pound of steer.
tho upper portion of the pinna he taken
Bid every string awuke.
Will not turn aside one inch from our
The second winter, straw may he fed in by the bandage; if these procedure*
get through the Red Sea. Bv going for- first mowing. The now clover springs
We
are
also
re-inforced
by
the
Cathdetermination to do all we can for the
ward. But says some one: “if we should up quickly, and the whole makes u mass with clover and hay. The skim milk be preserved in for some time the malmay be omitted, while a little meal may position of tho ears may be greatly
present and everlastinghappiness of all olicity that I have already referred to. build a large church, vould von be able
that retains moisture, and the crop
bo added. I object to corn as a diet for
the people whom we may be able to We are in the Academy to-day, not be- with your voice to fil. it?" Why, I have
shows the advantage of it most de- growing colts. A French investigator, remedied.— CAicaf/o Herald.
meet. “None of these tbingo move me. cause we have no other place to go. been wearing myself out for the lastsix- cidedly.
Hint* to lloiiM-knnprm.
by un elaborate test, found that oats
Hone of these things move you." “Go Last Sabbath morning at 9 o'clock wo teen years in trying to keep my voice iu.
The familiarplan of Using the drop- were especially good horse food. By
had but one church; now we have about
Hive
syrup is good for croup or inforward!"
Give me room where I cau preach tho pings of the horse stable back of tne
When I looked out through the dis- thirty, all at our disposal.Their pas- glories of Christ aud the grandeurs of cows to absorb the liquid manure was an electrical apparatus he found an ex- flammation of the lungs. It must be
tors
nud
their
trustees
say:
"You
may
citable principle in oats that he called kept in n cool place, for if it sours it it
mal rain from the root of my house and
Heaven.
recommended Constant and persistent a nervine, and that crashed onts were very poisonous.
saw the church crumbling brick by brick take our main audience rooms, you may
Forward! We have to march on, use of land plaster as an absorbent iu
If you want poached eggs to look
and timber by timber, I said to myself: take our lecture rooms, you mav take breaking down all bridges behind us, stable and on manure piles was repeat- more active and not so enduring ns
Doea thia mean that my work in Brook- our church parlors, you may baptize in making retreat impossible.Throwaway edly urged, especiallyin cow stables, as whole oats. Oats are, by practicalmen, particularly nice cook each egg in a
understood to favor more speed and en- muffin ring placed in the bottom of a
lyn is ended? Does this terminate my our haptisteiies, aud sit on our anxious your knapsacks if it impedes yonr
it keeps down the odors in the barn.
durance in the horse than any other saucepan of boiling water.
usociation with this city, where I have seats. Oh, if there bo any larger march. Keep your sword arm free.
One farmer preferred a stable floor made fowl.
hearted minister or larger hearted
The French method administering
Strike for Christ and His Kingdom of clay pat down in the summer and
About 1 per cent, of the colt's live castor oil to children is to pour the oil
ita prosperities,
anT sad* °i ” a Units' m is- tel7mo°wh '^Vh^0 thaVn !Jrook,-vn- while yon may. No people ever had a well stamped, as it will hold the liquid
weight should be given in grain daily, into a pan over a moderate fire, break
fortunss? And a still small voice came
£iileRn° better mission than you are sent on. better than the plank floor. Use plenty
to me, a voice that is no longer still or
Prove yourselves worthy. If I am not of straw for badding,and as an absorb- and limit his feed or hay to throe meals an egg into it aud stir up; when it ig
a day. otherwise a horse will eat more done flavor with a little salt or sugar or
zmall bat most emphatic and command- ium bas come. People keep wondering tit to be .(our lender, set me aside. The
ent, throwing on plaster liberally.
currant jelly,
ing, through pressure of hand, and when it is coming. It has come. The brightest goal on earth that I can think Clean this out as often us necessary, and than ho can digest.
newspaper column, and telegram and lion and the lamb lie down together, of is a country parsonageamidst the yon will have a rich, complete manure.
Livniitnck
Note*.
It is a common occurrence for children
letter contributions,saying: “Go for- and the tiger eats straw like an ox. I mountains. But I am not afraid to lead
to get beans, grain* of corn aud other
Cut
corn
stalks
or
any
refuse
fodder
Swiss
cattle,
imported
into
this
counshould
like
to
have
seen
two
of
the
old
ward!"
time bigots, with their swords, fighting you. I have some dollars;they are at can be thns used. Horse manure as try and scattered in small herds hero foreign substances up their noses. Thi»
f baT? raade and I now make appeal to
your disposal,I have good physical well ns that of other animals is the and there, are said to be giving satisfac- simple remedy i* worth remembering:
All Christendom to help us. We want through that great fire on Kchermerhorn
Get tbe child to open its mouth, apply
health; it is yours ns long ns it Tns’ts. I strongest immediately after it is tion as hardy, serviceableanimals.
street
last
Sabbath.
I
am
saro
tho
all Christendomto help, and I will achave enthusiasm of soul; I will not dropped.
yonr mouth over it and blow hard. The
swords
would
have
mplted,
and
they
The
Texas
Lite
Stock
Journal
is
auknowledge the receipt of every contrioffending substance will be expelled
keep
it back from your service.I have
Prof.
Henry
poi»ted
out
that
in
buythority
for
the
statement
that
“the
cattle
botion, great or small, with my own who wielded them would have learned
from its mouth.
some faith in God, and I will direct it ing feeds Western fanuera should use
hand. We want to build larger and war no more. lean never say a wor/1 toward the rebuilding of our new spir- articles liko bran that are rich inphos- trade is improving and is surely rcturu- Drink for an invalid.Beat well the
ing to a dividend paying basis in Texas."
better. We want it a national chnrch, against any other denomination of itual house. Come on, then. I will
ihntes and potash, which will be reBear in mind that a leaky canopy-top yolk of one egg, place in a glass, add
in which people of all creeds and all Christians. I thank God I never have lead you.
l ained in the manure, and
which he stable with self-ventilatingside walls is white sugar and lemon or vanilla to
nations may find a home. The contri- been tempted to do it. I cannot be a
Come on, ye aged men, not yet passed thinks are more essentialin the mannre
a good incubator of colds, coaghs, taste; fill up the glass with milk. Take
butions already sent in make a small sectarian. I have been told I ought to over Jordan! Give ns one more lilt befor Western farms than nitrogen.—
be,
and
I
have
tried
to
be.
but
I Lave not
pneumonia and all sorts of diseases,and tbe white of the egg and beat to a stiff
hearted chnrch forever impossible.
fore you go into the promised land. You Farm and Home.
froth and add sugor and flavoring.
enough
material
in
mo
to
make
such
a
that filth furnishes u suitable medinm
Would not I be a sorry spectacle for
men in middle life, narnessallyour busPlace on the top of the gins*. Thig i»
THE DAlUl'.
for the onltare of disease.
Angels and men if, in a church built bv structure. Every lime I get the thing
iness faculties to this enterprise. Young
excellent for invalids.
Isralitesand Catholics, as well as all most done, there comes a firo or some- nun, pnt the tire of yonr soul into this
A wire fence is the costliest windEnglish Jerseys.
THE KITCHEN.
the styles of people commonly called thing else, and all is gone. The angels work. Let women consecrate their perbreak one can provide for stock, and the
The Jersey ilul/eftnsaysthe attention
evangelical,I should, instead of the of God shake oat on this air, “Glory to suasiveness and persistence to this
profit expected from the feed from the
Ten HImtoII.
banner of the Lord God Almighty, raise God in the highest,nud on earth peace, cause, and they will be preparingbene- given to the improvementof bntteryield hay loft and the bin may be blown away
Boat very light one egg, pour it over
a fluttering flag of small sectarianism? good will toward men." I do not know dictions for their dying hour and ever- within a few years by breeders of Jerseys throngh loose nnbattened walls and
u pint of flour, add a glass of milk, and
If we bad throe hundred thousanddol- hut I see on the horizon the first gleam lasting rewards; and if Satan really did in England, ia bearing fruit in the direc- cheerless,wind swept yards.
chop in one tablespoonful of lard and
lars we would pat them all in one great of the morning which shall unite all burn that Tabernacle down, ns some tion of producing a class of butter catAn
exchange
says
Mr.
Havermeyer,
of
monument to the mercy of God. Peo- denominationsiu one organization,dis- people say ho did, he will find it the tle that will take high rank in any com- New Jersey,one of the first farmers in butter mixed. ' Work thoroughly topany or in any country. The Mark
gether; break up pieces the size of marple nsk on all sides about what we shall tinguished only by the locality ns in poorest job he ever undertook.
Lane Express notices a flourishingherd this country to nse ensilage,has swenty- bles. which must be rolled as thin ai
build. I answer, it all depends on the Qpostolic times. It was then the Church
fonr silos, and has just opened one that
Good
by,
old
Tabernacle.
I
put
ray
contributions sent in from here and of Tbyatira, and the Chnrch of Thos- fingers to ray lip and throw a kiss to the of 125 animals that is evidently kept was filled seven years ago and found the your nail. Sprinkle with dry flour ai
from the ends of the earth. I say now salomca, and the Church of Antioch, departed church. In the last day, may for business,and the details of man- ensilage in \ good state of preservation. you roll them out to make them crisp;
stick with a fork and bake quickly.
to all the Baptists, that we shall have and the Church of Lnodicea. So I do we lie able to meet the songs there sung, agement demonstratebusiness methods
It is rarely the case that beef cattle
in it a baptistery. I say to all Episco- not know but that in the future history, and the prayers there offered, and the in a high degree. The animals in the
Strawberry Cake.
are sold in Texas by weight. Cattle,
palians, we shall have iu our services ns and not far off either, it may be aimply sermons there preached/ Good-by! old herd are, with few exceptions, solid
none bnt the largest and select, are sold
One cup of sugar, one-half cup of
a
distinction
of
locality,
aud
not
of
colors,
chiefly
mulberry
fawns
and
silver
heretofore at our communion table porplace, where some of us first felt the
in the New Orleans market by weight. butter and cream, one egg, one cup
The cows
tion! of the Liturgy. 1 say to the Cath- creed, as the Church of New York, the
In that market, we believe, stall-fed of aweet milk, two cups of prepared
Church
of
Brooklyn,
the
Chnrch
of
©lies we shall have a cross over the pulanimals are always sold by weight, but flour; mix well, put into a well buttered
pit and probably on the tower. I say to Boston, the Churcn'of Charleston, the
it is not often that grass- fattened cattle cake pan and bake in a brisk oven about
Church
of
Madras,
the
Chnrch
of
Conthe Methodists, we mean to sing there
are so iold.
twenty minutes; then with a sharp knife
stantinople,
the
Chnrch
of
America.
like the voices of mighty thundenugs.
remove from the pan and cut in two
My dear brethren,we cannot afford to
THE POULTRY YARD.
I fay to all denominations,we mean to
cross-wise slices; place the berries bepreach a religion as wide ae Heaven and be severely divided. Standing in iront
tween and on top, and serve nt once
Fowls Roosting Outdoors.
’ of milk. Sincethe De Laval separator
as good as God. We have said we had of the great foes of oor common Chris- mnlL® „!nUmpba,{ !
m re glorious. Rise oat of the ashes : has been in use, about 15 months, it is
Many farmers allow their poultry to witn whipped cream or plain sauce.
a total loss. But there was one excep- tianity, we want topnt on the whole
oBreiet0n,T ?ra‘t.i?g v>sion!— Burst on I found that it requires 1 quart less milk rooet on tree! near the honse daring
armor
of
God
and
march
down
in
solid
Brown Dotty.
tion. The only things we saved were
®r,.8° , 8,^b d!4y of our church
resur- ! for a pound of butter than was required the summer, thinking it less injurious
the silver communion chalices,fortbey column, shoulder to shonlder! one comGrease a pudding dish, put into this a
r etion. BY yoUr n,targ ,nay *0 bo pre* before its use whs adopted. The sop- than the confinedair in the poultrymander! one triumph!
ine4 to be in another building, and
pared for the hour when the fire shall trntor used separates 35 gallons per house. In warm weather it Is hard layer of nice cooking apples, sliced;
The trumpet gives a martial strain
that fact as typical that we are to
then a layer of bread crumbs, with sugar
try every mans work of what sort it is. ; boor.
0 Israel!gird thee for the fight :
work to keep vermin out of the hen- •prmkied, and small bits of butter.
fincommauion with all) Christendom.
Welcome. Brooklyn IWrnunl. nf immi i -Great car0 ia beBtowed
the
Arise,tne combat to maintain
house and negligent fanners may be ex- For throe opples use one cup of bread
Arise, and put thy foes to flight.
i in the communion
of saintsP
ipins of
the miik
keeping
ofths
rank records. The yield
yield cosable for allof;ng the chickens to crumbs *ne-half cup suga^ and a piece
the Brpoklyn firemen
We also feel reinforced by the thought
Tin coachnuu'soccupation is more acreoJ °* “N* k'ivex by osch cow is weighed^ choose their own quarters. But on the of cutter the sice of an egg. Put a Invipanies should that we are on the way to a Heaven that
Able thau that oi Uio uoauur : but Luo latJr'ais every morning and evening, and entered approach of cold weatle? the change
er of bread crumbs ou top; bake.#
oan never horn down. Firee may aweep more
l« • note book* aud tbs (allowing yields should be made anvt it fill need in efveiy nice with creau.
God mows In a mysterious way
His wonders topsrfonn:
He plants his footstepsIn the sea,
And ridss upon the storm.
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“RED
H®

Uvlnr B

,„w
If

JUT M’DERIOTT.
ElerantEoM with

Life of

• French Countent.

James McDermott, commonly known
country as “Red
Jim” McDermott, the informer,who
left the United States during 1883, has
been located in London, where he now
seems to l>e living a life of luxury and
ease. McDermott haslong been known
by Irishmen the world over as “Red
Jim,” owing to the color of his hair,
which is distinctlycarrotty in its appearance, Years ago he was looked
upon by his fellow-countrymenas one
who would give up his life at a moment’s notice for his country’scause. In
1882 certain Irish leaders in the Clanna-Gael became suspicious of him and
he was watched.
His watchers reported that he certainly was a traitor, and from that
time on he was shunned by his old associates.Whether those who were deputed to watch his movements made
unfavorablereports about him owing
to jealousy has never been clearly explained On July 21, 1883, shortly
after McDermott returned from London, Dr. Gallagher, Deasy, Featherstone and Flanigan, Irish revolutionists, were arrested for conspiringto
blow up certain sections of the English
capital.Three-fourths of the members
of the Irish revolutionarysocieties
were convinced that “Red Jim’’ had rein Irish circles in this

stranger put it on over the rest of the
stock and walked out, leaving the merchant in his shirt-sleeves,with nothing in the wide world to show for his
late clothing emporium but a counterfeit five-dollarbill that the man placed
in his hand as he went out.—
York

World.
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Major Gaines* Clambake.
Major Henry Gaines

offlc& He
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rho“ TffiX*

without any indignity be harnessedin
the service of man and compelled to
light the darkest and dingiest of his
abodes and haunts. It may without
dishonor illuminatethe chambers where
aldermen and legislatorsassemble, the
gambling rooms and the thieves’ resorts. It may shed its rays upon the

is a veteran of

'

m

A Hh

“ Urt-
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heard the other day a curious illustration of the way in which people of a
speculative turn are led to invest
money in enterprises of which they
know hardly more than the name. A
Boston man was camping out in the
wilds of New Hampshire, at a place
which he and his party had reached
by a tramp of several days through the
pathless forest. While enjoying his
rest around a fire which had been made
I

LTneV.ToTde.^d

1 Coffin Full of Oplnm.
Recent Singapore papers report an
extraordinarycase of smuggling at
Sourabava, in Java. A Chinese passenger having died aboard a junk
which was anenored in the roadstead,
the health officer of the port went off,
and, after viewing the body, gave the
necessary permit for burial “The
master of the junk then came on shore
and ordered a large coffin of the usual
Chinese kind. During the early hours

rijAcoas

oh

trade

mmkS

W

CURES PERMANENTLY

between the foes of society,enabling
°?8*!>r0m great irT’ C/Ut <loWn *>T ' ot tlle morn*n8 the crew, with the oofmost faithful of Uncle Sam’s officers, them to rob the public and escape the nno
one of the gudes, a party of men came
fin, landed, and the funeral procession
as his many years of service may attest.
along
and stopped to have a chat with passed along the streetsamid the burnpunishment of their crimes. But it
The Major is passionately fond of must on no account be dishonored bv himself and friends. After a little talk ing of sacrificialpapers, beating of
Draggiiti and Deafen.
clams. It matters little how they are renderingany aid to societyin exterm- about the weather and the fishing, one
IHECHmn AVOOEIERCO.. Bsttlmofe.H4
gongs, and other enstomarydemonstraserved, but his greatest weaknessis for inating the criminal.
of the newcomers said, jocosely
tions of eorrow. One of the crew
an old-fashioned Rhode Island clam"Do you know you are liable to a walked in’ front carrying the buria
Truly the electricalfluid should bo
bake, and to enjoy one of them he is grateful to its self-appointed guardians fine for trespassing on this woodland,
permit. After the funeral the party
ready to make almost any sacritico of
and sjionsorsfor their solicitude in its cutting down trees and burning up the wont back to the junk, which immedilogs?"
time or money. He has passed well
MEN HON THIS rAFSa vwMvaiTMWI* irtlwi
behalf. It might make some small reately put out to sea. Later in the day
into the seventies,and from the time
Hee added that the property belonged
turn therefor by restrainingits exubernatives found an empty coffin in the
ho tasted his first clam to the present
ant destructiveness in respect to line- to a certain laud company, the shares road close by the Chinese cemetery
day his stomach has never rebelled men and other employes of the electri- of which were at the time quoted on
which not only smelt strongly of opinm
MENTION THU rAPSa *«• *am>. n> ...i.n.iM.
against them.
cians. For the killing of these. Iw it the Boeton Stock Exchange. As soon but had small particlesof the drug adKnowing the Major’s weakness, a remembered, though not at all'bcneath as the other man heard, the name of
hering to its sides. The custom-house
party of Custom House employes arthe dignity of an honorable and high- the company ho said
authoritieshunted up the maker of the
ranged for a clambake at McDonald’s, toned electrical fluid, subjects the elec“Well, I never expected to get a coffin, who identifiedit as the one supnear Bergen Point, on his 73d birthtriciansto inconvenience and occasion- cent out of that company, and this is plied to the master of the junk, and
day, which chanced to fall on Sunday
the first time that I have heard where
al loan.— Detroit Free FVe.s.s.
the dead body of the Chinaman was
this year. He had arranged to attend
its land is.”
washed ashore soon afterward, showing
church and celebrate the day as beShe Forgot Her Bouquet.
The speaker by chance had camped that the corpse had been thrown overcomes a good Christian, or, at ‘least, as
There is a distressingstory that out on land of a company in which he board and the burial permit used to
good as a Christian can be who has en- Queen Victoria was at one moment, or had invested years before, and had
smuggle on shore a large coffin full o!
Pat la
joyed an army experience. The Major perhaps at two, in a bad temper at her never even known its location till it
PhiladelphiaLedger.
vealed their plot to the English detect- was accordingly invited.The flavor of
granddaughter’swedding. The cere- was suggested to him at this. meeting
ives. A plan was set on foot to remove those clams was too much for mortal
mony began ten minutes late, and the in the primitive forest,— Boston I’osf.
Don’t Waste Your Tlr/s
him, and when he entered a saloon on resistance,and fur out weighed the odor
Queen no more likes being kept waitAnd
money
experimenting with doubtful
Chambers street that July afternoon of sanctity. Ho spit once or twice, ing than did Louis XIV. The reason
To Those Interested.
remedies,when Dr. Pierce's Golden Modia brawny Irishman stepped up to him and wiped his mouth with the back of
cal Dicovery is no positively certolnin Its
for the delay was simple enough. The
Mlok.. April 22. 1889.
and deliberately pulled the trigger of his hand, and accepted the invitation. Princess Louise of Wales drove away RheumaticHastings.
curative action as to warrant its manufactHyrup Co., Jackson. Mich:
a revolverfive times. The weapon _ Ebe committee in charge called upon
Gents— This is to certify that I had been urers in supplyingit to the public, us they
from MarlboroughHouse in such a troubled
MENTION THIS PAPKR -u. .mm*, m .»*
with rheumatism In all its forms are doing through druggists, under a duly
only discharged once and the bullet him early in order to make a day of it,
hurry that she forgot her bouquet. It for the past twelve years, and was conllued executed certificate of guarantee that it
struck him in the cheek, inflictinga and with a watering month ho accomwas thought worth while to send an to my bed at various periodsfrom three to will accomplishall it is recommendedto do,
slight wound.
panied them. Ho was in his best trim, equerry on horseback from Bucking- six months at a time, and I could <ret about or money paid for It will be promptly reMe
only bv the aid of crutches. I employed turned. It cures torpid liver, or biliousEcDermott fled from the place and and kept his friends in the best of
ham Palace to Marlborough House to several first-class physicians of this city, ness. indigestion, or dyspepsia, all humors,
has not been seen since in this country. humor all the way down. He told of
bring the missing flowers. And as the
none of whom effected a euro or cave tem- or blood tains, from whatever cause aris- THEODORE HOLLAND. P. 0. Bm 120, PMUfeTfe
Stories have been set afloat repeatedly his war experiences, his adventuresin
ing, skin and scalp diseases, scrofulousafPrincess was arranging her veil the porary relief even.
Gold Hunters9 AdventureB
of his appearancein differentcountries South America, and his exploits in the
fections (not excepting consumption, or
Aw,°,Vi
tw.0
V‘*r»
flPo
I
was
induced
to
necklace which she wore burst and try Hibbard'sKhoumatioSyrup, and, after lung scrofula), if takuu in time and given a IN AUSTRALIA, by Wm. H.
in Europe, but nothing has been au- Custom House, and all went as merry
Pasw.
40 TuU-past ulurtrstla
scattered over the floor. The links had taking a few bottles I experiencedrelief, lair trial.
of A«iv«*»tur- among Duahn
thoritativelyknown of his movements as a marriagebell.
Larsaat and beat boos* «v«-r told ,
and now considermyself cured. I unhesito be found and put together.
Thousands of euros follow tho use of
until last week, when ho was interviewThey arrived in due time at McAt the end came one of those awk- tatingly recommend this medicine for Dr. Sage s Catarrh Remedy. 60 cents.
__
ed in one of the parlors of a London Donald’s. Th’e flavor of the succulent
rheumatism.I know what it has done for
" a I'd pauses sofrenuentin royal cere- me. what physicians could not do. i. o.,
club.
Two Kinds of Wrists.
clams, lobsters and green corn perva- monials,duo simply to want of re- cured me of rheumatism.
Since he fled this country, according ded the vicinity, and the Major was in
Popham’i Asthma S|
.
Mrs.
H.
J.
Kknfield.
Chicago
paragraphors have two kinds
hearsal. Nobody knew who should go
Rplipf In TEN MINI.
to his own story, he has suffered many the seventh heaven of delight, and his
Ask your druggist for it
of wrists— a serious wrist and a humor
out first. The bride and bridegroom
I certify to the above statement.
privations, but was well repaid for his mouth watered like a bubblingspring.
wrist. At least that is what wo glean
waited for the Queen, but the Queen
lo alt un an bonr for Uum
Fbkd L. Heath. Druggist
several years of bad luck by meeting At length time was called and all fell
rear*, f hopsths man tbS
from 'tho followinganecdote by Carl
thought it their businessto lead the
itiventrd tliuHPIQ'
a French countess of untold wealth on in. The Major placed the first clam,
Pretzel,
in
the
Sunday
National:
way, and finally the Prince of Wales,
They Were with the Judge.
board a vessel on which he was a pas- when an expressionof horror and dis“I do not feel the pulsations in your
never at fault in a social emergency,
When Judge Haskell was new to the
senger. The countess, McDermott de- gust came over his face, and the comtold Lord Fife to go on, and on they bench he was accosted during a term of wrists,” said Dr. H. H. Cook to‘ tho
clares,took an interest in him from the pany were startled with a big row of went.
funny man, who was quite ill.
court by a venerableold farmer jurytime she first saw him. He fell in love “cuss words” which flowed ad libitum.
“That is not strange." ho replied.
Last of all, it appears that Lord man who desired to show his friendliThle Tnioo
with her, but did not tell her of the The explanationwhich soon foliowee
“It is strange, indeed,” said tho
Fife, a shy man, did not salute in the
Mark le on
ness. “Jedge,”said he, “I’m an old
fact until he had actually tramped all caused the most hilarious laughter. It
usual way the mother of his bride. man, and have had more experience in doctor; “as you are not dangerously ill,
over Europe.
appears that in his haste to get away
. fie Bnt
there should be some signs of life in
Why he stalked about the continent he had forgotten his store teeth, and Probably it did not occur to him that, court matters than yon have. I’m 72 your pulse."
even in these circumstancesand bv
years old and have served on the jury
t latcrptf
without means to provide himself with in consequencehad to gum it.
i
“Not at all, sir. Try tho other one;
virtue of his new relation, he had be
food and clothing, when all that would
The clams were beautifully cooked, come privileged to kiss the Princess of nine times and probably shall never this is my humor-wrist.”
Cut
serve agin. We’ve kinder taken notice
have been necessary for him to do but for him in this condition it would
^/Sfl
In the wort*
M ales. At any rate, he did not do it, of how ver manage things, you bein’
would have been to explain his circum- have required the stomach of an ostrich
A Family Gathering.
and the Queen noticed the omission new to this business, and we like ver.
stances to the countess and marry the or boa constrictor to digest them, and
Have you u lather? Have you a mother?
ELY’S
and was vexed, and one of the house- All the jury like yer. We’ve talked Have you a son or daugnter, sister or a
lady, he does not explain. After he the Major was obliged to contend himhold who does not like the marriage the thing over and we’ve voted to stand brother who has not yet taken Kemp's Dalhad walked through Denmark and self with sucking the bellies and maksaid, “If he had been a German prince by yer. Now, if any of them lawyers sam for the Throat and Lungs, the guaran- CREAM_ BA
Sweden and acquired the languagesof ing a little hash with his 6ut of the
remedy for the cure of Coughs, Colds.
ho would have done it as a matter of attempt to crowd you any, Jedge* yer teed
Infftrtdftcm
Asthma, Croup and all Throat aud Lung
both countries,he traveled southward lobster.
course.”
troubles?
If so. why, when a sample bottle
just give us the word and well be w ith
tarrh 13 ytart
until ho reached France. There he
The Major made the best of his misyer every time. We’ve taken an inter- is gladly given to you /rex by any druggist, dropping! into
What “Limited” Means.
solemnly avows he met the countess, fortune, and under the influence of a
and tho large size costs ouly 60o and $l.uu?
est in yer and yer can depend on us.
throat were nauieot
whose name he religiouslywitholds for bottle of “extra dry” finally regained
Of late years a marked change has
That’s all, Jedge." This was delivered
Inf. My note bled tl
He Was Used to It.
inexplicable reasons, and, after a brief his equanimity. The affair passed off taken place in business enterprises bv
as seriously and honestly as if a father
moit
dally. Since th
courtship, he married her. As for ro- pleasantly, but the Major ;an’t think the introduction into this country of an
St. Peter— Down stairs, sir, to tho
firtt day'i me ofEty\
mance, dim unblushinglydeclares that of those teeth and what he missed English custom. The old principle of had been talking to his son. — Lewiston left.
his life is chock full of it. “Just to through their absence without a tight- partnerships and corjHirationswas that (Me.) Journal.
Cream Halm havih
Applicant— Oh, but confound it
think.” he says, “I live in a chateau so ening of his eyebrows and a half-sup- the entire property of every partner or
8t. Peter— Sorry for you, sir. By no bleeding,the tore.
Herculean Strength
large that one can drive a tally-ho pressed d
fiMi h entirely gone.
the way, where are you from ?
arnit. — Xew York Press. stockholder was liable for the debts of
Continually on the itraln, or overt*xod at Interconch through the main corridor.”
D. O. Davld*ontwlth
the Arm or company.
Applicant—
Chicago.
vals, is far loss desirablethan ordinary vigor
When a woman in France marries,
This system made it possible for perpetuated by rationaldiet and exercise, and
St. Peter— Pshaw, you won’t miud it. the Boiton Budget.
The Pioche Trh*k.
her husband by law becomes the posMr. D
, who perhaps had only abstention from excess. Professionalpugilists
“A great many people wiy that they
Habbison, the "boy preacher,”is
sessor of all property she may iiossoss.
one-tenth interest in a firm, to bo called and athletesrarely attainextreme old age. As
So when McDermott was joined in the can not understand how Dave Neagle upon to pay all the debts, and it de- ordinary vigor may be retained by a wise regard worth about fGO.OOO. What a fortuue ho
could have put out his Land to push
will have when ho gets to be a maul—
holy bonds of matrimony to the countfor sanitaryliving, and for the protection
Texas Siftings.
Terry back and shot him so quicklv,” terred wealthy men from becoming iness he took charge of her affairs in a
terested in the shares of a corporation againstdisease which timely and judicious
said an old resident of Proche. “They
medicationaffords, so also It may bo lost
remarkably short time, and also by
think that he could n >t have had unless they could secure a controlling through prolongedsedentarylabor, unluter- Hibbard’s Rheumatic and Liver Pills.
virtue of his allianceobtained the title
interest.
These IMUh are scientificallycompounded,
time enough to put hi,i right hand
of count. There is a large number of
uniform in action. No griping pain so com*nd fool,8h eating and
To remove this objection“limited”
back
for his pistol afterward. Now,
«n f!?,U!e?bejan‘1 mo,t Immediatesequence
monly following the uso of mils. They aro
tenants on the estate,and none of the
companies were organized. This thui
or li® dyH1’e‘,(Ri^
F;,r lhl* c'mditton
to both adults and children with THE GREAT CONQUEROR OF PAIR.
males can marry unless they get M. le the fact maybe that Neagle did not means that only the sejiarate prop- InriVIfi *uy ,way induced, and lor Its off. adapted
period safety. Wo guarantee they have
For HpratB*. IlralMa, Barksche,Fain in Um
shoot with his right hand at all. He
Comte McDermott’sconsent! Jim says
equal in tho cure of Sick Headache,Con- Cheat or Hldea, HesiUrhe, Toothm bo, or any
may
have
used what we call the erty of the corporationis liable for most genial of remedies.Not only Indigestion no
stipation. D)>pop8la. Biliousness;and. as
other external pain, n loir applications rubbak
that he owns valuable property in
the debts of the corjioration—that is,
‘ Pioche trick,’ because it was first
but loss of flesh, apatite and sleep are remedied
an appetizer, they excel any other proparaStockholm and Ceylon. Hois also the
that the liabilities are “limited” bv the
X'iSmS
U“
tried in that camp more than twenty
llnLi 1C,p'0,Ut./,1,al'ula a,,d rheumatismare
assets.
possessor of a yacht worth $40,000.
CwigesUon*. Colds, Bronchitis, rngo.
years ago.
'“,”1
There is a paper called Time and an- inoiiia. Inflammations,Mheiimatlxm.Neural.
He concludes his wonderful romance
The English law requires that surii
inn, Lumbago, NeiaUcn, mote thorough
“To work the Pioche trick a man has
other called Tide, nud they wait for no
bj’ stating that lie lias had enough of
companies display the word “limited"
lopenlednppllcatlims aro noce*«ary.
to carry his gun in his left-hand pockIt Was the lint.’
All Internal 1’aln*, Diarrhea. Colic, Spasms.
America, and that either France or
in connection with their name; but few,
et or in his left-hand side pocket. Many
1'uiie soap is white. Drown soaps are Nau.ea,Fainting Spell., Nervousness, Sleep.
A man wearing a white plug hat was
England is good enough for him. The
if any, of the States make such a reused to carry two guns, one on each
adulteratedwith rosin. I’erlmno is only le«Nneas are relieved Instantly,and quickly
going up Macomb street a night or two
Irish nationalistsin this city do not bequirement.
cured by taking Inwardly 80 to OO drops la
put in to hide tho presence of putrid fat.
side. Now he starts to have a quarrel
half a tumbler of water. 60c. a bottle. All
since, when a pedestrian coming down
lieve his story, and intimate that if ho
Most
American
companies
and
a
Dobbins' Electric Soap is pure, while and Druggists.
with a man or to interferebetween two
was
struck
by
the
lateness
of
tho
sumunsconted.
Has
boon
sold
since
1800.
ever comes to this country ho will got
men. Ho pushes one of the men back great many business firms do business mer wear, and called out
a warm reception.— A’eic York Prexx.
on a limited liability plan, which, bewith his right hand and says: ‘Oh,
When a man has a cataract,it is cruel
“Aren’t you rather Into in the seaing founded on common sense, bids fair
to dam his eyes any further.
don’t do that,’ or Stop,’ or ‘ anything
son.
old
man
?”
to be universal.
Buying Clothes in Butler.
else. Ho looks the man in the face as
“Shay! shay!” railed the other
Orea.m, tlie I’amdUe of Fanner*.
The most noteworthy exception to
A man went into a Broadway cloth- he talks to him, and the man, seeing
Mild, equable climate, certain and abundant
the general rule is the case of the ho came to a halt, “am I too Into?”
crops. Dent fruit, grain, grass, and stock couning-store the other day and asked to his right hand empty, feels safe. If
“Yes, pretty late.’’
nationalbank, but even in this intry in tho world. Full information free. Address
see a pair of trousers.‘ He went into a he pushed him with the left hand the
“How
late
is it— after 10?”
tin Oregon Immigration Board. Portland, Oregon.
stance liability is limited to an amount
closet to try them on. Calling out to man might look to see what he was do“No, only 9:80."
equal to the par value of the shares
An excellentand mild Cathartic. Purely
We are now making small-size Bile \ egetahle. The Safest and beat Medicine
the clerk that they didn’t quite suit he ing with the right. As he throws the
.—..uum bank
uuiin. M^ken I’m all right— all right. Old Beans,
held. I hat is, if the national
especially adapted for children und
In the world for the Cure of all Disorders
was handed in another pair. Five right hand across the man’s breast and
fails, each stockholdermay not
\ock ’er.t,oor Ml plump women— very small and easy to take.
pairs were handed in to him in this says Stop,’ ho slides his gun out with ----- 1... . t - •
1,1 an
11 be home wiz ten minutes to
Price of either size 25c per bottle. For Halo
lose what ho has invested,
but $100 10.
way, the last pair being just what ho the left, and, keeping it under cover of
all druggists, or mailed on receiptof
more for each share of the stock he Hjiare. You almoa’ soared me t’ death. by
price.
J. F. Hmitii A Co.. Bt. Louis. Mo.
LIVER, STOIUGHOII BOWELS.
wanted. He kept them on, handing the right hand, gets it against the man’s
Thought I was an hour late an’ would
holds,
if
so
much
is necessary to pay
Taken aoeordlng to directions they Will
the clerk the price as ho passed out. body and tires.
restore
health and renew vitality. #
have to sleep in er coal shed.”— Defro/f
tho debts of the bank.
Best, easiest to uso and cheapest PUo's
“ The victim drops, and a4 he falls
It was learned soon after that he had
Free Press.
Remedy for Catarrh. By druggists.60c.
Pries 25 cti. s
bold by all Drugfirta,
kept on all the trousers that had been one or two more shots can be got in. It
Chestnuts 1,300 Years Old.
When yon dare to say that
Ir
afflicted
with
Ko're
Eyes,
use
Dr.
Ituo
handed in to him. The fellow was ar- is one of the safest ways to shoot a man [From Hieroclefi, who flonritihcHlalxjut the midWhy It Didn’t Work.
Thompson'H Eye Water. Druggists sell it 35<x
die of the fifth century.]
rested, and he deserved to be, as his at close range, because as he does not
very beat
Little Walter— Mamma, I do wish
A man, hearing that a yaven would I could find mv hat.
performance was a miserable plagiar- see the weapon he can not grab it and
Have you tried "Tanslll's Punch" Cigar?
FIVE-TON
ism of the work of a real genius who disarm the shooter. Of course, I do live 200 years, bought one to try it.
Mamma — Walter, I am ashamed to
not say that Neagle did shoot that way,
once operated in Butler, Pa.
A robust couutryman,meeting a hear you complaining every dav that
It was before Butler was as largo a because I did not see him, but I think physician, ran to hide behind a wall.
vou can’t find your hat. There should
town as it is now. A man named Ep- he knew of the trick, having lived over Being asked the cause, he replied: “It be a place for everything,and everySly little dsn*hter*8lira wu sired, as we beatein started a clothing-storethere in in Pioche and being familiar with the is so long since I have been sick that thing should be in its place.
llere. by- Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Before she was six
-"Jones he pep the freight"
use of pistols as a man had to be in I am afraid to look a physician in the
ft small way. The people had been in
“Well, mamma, that’s all right. My months old scrofula sore* began to appear, and in a
the habit of having their garments those days. One thing is pretty cer- face.”
hat is in its place, but I’ve forgotten abort time abe bad 7 running aores. One pbralclan
A man wrote to a friend in Greece where the place is.”— New York Truth. advised the amputation of one ot her Angers,to
made at home, and Mr. Epstem’s store tain ; if ho pushed Terry back with his
which we refused assent. We began giving her
was somethingof an experiment. His right hand he did not shoot with that asking him to purchase books. From
Hood'a Baraaparllla.
A marked Improvementwaa
hand, tor Dave Neagle had too much negligenceor avarice, he neglected to
stock accordingly was not extensive.
art hrafitn lor /X«*w*Sgr.*g. li
It Was Funny.
noUced after she had Ukcn only one bottle, and by
One day a stranger walked in and sense to fool with Terry in such a way execute the commission ; but, fearing
s continued uae of It her recoverywu complete.
Burglar— What are you laughingat,
said he wanted to buy a suit. He was as that. You see ho knew Terry, hav- that bis correspondent might be offendAnd she Is now. being seven years old. strong sod
you fool ? Do you see this gun ?
healthy.1* B. C. Jones, Aina, LincolnOo* Ms.
one of Epstein’s first customers, and ing taken the knife away from him ed, he exclaimedwhen next they met
Awakened citizen— I was laughing
he was anxious to make the sale. The when they had that fight in the United “My dear friend,I never got the letter
r(WIU,|
to see yon hunt in the dark for the
If,
Sarsaparilla
stranger retired to a small room cur- States Circuit Court, and Terry knew you wrote me about the books.”
money I can’t find in broad daylight.
him,
for
he
wae
looking
at
him
while
A wittol, a barber, and a bald-headtained off in one corner to try on the
Sold by all druggists.$l:slxforgJ. Preparedonly
New York Herald.
by C. L HOOD * CO, Lowell. Mass.
ed man traveled together. Losing their
ribs certain otis
clothes. He was hard to fit. Epstein Naegle was twisting his hand."
way, they were forced to sleep in the
kept handing him in drawers, underOf Course!
<00 Poses One Dollar
open air, and to avert danger it was
shirts, pants, coats, vests and collars
A High-Toned Fluid.
“Nowadays most dinner-eaters start
We have sold Rig O lev
agreed to keep watch by tnrns. The
and cuffs until the entire stock was in
msny ysere, end It beg
There must be something about an
from a given point— a bine point.”
lot fell first on tho barber, who for
the little room. The man was ungainUXNTION
THU
PAPER
• am .9 to *»t
intimate acquaintancewith electricity
amnsement shaved the fool’s head And most good diners wind up with
ly in build, and he kept up a running
D. B. DYCHZ g CO..
which produces a differenteffect from
embonpoint.— fli. Paul Pioneer Press.
Chicago,ih.
while he slept. He then woke him,
fire of pleasantry about his ill shape
that which comes of other intimacies.
l«1.00.Bold by Dreggista,
and
the
fool,
raising
his
hand
to
scratch
and what a dreadfulnuisance he was It is an old saying, so old that it has
Yonr Life in Danger.
C.N.D.
jZ'ti'M
to storekeepers.Still, he always paid long passed unchallenged,that * fa- his head, exclaimed : “Here’s a pretty
Take time by the forelock ere that rasnmistake!
Rascal,
you
have
waked
the
cash, he said, and bought a great many miliarly breeds oontompt.” ‘ Familiari0t yoUr8 carr,ea you
"xL0 “° “My Consumptives
have proclothes, so the storekeepers kindly ty with electricity, however,does not bald-headedman instead of me
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humored him. When he had, all of breed contempt. On the contrary, it
Merchant Epstein’s stock on his mis- engenders a peculiar, not to say mor-

erable back he said

“This five-dollar

:

have on
coat. I
like the looks of the coat you haye on,
and if you give me that instead of the
suit that I

is the best fit of all except the

bid, affectionfor the subtle fluid and a
singular sensitivenesson its behalf.
This is shown by the attitude of the
electricianson tho question of execution by electric shock. . According to
the New York Sun, instead of regarding with interest this new field of possible usefulness for their pet, the electricians“ are outraged that the agency
!

one

well call
keep bn the
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tlffn? ThU’ ,°2® no.time' but procure a bot-

Alan Dale, the brilliant dramatic tle of too rationalremedy for Lung and
^VmuUton of Cod
critic of the Evening World, has jnst
published“An Eerie He and She,” a
Itwmcur“
new novel written 4n his usual crisp
A man in Maine left his propertyto
and flowing style. Decidedly
dramatic critics seem to be going in for
relatives say it is a dognovel writing. Leander Richardson own shame.
came out a short time ago with “Lord
Dunmenffiy,” a powerful book, and is
^u^"oator Company
Lew Rosen, with “Grisette," achieved
a phenomenal success.
A cbtinq evil— a cross kid.
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swwt little Imhy brother
Had come to live with Flo.
And she wanted it brought to the table.
That It might eat and grow.
•it must wait for awhile." said grandma,
In answer to her plea ;
•‘For a little thing that hasen’t teeth
Can’t eat like you and me."

’•Why husen’t it got teeth, grandma?"
Asked Flo In great surprise.
"Oh, my; but Isn’t It funny?
No teeth, but none and eye*.
I guess," after thinking gravely.
"They must have been forgot.
Can’t we buy him some like grandpa’s?
I’d like to know why not."
That afternoon to the corner.
With paper and pen and Ink.
Went Flo saying: "Don’t talk to me.
If you do It’ll ’sturb me think.
I’m writing a letter,grandma.
To send away to-night,
An’ ’cause It’s very ‘portant
I want to get it right."

go to hold a world’s exposition in 1892.
In one respect the Paris exposition
excels all others, for their never has
been collectedtogether so due a display
of electricalmechanism of every conceivable kind. There is at present an
unparalleled impulse in Europe toward
electrical engineering and the desire to
extend the use of electricityto all

branchesof manufacture.

Loig-StJding

A wonderfulthing to see.
And directed to "God In heaven."
“Pleaseread It over It) me,"
Said little Flo to her grandma.
"To see If It’s right,you know."
here

is

the persevering use of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla.

A

DRESS GOODS

of

fine lot

-AND-

Top Buggies

CLOTHING

just received at

Just received at

of

December,

A.

D.

E. J.

889

1

FLIEMAFS.

J.

These buggies

cheap.

will be sold

one o’clock in the afternoon. I shall sell at
Public Auction, to the highest bidoer, at the
front door of the Court House in the City of
The improved Ira I. Hunt Spring
Grand Haven itbat being the place where the
CircuitCourt for Ottawa County Is holdem, the Tooth Harrows anil Cultivators kept in
premises describedin said mortgage, or so much stock. Steel clad on bottom without
thereofas may be necessary to pav the amount extra charge to purchasers, and farmers
due on said mortgage, with eight per cent interneed not be afraid to purchase them,
est. and all legal costs, together with an attorney’s fee of twenty five dollars,covenantedfor as there is no royalty to pay, as there
therein, the premises being described in said is, or may be on some other harrows.
mortgage as all that certain piece and parcel of
land situate lb the Township of Olive In the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and
known and described as follows : The North half The St. JoNcph Munufacliirlng
of the North half of the South East q n arter <>f
to. PIown and Repulm. These
sectiontwenty one (21) i f town six (6) North of
Range fllfteeu(LI) West.
arc the best.

window

you can't

*

Then with scornful Ups she murmured.
As she tossed her pretty hut:
"How 1 wished the men were labeled
With a good plain sign like that!"

Near that favoredgrocer’s shop,
And espied this simple legend:
"This Corn Warranted to Pop." —Puck.

A Patent Courting Apparatus.
We have been shown a design for an
upholstered front gate which seems destined to become very popular. The
foot-board is cushionedand there is a
warm soapstone on each side, the inside step being adjustable, so that a
short girl can bring her lips to the line
of any given mustache without trouble.
If the gate is occupied at half past teu
p. m., an iron hand extends from one
ratepost, takes the young man by the
left ear, turns him around, and he is at
once started toward home by a steel foot.
The girl can, if she likes, set this part
at a later hour than half past ten.

Marriage Xot a Failure.

fool me,

Iwant that

—

"For two years I suffered from a severe pain in my right side, and hail
other troubles mused by a torpid liver
atid dyspepsia. After giving several
medicines a fair trial without a cure, I
In-gan lo take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.I
Was gr»v.tlybenelitci by the first bottle,
ir d after taking liv< i tiles I was com• !.*: y cured.” —
b n W. Benson, 70
;..,\i it-iieest., Loweli. .’.fuss.
L. • t Mny a latve r: ’.uncle broke out
i. y an.i. The i m *.! remedies had nO
r e, t (.'ill 1 was nm;'’ l lo my bod for
r 1 • weeks. A fricii*: induced me to try
, 's Sarsaparilla. Less than three
i:>* healed the sme. In all myexpc
: .••nre with medidn*', I never saw more

The new Trace Brace and Common
Band is now used on my
wagons. This is a good thing. Call
and see it.

CALL ON

THE HOLLAND

Mass.

'ifiRfhjQ

Real Estate Exchange
POST, Manager,

J. C.

you want

If

buy,

Holland City.

in

to

buy

fortRe

l(n

1888.
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FITS!

and

When I say Cuhb I do Dot mean merely to
stop them (or e time, and then havo them
return again. 1 mean A RADICAL CURE.
1 have made the disease of

made by

is

UTS, EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,

fafat&JIW'-LauisvlIfc.

A life-long etudy. IWAniuNTmyremedyto
the worst cases. Because others have
failed is no reason for not now receiving a
cure, fiend at once for a treatise and a Free
Bottle of ray Infallible Remedy. Give
Express and Post Office. It costs you nothing for a trial,and it will cure you. Address

BREYMAS « SON
Buy an OIL STOYE

And be assured of good goods, low

!

H.C. ROOT, M.C.,

prices and courteous treatment.

183

PiAti8T.I»iwY0i«

the thing to do all kinds of
cooking in th6 summer.

It is just

The World’s
is

fair

Eighth street, has something

have in our employ a

watchmaker and are

first class

Chicago's latest, but

HEROLD,

E.
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new

prepared to do repairing of

The best Oil Stove

kinds in a satisfactorymanner

and on shoit

notice.

j We have
bran HOW

just received a
and it will be

B

REYMAN

Holland. Mich., March

stock,
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15,

market

is

the

OIL STOVE

in

O.

in the

GRAND

all

which

is

kept on sale at

Van

J. B.

Oort’s

HARDWARE STORE,

DOUGLAS
B3 SHOE CENTLCMIN.
93 SHOE FOR LADIES.
W.
.00
.00

Eighth Street.

L.

GENUINE
HAND-SEWED WEI
rM
5 ft
g»g _

_____________.
Tiie “Grand” gives perfect satisfaction

1888.

and

is

i’

SCHOOL SHOES.

Fraudulentwhen my name and price are not stamp*/
on

bottom.W.

DOUGLAS, Brockton, Maea

L.

FOK SALfc

the best oii stove

t>Y

manufactuied.

piece.

Herder—

Woman

Voltaire—

is

Women

inouey in jour pocket to call
US and inspect these goods,

the crown of cre-

teach us

and dignity.

,Xr
„ *:
guarantee satisfaction.

to give perfect satisfaction,or money on
refunded. Price 25 cents per box. For ;
repose,
sale by Yates & Kane, Holland & II. i ”

,

S

De Kruif, Zeeland.

has only heroines.

For good wearing wagon

E. 8. Barrett— Woman is Ijist at the
cheap call at J. O. Doesburg’s.
cross and earliest at the grave.

Sandi— A handsome
jewel; a good

woman

is

woman

Gray Bros.

Subscribe for

A

Specialty.

Grand Rapids

Voltaire— All the reasonings of men
we not worth one sentiment of a woman.

Ready-Made

Paints.

KELLIS

Sc CO.
RorbesGr.N.

new

a

our well
selected stock of
so is

buy
The largest, fattest and finest In tbe world.
Passenger accommodaUonsunexcelled.
and sell real estate, and draw
New York to GlcSfgowvia Londonderry.
up deeds and mortgages for
Pevoula, Oct. 26th.
Circassia,Nov. 2ud.

NfW York
Elysia,Oct.

to

|
|

Ethnopla, Nov. O h.
Anchoria. Nov. 16th.

Alerts, Gibraltarand Italy.

25tb.

|Nov.

California,

Bolivia,Nov. 13th.
31

th.

Saloon,Seeoad’ClaM and Steerage rate* on lo-r.t
terms.Excursion Tickets rod need, mad* availableto return br either the Picturesque Clyde and North of Ireland. or Hirer Merseyand South of Ireland, or Naples

thor in the world who teaches such Two doors east of Post Office.
beauty as a woman's eyes?
Michelet—Woman is the Sunday of
For Sale!
man; not his repose only, but his joy;
the salt of his life.
The undersigned offers for sale on
Margaret Fuller Ossili— Woman is easy terms or will exchange for real
bom for love, and it is impossibleto estate, 1 wagon, 1 harness, 1 bobsleigh,
barkrack, 2 mares, one with foal, 1
turn her from seeking it.
Louis Dencoyers—

A woman may b£

m

plow,

and stupid, but hardly ever ridiculous. 86-1

1

*

cultivator etc.

R.

Van den Berg,

SUITS!

OVERCOATS!
Fur and Plush Caps,

J. H.

YOTOG,

Photographer,
GRAND

RAPIDS.

WALSH.

*

I

Daily. Other

tralcs dally

HIIVI

ACALL.
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wooowr

Af$ew«Hl5(

exceiA^juDday^

by HEBER
L.

HENDERSON, Proprietor.

W

iT.lOUIS.MO,
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SHOE

BEATS THEM

ALL

!

equals any 5 or 6 dollar
for style, durabilityand
comfort. Other advertised
$3.00 shoes are full of nails
which hurt the feet, but these
shoes are entirely free from
them.*

these Shoes
will

J. D.

wear no other.

sale

by

HELDEfy

who always keeps on hand a

trains. .
keto to all point* in the United State* sod

an*dW. A. GAvETT. AsM*t Gen. Pm*. A*t.
J. F. RBKKIB, Gen. Ptes. and Tkt Agt.

REIDSEMA.

$3.00

And you

it

file {^icago

goods.

French Welt

Try

Pal

r«
(?lot)\ing Store,

my

THE GREAT

For

i.m. n.ra.

inspect

It

of Mufflers,Gloves.

A

and

save you money.

Satisfaction guaranteed. shoe

a.m p.m. p.m. p.m.
From Grand Rapid* 9 25 2 15 6 2£ 9 85 11*60
a .hi p.m p.m.ip.m P«!
From Musk-gnn and 920 203 2 CO 5(W I,*40
Grand Havau. am p.m p.m. p.m. p.m.

The prices on the above goods are
low, that everybodycan be suited.

cull

I cult

39 Canal Street,

ARRIVE.

Also several hundred different kinds
Mittens,Neckties. From Hart Pentwatei 920 500
a.m. pm.
Hosiery, Silk Hanukerchiefs,Cuffs and
From Uig Ritpld* ... 2 30 11 40
Collars,Cuffs and Collar Buttons,Ump.m. P“
brellas, and Rubber Goods.
From Alles&n ....... 0 20 6 15

it

S.

...

for

Give me

Grand Haven, Mich.

ForBlg Repin

Wool Shirts and Underwear, For Allegan

Furniture Store,
on KL’hth Street.

4*6U 2 iJ V 85

Tiie following would indicatethat
there is *tiil hope for the paralyzed.
The following is an extract from a Frank Corne'ihw, Purcell, Indian Ter.,
real composition w ritten by a small says: “I induced Mr. Pinson, whose
school-boy in New Jersey.
wife had paralysis in the face, to try a
The subject given by the teacher was bottle of Chamberlain’s Pain Balm.
the extensive one of “man.”
To their peat surprise before the botHere's what the small boy wrote:
tle had all been used she was a great
“Man is a wonderfulanimal. He deal better. Her face had been drawn
has eyes, ears, mouth.
to one side; but the Pain Balm releived
ears are mostly for catching all pain and soreness, and the mouth
and having the earache.
assumed its natural shape.” It is also
“The nose is to get sniffles with.
unequalled for rheumatism, lame back,
ly is split half-wayup, sp rains, swellings and lameness. 50
, the split ends. ’’-From cent
bottle"
sale

November.

office. Call on,

JACOB BAAR,

GIVE

For Hart, Pen water,

A Great Future Before Him.

iui for

9 26 2 C5 12*0U;
a.m. a m. p m. nig’t
For Grand Rapl Is.... 6*00 926 2 1C 6 00 9 35
a.m. am. p.m. p.m. p.m
For Mnskegon and 6*30 929 2 4C 6 30 9 85
a.m am. p.m p.m. p.m.
Grand Haven.
For Chicago.. ........

PANTS! PANTS! PANTS!

City Marshal.

!

Also a line line of carpets,wall paper, window curtains, mouldings, pictures, frames,
and brackets at his large brick

or address,

and Gibraltar.

TABLE.

ugly,'ill shaped, wicked, ignorant, silly

my

parties at

I also

WINTER GOODS:,.

SUITS!

!

Title.

prices

reasonsble

race, re-

paints.

Van

REIDSEMA,

The only CollegeIn the U. 8. that runs a rrgO'
of Real money In connectionwith the
College. The practical s» sU-m on which tbe In-

We

Your Land

tk

Still in

Wiil not he lindeisoid

Business College.

hand, and

VAN OORT.

have the only set of Abstract books in Ottawa county
and am prepared to furnish S.
abstracts of all land titles in The reliable furniture denier hn« a largo and
well selected stock of furniture, hitch as bedthe county, promptly and at room suites,parlor suites,and fancy rockers.

PARSONS’

at

Stove.

J. B.

Y.

have just received a full line of
Detroit White Lead Works, ready
Drafts for any amount at loweetcurrent rate*. Apply to
created since the world received Chris- mixed paints, which are the best in the
E N D EPS O n'b'r OT H I M 8, Chicago, III.
tianity.
market, including house, floor and carJ. O. Doesburg.
Leopold Schefer— But one thing on riage
Chicago and West Mich. Railway
earth is better than the wife-that is
bought direct from manufacturers,and
the mother.
TIHE
will be sold at small margins, which
Oysters.
Lather— Earth has nothing more
means
lower than the lowest.
Taking
Effect Oct. 6, 1880
I am now ready to supply can oystender than a woman's heart when it is
ters to all those desiring thei
em. GuarTrains Arrive ana Depart from Holland aa below :
the abode of pity.
anteed first-class.
Shakespeare—For where is any auDKP ART-CentralStandard Time.
C. Blom, Jr.

Beecher— Woman are

till*

I

Kalamazoo, Michigan
best

N

HEROLD.

E.

,

• T

reliablestock ;outflt

Bros.,
HOLLAND.

•

Richter— No man can either live paper, the Daily Democrat. _U contains
‘
Tf ,V
, every ye*- from all parts ol the country, fib
piouslyor die righteously without a w ife. all the news, arrives in Holland on hand and typewriting thoroughly taught by ex
N. P. Willis— The sweetest thing in morning train. Sent by mail at fifty P«riencedteachers. Send for Journal. 22 lyr
life is the unclouded welcome of a wife. cents a month. Tostinasterwill reHeine— Handsome women without re- ceive subscriptions.
The time for cold weather is
ligion are like dowers without perfume.

u

;

Shoes Nursrrytnep.

lar B&uk

nFVi’

Ccoaluloa F» 1 VieU;;

w<>rk

Jr B.

grease

is a

a treasure.

Sa'.irjor

giddy

Van Duren
Give .He a Call and Examine

free; no evp*rl*noe neede . Write fr.r term*
atd testimonials. (Refer to tbls p&por.)

If parents, who

have childrens subJohn Quincy Adams-All that I am
ject to croup, would take the advice of
my mother made me.
II EDER WALSH the druggist,they
Whittier—If woman lost us Eden would never be without a bottle of
such as she only restore it.
Chamberlain'sCough Remedy in the
Gladstone— Woman is the most per- house. It will not only cure croup but
fect when the most womanly.
will prevent it, if used as soon as the
Bulwer— To a gentleman ever)’ wom- lirst symptoms appear, which can always be done if the remedy is kept at
an is a lady in right of her sex.
band.
Lamartine— There is a woman at the
beginning of all great things.
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WASTED.
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Ruskin-iShakespeare has no heroes

W

it

otv all about it
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DE KOSTER.

CURE

money

anyt/iind eJse.

But go to

0.

PREPARED BT
Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, Matt.

Rheum, Fever Sores. Tetter, Chapped
Confucius—Woman is the master- Hands, Chilblains. Corns, and all Skin

&

Cuke

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Tributes Paid to
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c)\evVm£ tobacco
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or ex-
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Holland, Mich., Aug. 5,

etches, Clocks, and

W

Markit on River

call.

1

But don’t wait when you want

to rent

Choice Steaks and Roasts

Tobacco.
Th

WATCH

change
sell,

SMOKED

Are especiallyinvited to

Farmers and other good citizens tire
invited to call at my wagon works and
examine the fine stock 1 have on hand.
All goods sold are warranted.

Holland, Mich.

•

^ Women.

in

Parties desiring

JACOB FLIEMAN,

Wonderful Results.
— Mrs. Carrio Adams, Holly
fc’prmgs,Texas.
" I bud n dry scaly humor for
and suffered terribly : and, as my brother and sister were similarly afflicted,I
presume the malady is hereditary.Last
winter, Dr. Tyron, (of Fernandina,
Fla.,) recommended me to take Ayer's
Sarsaparilla, and continue it for a year.
For live mouths I look it daily. I have
not had a blemish upon my body for the
last three months." — T. E. Wiley, 146
Chambers st., New York City.
Last fall and winter I was troubled
with a dull, heavy pain in my side. I
did not notice it mm-h at first, but it
gradually grew worse until it became
almost unbearable. During the latter
part of this time, disorders of the stomach and liver increasedmy troubles. I
began taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and,
after faithfully continuing the use of
this medicine for some months, the pain
disappeared and I was completely
cured." — Mrs. Augusta A. Furbush,

fcltr,

MEATS-

wagon or buggy repaired

to have your

Sense Sand

:

stock.

in

A It

It Irate

Dealers

the line of
the great questions of the day.
Price $1 ; tlx bottle*, |o. Worth |5 a bottl*.
sell goods cheaper than
“Why there'sLucindy gets up in the
morniu’, milks six cows, gits breakfas',
ever and are constantly adding
starts four children to skew], looks
IIohnc lo rlctH
arter the other three, feeds the hens,
to our stock all the latest deI desire to rent my house on Seventh
likewise the hogs, likewise some motherless sheep, skims twenty pans o’ milk, street, near the L.i.u-ry.Rent, $1 a at reasonable prices. An experience of signs and novelties in Jewelry
washes the clothes, gits dinner, et week. Inquire of
; many years enables him
to select the and Plated Ware.
S. B. HlMiKN.
celery, et celery.
I best stock and
to suit all classes of
“Think I could hire anybody to do it
customers.
Call on us and examine our goods,
fur what she gets? Not ’much! MarBueklcir* Arul; a Salvo.
riage is a success, sir: a grand success! ’
learn our prices and be conuinced.
-The Best Salve in the world for

m

Constantly kept

/

in Holland

is the best place

The process, in some cases, may not bo
quite so rapid ns in others j but, with
persistence,the result is certain,
[toad these testimonials

Groceris.

FRESH, SAIT, AND

My shop

and painted.

Haverhill,

“Marriage is a failure?I should say
not!” remarked an Oregon farmer,
whose opinion was desired on one of

—he

first-classline of

Family

• Mortgagee.
\ Abend Virsc her. Attorney for Mortgagee.

/ -''’hermarked effort of the use of this
ni • 'iriue was the strengtheningof my

80 when she had passed. I ventured

civility

A

THE COUNCIL uF HOPE COLLEGE,

«

That she saw a simple sign,
And she stoppedand slowly read it,
While her blue eyes seemed to shine.

r

HARRMOH'S.

at

causes n radical change in the system.

.

R*

ATTENTION!

This medicine Is on Alterative, and

little Flo:

A Simple Sign.

»

In^tbe^coDill-

Dated October 4th 16*>.

the letter written

It was In a grocer’s

30th day

E!ood Diseases are cured by

•‘Peak God: The baby you brought ills awful nice and sweet,
But ’cause you forgot his tootles
The poor little thing can’t eat.
That’s why I’m writing this letter,
A-purposc to let you know;
Please come and finish the baby.
That’s all. From Little Flo."
— PUfaburpPM.

m

New Stock

SALE.

made

:

At last the letter was finished,

To God by

having been

About 30,000 people a day go up the PrlnsaodHtlUuje Print hil wife to the CouccU
Eiffel tower. Of these between 3000 of Hope College, a ooiporatlonduly InoorporaUd
and 4000 go to the top. On an average, under the law* of the State of Michigan, of Ottawa County in salilSUte, dated April 24, A. D,
a person has to wait about an hour to 1886, and recorded in the offloe of the BMUler of
go up in the lift.
Deeds, for the County of Ottawa and Mate of
After a holiday night at the exhibi- Michigan, on theCTth day of April A. D. 1886. In
tion, the damage done to the grounds, Liber « of Mortgage!.on page! on which mortgage there is claimed to be dne at the date of
dowers and shrubs included, is esti- this notice the sum of Six bntdred *nd seventy
mated at 8000 francs, the amount of ihree dollars,ai d eighty four cents, and an attoruey’sfae of twem v five dollars providsd for in
admissionfees for 1G.01M)visitors.
said mortgage, and no »ult or proceedings at law
During the drat fourteen days of having been itstltuted to recover the moneys
June upward of 2,0(X),ooovisitors passed secured by said mortgage, or any part thereof
Now. Therefor*.By virtue of the power of sale
through the wickets of the Paris expocontained in said mortgage, and the statute in
sition. Such success ought to be a snob case made and provided, notice is hereby
strong tempat ion to New York or Chica- given that on Monday the

A

And

^KFAULT

J

An Oversight of Hlake Up.

m

MORTGAGE

Paris Exposition Notes.

Howe.

Meyer,

j 0AUAS.TEX.

rer

&

Co.

large assortment of all

kinds

of footwear.

